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Contents of CD filed with the Appellant's Opening Brief:

1- Appellant's Informal Opening Brief:
Appellant's Informal Opening Brief is included in the attached courtesy
Computer Disc (CD) for ease of access to its web-links, and to facilitate
easy searching, and cross searching with below documents:
2- Appellant's Appendix (AA):
Appellant Salessi has attached a trial court binder as his "Appellant's
Appendix" (AA ) which is referenced to its pages throughout the opening
brief in this form (AA page#), for instance (AA 432) refers to page 432.
Appellant's Appendix is one searchable pdf file of 4627 pages which
appellant has painstakingly compiled by combining all the downloadable
docketed files of the trial case, in their filed sequences, and thereafter
made searchable with the use of the ADOBE program.
Disclaimer: Although Appellant is confident to have included all the
downloadable files, he does not make any guarantees that the binder is
complete; also, he does not guarantee that a searched word would
necessarily return a search, since it is possible that some files have not
converted to a text-searchable version;
3- Coast Cities Binder ("Coast Binder"):
A combined searchable pdf file, prepared similar to the "Appellant's
Appendix", is included. It contains the 414 pages of discovered documents
produced on 10/4/13, on behalf of Coast Cities Escrow. The said
documents are also included in their raw form delivered to appellant on a
CD on 10/4/13. (Coast Binder 67) refers to its 67th page;
4- Cited Files, and cases:
Some cited out-of-case files, and cases, have been included in the CD;
5- (RJN-6) file:
Request for Judicial Notice #6 (RJN-6) has been included as one folder of
pdf files, and made mostly searchable. Each new RJN-6 entry is
sequenced after the last one of (RJN-5), filed in the trial court which ended
with Request-R1, thus starting from Request-81, to the end, and
referenced as (RJN-6:81 ), to the end;

4
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6- Sealed Documents
Appellant has tried to include the "Sealed documents" cited, or referenced,
in the Opening Brief on a Second CD sent only to the Court of Appeal, but
not provided to respondents.
Cited documents filed in this appellate case are cited as (DktEntry #, p.#).
7- ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS:
Appellant Salessi reserves the right to supplement this brief with additional
related, and/or referenced, documents not included on the attached CD, in
particular a "USA BANKS DISCLOSURE MANUAL", which appellant was
unable to complete by the time of this filing;

5
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

The district court had subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §
1331 because Plaintiffs brought claims arising under federal laws. This
Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1291.
PRELUDE:

Reading this informal opening brief is probably equivalent to
thoroughly studying 5,000+ pages of its underlying case file, plus another
15, 000+ pages of related case files, and referenced documents. Therefore,
respondents are strongly recommended to conduct a cost-benefit analysis
before engaging costly appellate attorneys to file responding briefs.
The underlying complaint to this appeal had been verified per
mandate. Likewise, this Opening Brief is also verified by Plaintiff/Appellant
Salessi, thus mandating similar verifications by respondents. Corporate
verifications are subject to verifications by corporate executives with
I

personal knowledge of the matters asserted herein, while individual
respondents must personally verify, all under penalty of perjury.
Similar to the operative complaint, this Opening Brief is on behalf of
appellant Salessi as well as on behalf of those similarly situated victims of
financial crimes "under color of law", whose homes and properties have
been stolen by any one of the named, and unnamed, defendants here.
6
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Appellant has been compiling a "USA Banking Disclosure Manual"
(The Manual) to supplement this brief, with the intention of disclosing the
tightly concealed secrets of the details of the American financial system as
well as the ways and means of the financial crimes which occurred during
this century, and as they continue to this day. The actual nature of such
things will be disclosed in that manual: U.S. mortgages; U.S. derivatives;
MERS. Furthermore, the Manual will be prove that U.S. derivatives such as
MBS bonds have no connections to U.S. mortgages, and are not backed
with anything; that securitization, and similar related concepts, are total
frauds and created to misguide victims as to the nature of the frauds they
accomplish. The Manual should eliminate most myths and confusions
regarding USA mortgage finances, and related subjects, which confusions
and myths have resulted in courts siding with fraudulent pretender lenders
and assisting them to steal around 15,000,000 homes in USA in the past
eight years. The Manual will prove that none of the "lenders" paid a single
dollar toward the purchase of any real estate in USA.

All the citations, footnotes, documents and things, referenced
throughout this opening brief, whether or not provided with a copy, or
a web-link, are incorporated herein with this reference, as if set forth
in full.

7
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CERTIFICATE OF INTERESTED PARTIES:
Other than the named defendants in the underlying case, appellant
believes that the following entities have direct, and/or, indirect interests in
the outcome of this case and similar cases, and that therefore; defense
counsel, or judicial officers' membership, and/or affiliations with them
should, at the minimum, be disclosed,:
- Any secretive organizations such as Freemasons, and their affiliated
networkls, such as The Illuminati which control Freemasons;
-

1

FDIC, Federal Reserve System (FRS), Office of the Comptroller of
Currency, (OCC), U.S. Treasury, IRS, S.E.C., etc.;

-

British Accreditation Regents (BAR); 2
The

Shape-shifters

humans);

(i.e.:

Non-human

creatures

appearing

as

3

Dowdye v. People, 60 V.I. 806 {2014); 2014 WL 2703240
Also, Attorney John Salza, a former Freemason, recently testified as to the judicial conflicts of
Masons in courts, as against USA's non-Masons {the 99%):
YOUTUBE: A former 32nd degree Freemason 414 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRNmPFHpO
2
See recent disclosures of Judge Dale Chase {retired) in his book "The Great American
Adventure" identifying the American BAR Association as an enforcement arm of "the British Royal
& Elite" to exert its domination in USA, and formed as a branch of The Royal British Accreditation
Regents {B.A.R.): [Regents means Royal] https:l/anticorruptionsociety.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/the-great·
american-adventure-2nd-edition.pdf

The above mentioned "Secret Societies", at their very top, are evidently controlled by what
is known as "shape-shifters", a type of non-human creatures capable of transforming their
appearances into humans, but devoid of humanity, while feeding on human flesh and soul, due to
their savage and evil nature. Most likely, one or more defense counsel, and/or their principals, here
are such "shape-shifters", and must disclose themselves and/or their principals as such, because
the legal and factual arguments here are publicly known to apply only to humans, unless proved
otherwise by respondents or the court, that the laws on the books in this country also apply to
3
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shape-shifting non-humans. For a partial, and evidently uncontested, list of such non-human
creatures, including famous individuals who are publicly known as humans, but are claimed to be
non-human shape-shifters, please refer to the book of David lcke: "The Children Of The Matrix:
PAGE 135: The Shape-shifters" which can be downloaded from his website:
http://david.icke.free.fr/index en.html If true, this is an example of a CNN reporter's live shapeshifting in YOUTUBE: WARNING!!! CREEPY!! REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTER CAUGHT ON LIVE TV!!!
https:l/www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHVbKyzwTFg
"The Biggest Secret", David lcke's other book posted on the same website, contains even
more astounding disclosures in this regard none of which revelations have been denied, or
contested, by anyone named in those books, or by anyone at all, thus rendering their contents as
presumed facts, by the operation of USA laws of evidence. The systemic non-human nature of the
modus operandi signature savagery with which engineered genocides have globally occurred in the
past 500 years, as reportedly traced to the elite "Shape-Shifter" families identified in the above
books, appear to be the only plausible published explanation that such predatory creatures have
been secretly creating and controlling the world's main events at the very top, particularly events
leading to plunders, human sufferings, and genocides. As such, presuming the truth of the nonhuman shape-shifters, as documented in those books, all the leading humans must have been
acting only as puppets of the shape-shifting puppet-masters, confirmation of which may have been
implicitly made by some key human officials, such as the U.S. President Woodrow Wilson:
"The government, which was designed for the people, has got into the hands of the bosses
and their employers, the special interests. An invisible empire has been set up above the
forms of democracy." "A little group of willful men, representing no opinion but their own,
have rendered the great government of the United States helpless and contemptible.
http://www.brainyguote.com/guotes/authorslw/woodrow wilson.html

9
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Appellant's Unilateral Corporate Disclosures Pursuant to FRAP 26.1
FIDELITY CORPORATE DISCLOSURES:

Fidelity National Financial (FNF}, which is officially America's largest
title insurance company, is in actuality a colossal criminal network engaged
in the national theft, and laundering, of real estate with forgery and
recordation of forged papers. FNF is formed of thousands of fraudulent
lawyers, and thousands of incorporated as well as fictitious front entities
including Fidelity Title, Chicago Title, Lawyers Title, and Commonwealth
Title, each of which operates as a national criminal network of its own.
FNF's only asset is its expertise in committing organized crime.

One of

FNF criminal entities recently outlawed, but reopened under a new name,
was Lender Processing Services (LPS) (n/kla: Black Knight Financial
Services) which had registered hundreds of bogus entities under LPS, all of
which were outlawed sometime, after the 2013 conviction of just one fallgirl, attorney Loraine Brown.

4

4

(AA 3638).

5

"Over 1 Million Documents Prepared and Filed with Forged and False Signatures,
Fraudulent Notarizations": https ://www. justice .gov/opa/pr/former-executive-florida-based-lenderprocessing-services-inc-sentenced-five-years-prison
5
Fidelity Title's LPS/DocX have converted hundreds of USA law firms into Robo·Signing
forgery mills, dedicated to theft, and laundering of money and real estate. Wells Fargo has also
followed course. A descriptive account of this ongoing crime is pled in a recently unsealed Qui Tam
action of attorney Lyn Szymoniak, and posted in: http://4closurefraud.org/2013/08/13/case-number02013cv00464-usa-vs-ace-sec-corp-et-al-complaint-in-other-szymoniak-gui-tam-case/
Ms. Szymoniak was paid off $26 million to abandon her Qui Tam claims, after USA declined to join
the action, most likely due to USA agencies' own complicity in the engineering of this colossal
counterfeiting industry.
10
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LPS lawyers had been filing thousands of fraudulent corporate
disclosure documents in courts, and even in the U.S. Supreme Court, as
caught by appellant Salessi in his U.S. case# 11-1013, and taken judicially
notice of at #154 (AA 3578, 3586), (2012 WL 1332583) filed 4/14/12, and
available at "Salessi Litigation Page" at - 4-14-12 SALESSI REPLY TO
FIDELITY OPPOSITION TO SALESSI CERTIORARI-11-1013
The above document also referenced the apparent murder of Tracy
Lawrence, one of their Nevada forgers (a/kla: RoboSigner) after her guilty
plea, and before her grand jury testimony. The Nevada Attorney General
subsequently received a bribe of $5,000,000, disguised as a settlement,
not to pursue the murder of Tracy Lawrence, or the LPS forgeries, and to
dismiss all claims, which it did. (RJN-6:S1) shows the $5 million bribe,
disguised as a settlement.

11
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WACHOVIA CORPORATE DISCLOSURES:
(AA 3237) documents why Wachovia's charter was null and void ab
intio, by referencing Salessi's case #G043669 appellate opening brief for
more documentation establishing the voidness of Wachovia, and the
fabricated charter #1 for a brand new sham Wells Fargo entity, not the
original Wells Fargo. The name-changing operations, rendered all the
transformations pure drug money laundering operations, as a Continuing
Criminal Enterprise (CCE), pursuant to 21 U.S.C. §848, as defined by FBI
at https://www. fbi. gov/about-us/investigate/organ izedcrime/glossarv
A search for CCE in the above FBI webpage brings up multiple recent
cases. Wachovia-Wells Fargo, and their attorneys, should in fact be
prosecuted with charges similar to this recent FBI case against "Sinaloa
Drug Cartel Members"- who were most likely working for Wachovia-Wells
Fargo, and their American drug lords, as Salessi wrote in his FBI complaint,
incorporated herein with this reference.

6

s
"CARTEL LAND", a 2015 USA documentary by Mathew Heineman, showed that during since
the past decade, the Mexican Government has taken over that country's narcotics production as
well as Mexico's drug trafficking into USA, and that the "Mexican drug wars" are in fact the
elimination of drug gangs who create their own private drug gangs and compete with the Mexican
government sponsored drug gangs. US-made weapons flow south to the Mexican Government (as
Salessi described in his FBI complaint) which in turn distributes the weapons to its member gangs.
The time frame of the above drug takeover of Mexico, the colossal volumes of money they turn out,
and the concurrency with Wachovia's drug money laundering operations in the past decade, lead
one to believe that the real controllers of Wachovia/Wells Fargo are in fact USA's top drug dons, as
their own insider-whistleblower Martin Woods had documented in his reports whereby stating that:
" .. .the Wachovia drug money laundering was directly related to the tens of thousands of murders in
12
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Furthermore, the

10/12/2008 Federal

Reserve System "Order

Approving the Acquisition of a Bank Holding Company" (RJN-6:Z1 ), in its
footnote #4, states clearly that neither Wachovia Mortgage FSB, nor
Wachovia Bank, FSB, were banks at all.

The said Fed-Order avoided

disclosing that the "B" in FSB stands for "Bank", and that those sham
entities were only fronts for laundering drug money and real estate, while at
all times herein, their counsel had been pretending that all Wachovia, and
subsequently, all Wells Fargo entities were legitimate banks and lenders,
however, failing to authenticate any of their false claims, and while failing to
file corporate disclosure documents, or filing contradictory and false
disclosure documents (AA 3400, 3416, 3526) every time they filed one.
See the 10/12/08 order at this FED-link:
http://www. federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/orders/orders20081 012a 1.pdf

Therefore, Wachovia's formerly filed corporate disclosure should be
rejected by this honorable court, and at best, default entered against it as a

Mexico ... ". GOOGLE, and YOUTUBE: "MARTIN WOODS WACHOVIA", and/or Martin Woods' below
report, incorporated herein with this reference:
HERMES FORENSIC SOLUTIONS
National Drugs Conference of Ireland November 2011 http://inef.ie/documents/Martin%20Woods.pdf
Below are quotes from that report:
"There have been in excess of 45,000 people murdered in Mexico because of drug trafficking."
"In just the three years ending 2007, Wachovia processed $373 billion in wire transfers, $47 billion
in checks and $4 billion in bulk cash deposits from the currency exchanges. Barron's 20.3.10"
https :l/www.youtube.com/results ?search guery=WELLS+FARGO+DRUG+CARTEL+Martin+Woods

13
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sanction for filing a fraudulent document. In the event that Wachovia files a
responding brief, it should be mandated to file certified, authenticated,
corporate documents proving that the entity under which names they stole
Salessi's house was a legitimately registered entity, which they cannot
prove, because it was a fake, and none-exiting, name. Their counsel
repeatedly failed to do that, and thus admitted their entity-frauds with their
failure to explain, or deny, the evidence that Salessi had repeatedly
presented to every court, but which proofs every court intentionally
overlooked because courts were at the overt disposal of Wachovia lawyers
and their principals [drug lords].
In the instant case, the Cartel's forged "Trustee's Deed Upon Sale"
(TDS) had been recorded under yet another bogus, non-existing, name
which is copy-pasted here as it appears on their recorded TDS (AA 197):
WACHOVIA MORTGAGE, FSB FKA WORLD SAVINGS BANK,
FSB, A FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK REO # 124579 REO DEPT. 794
DAVIS STREET, MAIL CODE CA 7276 SAN LEANDRO, CA 94577 7

In USA, just as certain convicted crime families, and drug cartels, are
addressed as "crime families" in lawsuits and documentaries, such as
Panama's former General Emanuel Noriega crime family/drug Cartel,
Wachovia/Wells Fargo, which were jointly convicted for the history's largest
It is essential not only that the parties to the contract exist, but that it is possible to identify
them. Cai.Civ.Code §1558. Jackson v. Grant, 890 F.2d 118, 120-21 (9th Cir.1989)
14
7
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ever known drug money laundering operations, will be hereinafter cited as
"the Cartel" or "Cartel", meaning Wachovia/Wells Fargo Crime Family and
Drug Cartel, which include their lawyers who have engineered, and
conducted, their continuing criminal drug money laundering operations as a
Continuing Criminal Enterprise (CCE), pursuant to Title 21 U.S.C. §848,
and Title 18 U.S.C. §§1961-1969 (RICO), and as applicable to its lawyers
pursuant to U.S. v. Shabani, 513 U.S. 10, (1994), in particular due to the
fact that its lawyers, by their failure to deny, had admitted to have been
paid with Wachovia drug money for their "legal services" (AA 4376), and
that at the very least all their legal fees should be "forfeited for wrongdoing"
to their victims, such as appellant here, pursuant to 21 USC §853.

8

s
Pursuant to Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE) 401, evidence from which a trier-of-fact may
draw rational inferences of liability is relevant by definition. See, e.g., United States v. Patterson,
819 F.2d 1495, 1501 (9th Cir.1987) ("Evidence of unexplained wealth is relevant if it creates a
reasonable inference that the unexplained wealth came from the narcotics conspiracy.") In the
instant action any wealth coming from Wachovia [Drug Cartel], in its Aloma property dealings, or
from any services furnished to Wachovia for anything, may amount to narcotics conspiracies, as
explained in Salessi's Wirt of Certiorari in case# 11-1013, incorporated herein with this reference.
See also (AA 4112)
Furthermore, during discovery of this case, by waiver of denial, Wachovia attorneys
admitted to have been paid their "legal fees" with Wachovia drug money.ln addition, appellant
believes that Wachovia lawyers have plundered thousands of homes from the Cartel's victims by
deeding the realty to their own names. In the instant case, the lawyer-defendants admitted to this in
discovery by their failure to respond, and their waiver of denial.
Lawyers appearing for Wachovia/Wells Fargo, in all its cases, must be presumed crime
consigliere, because they are doing this voluntarily while knowing full well that their client is a
Continued Criminal Enterprise which walked away with the world history's largest ever known drug
money laundering operations, in addition to tens of thousands of murders in Mexico, and probably
in USA.
15
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The name-changing stunts by continuing criminal enterprises like
Wachovia, and Fidelity/LPS, would be equivalent to the likes of the
convicted General Noriega returning to his old drug trafficking routine under
brand new assumed names; wherefore, as a matter of public policy, since
2010, Salessi has consistently branded Wachovia/Wells Fargo as a drug
cartel, to help prevent the erosion of their narco-banking nature, and their
illicit activities,

from public memory with their simple name-changing

stunts, which even Enron and Arthur Anderson did not dare to contemplate,
probably because no Cartel individuals were sent to prison, since the U.S.
DOJ whitewashed all such potential convictions in its Florida case, in return
for a $150 million: WACHOVIA

$1/2 trillion Drug Money Laundering

Blessed by U.S. Court Case# cr-20165-JAL
The Cartel's whitewash with the above case, and its immediate
aftermaths, were summarized in this comment: Google: "Kareem Salessi
10/16/15", which also linked to the following summary page:
"IF YOU ARE TOO BIG TO FAIL, DRUG TRAFFICKING IS A GOOD INVESTMENT"
http://www.byronsworld.org/the mark monitor/newsletters/mm news 07.29.2011 Well
s Wachovia Drug Money.pdf

16
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ANGLIN, FLEWELLING, RASMUSSEN, CAMPBELL & TRYTTEN LLP
(a/k/a AFRCT) CORPORATE DISCLOSURE:
Disguised as a "foreclosure-mill law firm", AFRCT has proved to be a
serial forgery (Robe-Signing) operation of Wachovia/Wells Fargo Drug
Cartel, similar to the outlawed LPS/DocX forgery networks of Fidelity.
AFRCT had been engaged by the Cartel to streamline the Cartel's
laundering of drug money and real estate by plundering real estate with
fabrication, filing, and recording millions of forged, and/or, false documents
signed "Under Penalty of Perjury" by many Robe-Signers as well as by the
AFRCT lawyer-forgers, such as defendant Fred Hickman.
Appellant Salessi believes that AFRCT has bribed numerous public
officials as against Salessi, including, but not limited to Judge William
Monroe, and that they had further bribed O.C. Sheriffs to illegally conduct
an armed raid on Salessi's residence on, or after, 8/8/09 with the intent to
shoot and kill him, as they have admitted to in the underlying case by way
of their failure to deny it, thus having waived such a right. AFRCT must
have done this to well over 200,000 families in California, since 2007.
During that process, Salessi believes that AFRCT members also made
hundreds of homes their own with phony "CORPORATION QUIT CLAIM
DEEDS" to front entities, or individuals, such as the one they recorded on
17
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the Aloma property in early 2010, in spite of Fildelity/ASAP's abandonment
of the staged auction on 7/15/09 (AA 3195, 3418), and the Cartel itself
having been outlawed earlier on.
Furthermore, Salessi believes that since 2007 AFRCT have probably
filed, and/or recorded, over a million false, and/or, forged declarations as
well as foreclosure documents, all of which they knew to have been false,
and/or forged before filing them. Salessi believes that a proper criminal
investigation of this law firm, if not whitewashed with a settlement, would
lead to convictions of all its lawyers, associates, Robe-Signers (forgers),
and countless other underlings. All the declarations filed by AFRCT in the
Monroe court were forged, and/or falsified, under penalty of perjury.

9

If the Shape-Shifting non-human phenomenon documented above is
indeed true, appellant suspects that foreclosure-mill law firms like AFRCT
are likely populated, and/or are controlled, by such Shape-Shifting nonhumans, due to the fact that their savagery "under color of law" is devoid of
human nature and requires anti-humane, anti-humanity, and emotionless
barbarity, as prerequisites to enable their modus operandi "serial plunders
and consequent murders", with their abuse of public offices and laws.

Example: "NOTICE OF DEFAULT" (NOD) (AA 196) signed by Robo-Signer Seth White,
12/26/07, as Assistant Secretary, while AFRCT falsified declaration of Seth White "under penalty of
perjury" declared that he had been employed by the Cartel since May 15, 2008. See (RJN-6:X1)
18
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USA BANKING INDUSTRY DISCLOSURE MANUAL

Appellant Salessi had planned to include his personal version of a
"Disclosure Manual" of the American banking and financial systems with
this opening brief to be taken judicially notice of. The stand-alone manual
which should put the whole picture of the USA money mechanics in
perspective, was not completed, due to time constraints and health related
problems, as described in appellant's sealed motion to reinstate appeal.
Appellant has, however, integrated most of its concepts throughout this
opening brief in order to disclose the various roles played by key elements
which created the recent financial crisis inflicting USA, which crisis Salessi
had discovered in 2003, and documented in his 2004 Orange County
case# 04CC11 080 with precision, while the public officials involved in
engineering it have continued to deceive the public that it all happened by
accident.

Although the body of the above 2004 complaint is within the

pages of Appellant's Appendix (AA), these few pages posted online provide
a glimpse of appellant's 2004 disclosures:
https://kareemsalessi. files. wordpress.com/20 10/04/12-3-09-salessirevelations-of-2008-collapse-in-2004-lawsuit1.pdf
Appellant will continue to work on the preparation of his "Disclosure
Manual", and will hopefully file it with this court, either as a supplement, or
19
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by taking judicial notice of it, probably as a public document, and post it
online. The proposed manual should help demystify the actual roles of the
key elements of USA's financial industry, and should prove that American
banks which have reportedly stolen nearly 20 million residential, and nonresidential, real estate since 2007, never paid a single dollar towards the
purchase of the said realties, and that they never had any rights, legal, or
equitable, to possess those properties, and that they had at all times been
only servicers of loans created though the Federal Reserve System's
(FRS) credit-counterfeiting operations, which operations included the
subsequent busting of banks which had originated the colossal counterfeit
loans, and in order to subsequently plunder the realties which the FRS
counterfeit loans had fraudulently encumbered.
Appellant's proposed "disclosure manual" should also set the stage
for a national movement to denounce USA foreclosures as "illegal", based
upon the simple premise that banks did not pay money towards realty
purchases. This fact has been illustrated at the end of this brief in an
example section titled:

"Likely Federal Reserve System (FRS) Chain of

Money Transfers as to the Aloma property, in November 2002:"

20
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ULTIMATE FACTS OF THIS CASE:

The uncontroverted ultimate facts of the underlying cases to this case
originally related to one property, but later became related to three
separately unrelated subject properties, due to the criminal activities of
some of the defendants tying the losses of the other properties to this case:
1- A residential subject property located at 28841 Aloma Ave, Laguna
Niguel, Ca. 92677 (hereinafter "Aloma", or "Aloma property");
2- A 4.4 acre commercial property located at 89 Kansas Street (n/kla: 93
Kansas St,) Redlands, Ca. 92373 (hereinafter "Redlands Property") stolen
with Chicago Title, et al, document forgeries:
https://www.google.com/maps/@34.0514503.-117.2049872.91 m/data=!3m1 !1e3;

3- 1155 Timberline Lane, Santa Ana, Ca. 92705, which Wachovia admitted
to have been purchased with Salessi's money stolen from the theft of his
Redlands Property, (hereinafter "Timberline property");
Although the original underlying case to this appeal arose only from
the Aloma property, while discussing the Redlands property in passing,
unknown to appellant Salessi, the case had already become directly
connected to the loss of the bench trial of the Redlands property, held in
21
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May 2008, when the trial of that case was ambushed by the fraudulent nonjudicial foreclosure of Aloma, as a modus operandi conspiracy of the same
title company/s which had stolen the Redlands property in 2002 with the
recordation of a few forged documents in the County of San Bernardino
Assessor-Recorder hall of records, a major hub of real estate crimes.
The 2008 conspiracy was in the main part to ambush the Redlands'
bench trial in order to derail it, which it did, resulting in its loss, in addition to
catching Salessi off guard so that he would not be able to take prompt
action against the fraudulent foreclosure. In "Prayer For Relief' of the FAC,
the damages for the loss of Redlands property was included, which
damages alone exceed $25,000,000. (AA 188)
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Ultimate Facts as to the Aloma property:

10

At #55 (AA 719) Salessi stated: "The self-authenticating, and
uncontested, (Exhibit-A) establishes that plaintiff's allegations are factual,
per inter alia, Federal Rule §902(4)."
The above referenced (Exhibit-A), which is at (AA 722-742), selfauthenticated that on November 7, 2002 several forged real-estate related
documents were recorded in the County of Orange Assessor-Recorder's

1o
Pursuant to inter alia, California CC§1058, et seq., upon title counsel Mr. Farrell's 2006
findings of the forgeries #132 (AA 3423), he, and/or his principal Commonwealth Title, which had
physically forged, and recorded the forged documents in 2002, had an actual duty to immediately
rescind those recorded forged documents by recording just one sheet of paper for each forged
Deed Of Trust (DOT), titled:
RESCISSION OF TRUSTEE'S DEED (Civil Code Section 1058.5 (b))
http:l/www.fideliMitle.net/Uploads/38/22/13822/Gallery/RESCISSION%200F%20TRUSTEE x27 S%20DEED.pdf

This simple, and costless, procedure would have put an immediate end to Salessi's waste
of time, life, health, and income, all of which he had begun to dedicate to the undoing of the forgery
and theft crimes of defendants, which crimes were aggravated by similar crimes of their gangster
lawyers, in furtherance of the crimes of their principals, which crimes continue to this day, under
the color of law. Had Commonwealth recorded the above statutory forms pursuant to CC§1058, the
Cartel would have not taken any action against Commonwealth, for rescinding their forged DOTs,
because they knew they were forged, and were thus null & void to begin with.
Furthermore, since late 2007, before, during, and after the initiation of the JAMS-ADR
process, Commonwealth Title had an actual duty to record a "NOTICE OF RESCISSION" of the
fraudulent foreclosure documents filed by the Drug Cartel
http:l/cornerescrow.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/39/2015/03/NoticeofRescission.pdf
Commonwealth title, and their counsel, failed to record any rescissions because they have
at all times been crucial elements of America's criminal real estate theft and laundering operations,
with simple recordation of forged real-estate related papers, as Salessi documented in his
referenced Motion to Compel Subpoena, in a related bankruptcy adversary proceeding,
incorporated herein with this reference:
Case 8:11-ap-01197-ES Doc 18 Filed 02124/12 Entered 02127/12
The above document proves, inter alia, that: " ... an exclusively American invention called title
insurance industry... has transformed into a colossal counterfeiting monster."
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Hall of Records with Appellant Salessi's names on them. The said papers,
all of which related to the Aloma property, were:

11

1· Two forged deeds of trust encumbering Aloma (void as recorded);
2- One forged Grant-Deed granting Aloma to appellant (void as recorded);

J. One forged "Preliminary Change of Ownership Report" (void as recorded);
4- One forged "INTERSPOUSAL TRANSFER GRANT DEED" (void as recorded);
All the above-listed documents were void ab initio pursuant to, inter
alia, California Civil Code section 1227 (CC§ 1227), in that all of them bore
forged signatures, forged affidavits (under penalty of perjury), forged notary
signatures, and even forged notary stamps. They were also void pursuant
to "Uniform Vendor and Purchaser Risk Act", Civil Code §1662 (CC§1662),
as appellant Salessi repeatedly invoked in the fraudulent Monroe court,
which laws were willfully ignored, by the court and the Cartel.

Thus, no

courts, and not even the U.S. Supreme Court, can declare those
documents, which were null and void ab initio by statute, as having become
retroactively valid, and/or enforceable with any court decisions.
http://law.onecle.com/california/civil/1662.html
11

(RJN-6:A2) for images of recorded forged GRANT DEEDS. See also: (AA 3417, 3637, 3748)
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The recorded documents were null and void ab initio and remain null
and void to this day. The FAC cites an overwhelming volume of laws, as to
the voidness of every step of the Cartel's, and other defendants' frauds
against Salessi. For Aloma's published forgery-forensics Google: "Orange
County Recorder is Hub of Counterfeit Crimes".

12

12

Florida and Orange County, Ca., have been competitors in national mortgage, and junk
bond, counterfeiting operations. Mike Milken, a/k/a "King of Junk Bonds" of J.P. Morgan (JPM),
together with top O.C. officials, bankrupted O.C. in early 1990s, in USA's first municipal bankruptcy.
Everyone involved in that embezzlement became rich, as O.C. went bust, and the OCDA reportedly
whitewashed criminal charges against O.C. insiders for their embezzlements. During the same
period, the Hon. David Carter, trial Judge of this case, is believed to have been an OCDA chiefprosecutor, also known as "King David" among his OCDA associates.
New Century Funding of Irvine, O.C., had been a pioneer in forging loans in bulk quantities
and churning them to others to convert into MBS junk bonds to sell. Even though they officially
went under in 2006, their ghost criminals, who are groups of gangster lawyers, are still stealing
people's homes on the basis of the bogus loans they created over a decade ago. Appellant has not
heard of anyone from New Century, or their fraudster counsel, having been prosecuted for their
forgeries of loans, or court documents. Appellant has also not heard of any of New Century's
victims being compensated in any way.ln fact, courts and "law enforcement" are still working hard,
on behalf of New Century crime bosses, in the theft of people's homes, especially here in O.C.
California, just as the Orange County courts have been diligently doing, leading up to the decision
of Yvanova v. New Century, 62 Cal. 4th 919 (2016), which the courts will likely decide as exceptions
to every case that comes before them, now after Yvanova, one way or another, and in order to
defeat Yvanova in their own courts.
"Lee Bently Frarkas" ("Farkas") was one of Florida's loan forgery pioneers, on a colossal
scale, soon after GLBA took effect in 1998. Farkas churned out tens of thousands of forged loans,
like those forged in Salessi's name by Cameron Merage forgery operations. Farkas forged loans on
existing, and non-existing properties. Farkas turned his forged loans in bulk quantities over to
Fannie Mae (Fannie), and others, to convert into MBS junk bonds and sell to unwary buyers, as top
quality USA investments. Farkas was convicted early in 2011, however his Fannie Mae and Ginnie
Mae accomplices were not, due to their connections. Thousands of Florida homes were stolen by
lawyers' fraudulent "Judicial Foreclosures" based on bogus loans created by Farkas encumbering
their homes. Appellant has not seen any documents pertaining to any one of Farkas, or his
accomplices' victims being compensated in any way.
For references GOOGLE: "Lee Bently Farkas"; "Lee Bently Farkas bio":
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-vns/case/farkasl
http://www.stopfraud .gov/news/news-06302011·2.html
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Upon the late 2007 forensic handwriting examination, of the grantdeed and loan documents, confirming the recorded documents to have
been forged in Nov. 2002, see #1 (AA 51-71 ), and pursuant to California
Civil Code §§1662; 1691 (AA 239), Salessi was mandated to inform the
loan servicers, namely WoSB/Cartel, to give them NOTICE of the forgeries,
and NOTICE of his right to stop making any further payments, with an
opportunity to investigate and correct, which Salessi did, as confirmed by
the Cartel at #10-2 (AA 194), but as early as late 2002, as confirmed by
WoSB in (RJN-6:T1 ).
According to the above CC §§1662;1691 statutes, if Salessi had
continued making payments, he would have ratified his payments,
amounting to his reaffirmation of the fake debt created by forged
documents. As such, Salessi, had not defaulted on a lawful loan payment
as the trial court falsely stated in its decision, but was obligated by statute
to stop payment. Michael Goldberg, the Cartel's fraudulent in-house
counsel, with his signature gay voice, and on behalf of its legal department,
did confirm to suspend all default activities to conduct an investigation into
the forgery forensics which appellant had sent him. However, that turned
out to be only a bluff, and a new fraud concocted by Goldberg, in that they
conspired with Commonwealth Title to launch the JAMS-ADR to buy time
26
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to launch a fraudulent foreclosure without

notice to Salessi, and by

catching him off guard in the heat of his Redlands property trial, in May
2008 (AA 17, 139, 160, 194, 241, 242, 246, etc.). An additional search for
"Goldberg" in Appellant's Appendix is proper here.
Despite the above proven voidness of the recorded documents, until
now, all courts in which the proofs of the said forgeries have been
presented, have intentionally prevented the forged documents to be held
against their forgers which are defendants here, or to be held against the
lawyers who have aided and abetted their cover ups, such as the lawyers
representing the defendants here, thus proving that courts in this country
protect serial institutional criminals not their victims, such as Salessi here
as well as the majority of the American population, who have fallen
wholesale-victims to America's financial crimes since the passage of the
fraudulent Graham Leech [McCain] Bliley Act (GLBA), and its related Acts,
which unleashed a new era of unprecedented domestic organized crimes
and genocide against the American population, having already caused the
concealed murder of well over 10,000,000 Americans as a result of its
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prefabricated fraudulent foreclosures, as Salessi documented in this court
in (DktEntry #12 ).

13

The extended ultimate facts of the Aloma property were itemized in
the fraudulent Unlawful Detainer Action (UDA) pretrial stipulation list styled:
"Defendants' REQUEST FOR PRETRIAL STIPULATIONS ON FACTS &
LAWS OF THE CASE" (AA 470-476), and in COUNT-6 of the operative
complaint #10 (AA 173-175).

The extended "FACTUAL & LITIGATION HISTORY OF CASE" were
outlined in (AA 214-276) which is (EXHIBIT-D) of the FAC. The factual
statements, coupled with the counts against each defendant, turned this
case into a presumption case since neither the facts, nor the cited laws ,
were disputed by anyone including the trial court, which court simply
intentionally evaded those facts and laws in its decision to dismiss the
case, because reference to them would have compelled the case to go to

Despite ongoing, and increasing, emigration into California, in the past few years,
California's population has shrunk over one million. Appellant believes that foreclosure genocide is
the primary reason for California's population loss, amounting to probably over 2 million already.
On 4/25/16, a radio news report said that one in five of USA families are not working at all, due to
unavailability of work, as the result of the ongoing economic depression. In 2004 Salessi reported
that the USA depression had been engineered and would collapse the country in 2007-2008, exactly
as it did. GOOGLE: "Orange County Plaintiffs detailed account of today's financial collapse, in
2004 lawsuit" https :1/kareemsalessi .files.wordpress.com/201 0/04/12-3-09-salessi-revelations-of2008-collapse-in-2004-lawsu it1.pdf
13
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trial, as originally calendared to go to trial in January 2014. For instance,
the trial court in its dismissal order evaded citing to the facts that the above
named recorded documents had all been forged, and were thus null and
void ab initio, while the forgery facts had been presumed (AA 3417, 3637,
3748, ). Salessi's personal experience is that courts avoid citing highly
incriminating words like "forge", "steal", "theft", against institutional criminals
such as criminal banks which are in fact pretender lenders, not true
lenders, or against the lawyers working in furtherance of their crimes; USA
banks are all servicers of loans. At the same time, courts and prosecutors
have no problem calling individuals indicted even with petty crimes as
gangsters, burglars, gang-members, drug-dealers, etc., which shows their
double standards favoring institutional criminals.
Due to the highly presumptive level of proofs presented with the
original, and its amended operative complaint, and the lack of defenses to
their per se offenses, and the court's intimate undisclosed personal
conflicts of interest with at least two defendants (William Monroe and the
County of Orange-O.C.), the court had evidently decided ab initio to kill the
case in what became a slow five year process of attrition against appellant,
beginning with the court's own illegally self-imposed stay of the case with
the excuse of Salessi's bankruptcy filing, however, in total violation of 11
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USC §362, and its applicable case laws which forbid stay of cases brought
by bankruptcy filers as plaintiffs, whereby such cases are scheduled as
bankruptcy assets and must be litigated to conclusion before the
termination of a plaintiff-debtor's BK-proceedings, as also detailed in the
BK-court order filed with the trial court at #75 (AA 1356).
The U.S. Trustee, and the Bankruptcy Court, both of which knew that
the stay of this trial case was illegal, did nothing to reinstate it, despite
Salessi's multiple attempts to lift the court's self-imposed stay with the BK's
order to reinstate a JAMS arbitration, not once, but several times, thus the
trial court abused its discretion by its self-imposition of an illegal stay, and
thereafter repeatedly abused its discretion by not reinstating the JAMS
arbitration, which reinstatement Commonwealth had originally requested
Salessi to obtain from the BK court.
At #75 (AA 1356) RJN-4, proves that seeking the trial court's
permission to reinstate the JAMS-ADR was ignored, thus proving pure
prejudice against Salessi, considering the clear language in the BK-court's
order, and the attached legal reasoning in its support that BK-stay did not
apply to the Carter court case, and that the case should not have been
stayed in the first place, two excerpts of which are quoted herein:
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"b. . .. After a complete review of all the pleadings, including the
documents provided to the court on October 14, 2010, it is the court's
view that the automatic stay does not apply to either' the Federal
Action or the Arbitration in light of the fact that Movant is the plaintiff
in both matters and, based on the court's review of the record, no
counter- or cross-claim has been asserted by the responding parties
or defendants." (AA 1361 ); " ... The primary purposes of §362 do not
apply, however, to offensive actions by a debtor or bankruptcy
trustee, ... " [citations omitted] (AA 1362).
Evidently BK-Judge Smith didn't dare to expressly order the Carter
court to lift its self-imposed stay of this case, since she later explained
during a subsequent hearing that she was only an Article One judge, while
Judge Carter was an Article 3 judge, and thus she didn't have the authority
to issue an order directing Judge Carter to lift the stay as to JAMS-ADR, or
as to the whole case, thus self-imposing her newly fabricated conflict
between her judgeship status and the pertinent bankruptcy laws, falsely
styled under the pretext of a legal doctrine, which it was not, since BK-court
has the authority to do that. Furthermore, the U.S. Trustees who were
present in all of these hearings, and had an obligation to intervene chose
willful blindness as to Salessi's entire CH-11 proceedings, which case they
finally destroyed with extortion.
A search for JAMS in the Appellant's Appendix binder (AA) shows
that, from the very first filing in this case, the pending JAMS arbitration had
been discussed all the way to the last appearances. However, the trial
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court's Judge Carter, due to his undisclosed predisposition and bias
against Salessi, had ignored it all along because he had planned to kill the
case from the outset, due to his undisclosed personal conflicts with the
defendants. Salessi's personal experience, and his observations of those
similarly situated, is the harsh reality that courts are closed to true victims
of institutional crimes, while bending over backwards for institutional
criminals, as in here.
Therefore, due to the trial court's continuing concealments of actual
conflicts of interest with defendants, and the court's suppression of the
newly discovered material evidence (1 0/4/13 discovery-Coast Cities
Escrow Binder), which the court knew was detrimental to defendants, to be
utilized for amending the complaint, coupled with the court's disruption of
discovery and trial, and its untimely and erroneous order of dismissal, this
gth

Cirtuit Court of Appeal should now reverse and remand the case to a

non-biased trial court for full proceedings, and pursuant to this court's own
decision in Silva v. Brown, 416 F.3d 980 (91h Circuit, 2005). Additionally,
owing to the trial court's concealment of its conflicts with at least two
defendants, this appellate court should recognize that the trial court was
thus in "clear absence of all jurisdiction", pursuant to Stump v. Sparkman,
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435 U.S. 349 (1978), and that all its orders and judgments ab intio of the
case should be reversed.
Also, this honorable court should apply its standard of analysis which
it applied in Silva v. Brown, 416 F.3d 980, (9th Circuit, 2005), where it
decided that when the materiality of suppressed evidence was established,
it required reversal. In this case the materiality of suppressed evidence has
been established, both as to the courts ab initio conflicts as well as the
ultimate material facts of uncontested forgeries, in addition to the 414
pages of material evidence just discovered (1 0/4/13) from Coast Cities
Escrow, all of which was prevented to reach trial, or was even considered.
Furthermore, all the Unlawful Detainer Action (UDA) orders which
Judge Carter pretended to have relied upon, to have resulted in the
eventual theft of Salessi's house by the Cartel, were void ab initio also
pursuant to the removal of the case to Judge Carney's federal district court
twice, and to the BK-Court once on 7/23/09, in addition to their preceding
underlying Quite-title Action (QTA) to this case, which was filed on 3/11/09
upon the [doomed] 1/26/09 stipulation in the UDA court to suspend the
UDA case until the conclusion of this QTA. The 3/11/09, erroneously
labeled operative complaint (FAC), was in fact the very first Quiet Title
complaint, which was illegally stayed on 6/22/09 by Judge Carter,
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immediately after it was served to defendant Judge William Monroe, and to
ensure that Judge Monroe would not have to worry about it.
Pursuant to diversity jurisdiction established by Wachovia Bank v.
Schmidt, 546 U.S. 303 (2006), and reaffirmed by this court in Rouse v.
Wachovia Mortgage, FSB. 747 F.3d 707 (9th Cir.2014), Judge Carney's
remand of the Cartel's UDA case had been against precedent, and against
28 U.S.C. §1348, since Wachovia's purported citizenship in 2008, had
been North Carolina, which was diverse from the California citizenship of its
named defendants, and Judge Carney thus was mandated to deem it
diverse (AA 4279). See also FWIPBS, Inc. v. Dallas, 493 U.S. 215(1990)
("[F]ederal courts are under an independent obligation to examine their own
jurisdiction."). As such, Judge Carney failed to examine, and to determine,
complete diversity jurisdiction as applied by 28 U.S.C. § 1332{a), and
Owen Equip. & Erection Co. v. Kroger, 437 U.S. 365 (1978).

14

Furthermore, Judge Carney had falsely stated in his decision that
Salessi had defaulted, because that is what the fraudulent UDA said, and
had falsely stated that the amount in controversy was less than $10,000,

14

In Rouse v. Wachovia Mortgage, FSB, 747 F.3d 707 (9th Cir. 2014) The same attorneys as in
this case, must have filed fraudulent corporate disclosures in all the Rouse courts, because, among
other things, as documented in this case Wachovia Mortgage, FSB. was never a bank at all, and
even according to the Federal Reserve System (FRS), as linked earlier (RJN-6:Z1).
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while just the amount of their falsely claimed default was over $75,000.
Courts' conflicted bias against victims is that they presume as facts
everything that fraudulent Robe-Singing attorneys (forgers) write in court
papers, while applying the opposite to everything written by forgery victims.
Additionally, the below recent applicable unanimous Florida appellate
decision (Josef MUSA) directly supports the voidness of the entirety of the
Pacheco UDA proceedings, as a result of their removal to the BK-Court,
and the illegal final armed raid on Aloma, resulting in the theft of the house,
with intention to shoot and kill Salessi on site, which the Cartel has
conceded to have schemed with criminal elements in the Orange County
Sheriff's Department (OCSD). Emphasis is added that in July 2009 when
the Cartel lawyers bribed O.C. Court Clerk "Pham" to buy a fraudulent writ
of possession from her #209 (AA 4216), a tolling/reconsideration motion of
the 6/29/09 stay-relief order was pending which was heard and denied on
8/6/09. However, its order of denial was entered on 12/02/09 as described
in (AA 2392). The BK-Court had probably refused to enter that order earlier
because Salessi had filed his judicial disability complaint with this court,
against Judge Smith, disclosing her intimacy in taking orders from the
Cartel counsel in open court, by flip-flopping her findings and declarations.
The 12/02/09 order was eventually filed, and entered, upon Salessi's
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repeated demands in order to perfect his bankruptcy notices of appeals,
which notices were deficient without the said entered order. Amazingly
those two BK-appeals landed also in Judge Carter's court, both of which
the judge later ambushed, as soon as Salessi served Judge Monroe a
subpoena as a non-party witness, in a BK-adversary proceeding. Thus
Judge Carter's intimate assistance to defendants to kill Salessi's cases
must be presumed true, without anything further. In addition, the Cartel, in
conspiracy with terrorist forces of bribed Orange County Sheriff had already
invaded, occupied, and stolen the Aloma house, on 8/11/09, with
premeditation to shoot and kill appellant. They have not denied that charge.
Furthermore, because Appellant was required to take all feasible
legal measures to preserve his house, on 7/23/09, he had removed the
fraudulent UDA case to the BK-Court and calendared it for hearing on
9/17/09, and even discussed it in the BK-Court 8/6/09 hearing, but which
the BK-Court disregarded as if not filed. Google: "8/6/09 VOICE OF CH-11
HEARING" for its voice recording proving the complicity of BK-Judge Smith
with Cartel lawyer Martin Phillips. The above recording is incorporated
herein with this reference.
On 7/17/09, in absence of a mandated entered order of relief from
stay, due to its pending 8/6/09 tolling motion, attorneys Gulino & Lane first
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bribed O.C. court clerkls (Pham, et al) to purchase a fraudulent writ; next,
they bribed a Margo Griese, et al., at the O.C. Sheriff to issue her order of
the armed raid of Salessi's house on 8/08/09, with the forged e-signature of
fraudulent O.C. Sheriff Sandra Hutchins, who may have not been aware of
the contemplated frauds of her own choosing, because Salessi had
personally served a "NOTICE OF LIABILITY ... " to her office earlier, and
thereupon had received a stamped-conformed copy of it documenting that
her office personally received it.
(AA 4464) footnote shows that at the time of the Cartel's armed raid,
with the intent to shoot and kill Appellant, there were two types of
bankruptcy stay in place, independent of each other, and that Cartel
lawyers pulled off several stunts by pure bribery of O.C. Sheriff and court
staff (AA 4458). One mandated order which was necessary to be filed in
HJC before purchase of a legally obtained "Writ of Possession" was first
filed at the HJC on 10/5/09 (AA 4484 ), which was two months after the
Cartel's armed raid with intent to shoot and kill appellant Salessi (AA 4375).
On 10/28/09, Cartel lawyers in order to cover-up their former frauds, filed
their original "Writ of Possession" of 4/29/09 which had been annulled by
the BK-court, to show that it was returned as "UNSATISFIED" (AA 2389,
4489,). The other mandated order needed before purchasing a valid "Writ
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of Possession" was the one filed in BK-court on 12/2/09, and filed in the
UDA court on 12/18/09 (AA 2392), which became the first effective date, as
to the UDA court, of the Cartel's "Relief From Stay" motion originally heard
on 6/9/09.
Therefore, 12/19/09 (i.e.: one day after 12/18/09) was the first date
the Cartel could legally apply to purchase a "Writ of Possession" on Aloma,
had all else been conducted legally [which had not]. Therefore, the
12/19/09 date, being more than 4 months after the armed raid, and exactly
five months, after the Cartel's illegal purchase of a Writ of Possession, now
calls for not only annulments and reversals, but also calls for the criminal
prosecutions of all involved, including the bankruptcy court which had
concealed its 12/02/09 as described in (AA 2392) UDA appellate filing.
Only an independent Federal Grand Jury is likely capable of conducting
such an investigation, without the interference of regular prosecutors.
(Please see the actual12/02/09 order filed in the BK-Court.)
Cartel lawyers never contested appellant's charges of their bribery of
public officials, and also their attempted murder of appellant on 8/08/09 to
8/11/09, upon their armed raid, thus having conceded to all those criminal
charges against them at #216 (AA 4375) to which they conceded by their
waiver of denial in their reply #217 (AA 4505), and to which even the trial
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court conceded by its waiver of denial, or failure to mention, in its
subsequent decision #218 (AA 4512). Therefore, it should be presumed
that Cartel lawyers, in conjunction with Orange County Courts and Sheriffs,
were operating an ongoing armed murder-robbery ring stealing people's
homes and belongings with their armed raids and murdering them in the
process if need be. Thus they should be investigated criminally for
countless similar armed raids, and probable shootings, which they must
have conducted in the past few years on behalf of the Cartel, and other
criminal operators falsely passing themselves as lenders, which they never
were.
Here is also the recent unanimous published decision in the case of
Musa v. Wells Fargo, applying the federal removal statutes to the voidness
of any activities in a UDA court, until after its BK-court's entered "NOTICE
OF REMAND" has been filed in the UDA court:
JOSEPH A. and MARY ANN MUSA, Appellants, v. WELLS

FARGO

DELAWARE TRUST COMPANY, Appellee. Florida CASE NO. 1015-0937
'"'After a notice of removal is filed in federal court, notice thereof is
given to adverse parties, and a copy of the notice of removal is filed
in state court, removal is effected and "the State court shall proceed
no further unless and until the case is remanded." 28 U.S.C.A. §
1446(d) (West 2015). As a court of the United States, we must,
under the Supremacy Clause, give force to the express language of
39
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28 U.S.C.A. § 1446 (West 2015). We hold the final judgment entered
by the court below after removal of the case to federal court (and
prior to remand) is void because the circuit court no longer had
jurisdiction. While the jurisdictional consequences of removal are
clear, we do not condone frivolous or bad faith filings of notices of
removal, nor in any way limit the circuit court's inherent authority to
sanction such conduct (once it regains jurisdiction), if the removal
was effected on frivolous grounds. Reversed.""
In Salessi's case all the removals were for his own protection from
these criminals, however, courts didn't care less about the removals, due to
their predispositions to the Cartel.
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GENERAL FACTS APPLICABLE TO THIS CASE, AND TO SIMILAR CASES:

Former U.S. Attorney Richard Fine, PHD, discovered and disclosed
regular illegal payments from California counties to local state judges,
amounting to around $50,000 annually in 2015. Dr. Fine labels those
payments as bribes. Even assuming such payments to have been part of
judges' officially salaries, Judge Carter, having been an appointed
California State Judge, working in Orange County (O.C.}, and having
regularly received such payments from O.C. was thus also a de facto O.C.
employee, similar to his previous job when he had been an O.C. district
attorney, before becoming a state judge.
The application of this fact to this case is crucial in that the trial
court's Hon. Judge Carter should have recused himself ab initio from this
case, since his former longtime employer (County of Orange) had been a
named defendant in this case. Same principles apply to Hon. Judge Selna,
of the same courthouse, who wrongly decided that Judge Carter had no
conflicts of interest with defendants, while Judge Selna who had also been
a former O.C. state judge, was also presumed to have been an O.C.
employee, and thus himself had a conflict to decide whether Judge Carter
was conflicted with O.C., and/or with Judge William Monroe as defendants.
Therefore, Judge Selna's decision on that recusal motion should be
41
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considered null and void by this court (AA 3379). The voidness of that order
also voids all of Judge Carter's dismissals of defendants ab initio of the
case.
Dr. Fine's disclosure of the above facts had raised havoc in Los
Angeles courts leading to his illegal disbarment, and detention, without
charge, as he described in this 2015 seminar, incorporated herein with this
reference, as applicable to proving Judge Carter's undisclosed conflicts
with O.C. YOUTUBE: "Uncovering Judicial Corruption In Los Angeles
County - Richard Fine" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrugA6ULMu4
Therefore, and pursuant to this honorable

gth

Circuit court's previous

order, appellant Salessi herein revisits the issue that Judge Carter had an
ab initio conflict of interest in this case and thus all his orders and
judgments must be declared null and void by this court, and that the case
must be remanded to another trial court, without any personal conflicts, in
order to be tried upon amendment of the operative complaint, as discussed
in #120 (AA 3175).

15

15

In 2008, before the initial filing of the complaint, Salessi had visited the Federal District
Court of Los Angeles in order to file the complaint in that court with the objective of reducing
potential conflicts of interest which might have come up down the line among Orange County's
federal judges and the local O.C. establishments. However, Salessi was told that even if he filed the
complaint in Los Angeles it would be sent to Orange County's federal court because that was the
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ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW:
(AA 4599) cites to the authorities based upon which appellant Salessi
herein attacks the trial court's dismissal judgments directly as well as
collaterally on the following specific, non-inclusive, issues:
lssue#1:

All related orders and judgments adverse to Appellant Salessi

were void ab initio, due to undisclosed prejudicial bias at inception of
cases, and/or pursuant to actual or implied judicial disqualifications before
entry of their orders;
lssue#2:

Recent landmark U.S. Supreme Court, and California Supreme

Court decisions, mandate the reversal and remand of this case for trial;
lssue#3: Trial judge/s abused his/their discretion/s in numerous ways by
dismissing legitimate claims, preventing discovery, and preventing cases to
reach trial, resulting in the ambush of Salessi's claims at every stage;

closest court to his location. That is why Salessi eventually filed the complaint in Orange County,
California (a/k/a: World Capital of Fraud).
For an expert testimony as to Orange County being a "World Capital of Fraud" see the
interview of former U.S. Savings & Loans prosecutor, Professor William Black in YOUTUBE:
William Black Interview with Pat Thurston_KGO·San Francisco Radio • Aired Oct 23 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3xwT 6R1yQ
For related comments page, including the above link, Google: "Kareem Salessi 2·9·16"
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lssue#1:
All related orders and judgments adverse to Appellant
Salessi were void ab initio, due to undisclosed prejudicial bias at
inception of cases, and/or pursuant to actual or implied judicial
disqualifications before entry of their orders. 16
F- Judge David 0. Carter:
The trial Judge Hon. David Carter, by his multiple waivers of denial,
and/or upon his failure to explain evidence, admitted his ab initio conflicts of
interest with some defendants (AA 4378).
The trial Judge to this appellate case, namely the Hon. Judge David
Carter, in his orders dismissing this case, and Salessi's related Bankruptcy
Appeals (BK-Appeals), had repeatedly cited to previous orders adverse to
Salessi, because Judge Carter himself had had undisclosed ab initio
personal conflict of interest with at least two defendants in this case,
16

Upon this court's projected acceptance of this section as true facts, and applying the
concurrent laws to those facts, this court should summarily reverse and remand the case for a full
trial as explained below:
If this court properly weighs California's Codes of Civil Procedures (CCP), and the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedures (FRCP), and their related case laws, then this court should find null &
void ab initio all the preceding trial and appellate court orders, decisions and judgments adverse to
Salessi, with the step by step factual review of their procedures as presented herein below. All of
the former courts had intentionally overlooked the facts of Salessi's easels, amounting to willful
blindness at best. Some of the courts had even been actually complicit in court frauds, in
conspiracy with opposing attorneys, as appellant extensively documented in related court files, and
even published as public comments, or posted in his own websites. None of such facts have ever
been denied, and/or contested by any defendants or their counsel.
All of Salessi's published comments and writings; his previous and current court
paperwork in all related proceedings, whether herein cited or not, are incorporated herein with this
reference.
The original Orange County case# 04CC11080 was reopened on 3/11/16, by defendant Frank
Peimani, who had acted as an agent for a fictitious DBA "Century Funding", which had no license
to conduct any business, thus rendering all its activities illegal.
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namely The County of Orange (O.C.), as his former employer, and O.C.
Judge William Monroe, as his former associate judge and a fellow trustee
of a very private O.C. U.S. Marines club, a small group of which club were
"THE TRUSTEES OF THE NOVEMBER 10TH ASSOCIATION, AN
INFORMAL ORGANIZATION OF MARINES" (DktEntry: 12, p. 68).
In addition, Judge Carter had undisclosed ownership of substantial
stocks, and/or substantial loans, of Wells Fargo which entity had assumed
ownership of Wachovia entities, an outlawed international narco-bank,
which, jointly with Wells Fargo, signed a confession of judgment on 3/16/10
to have laundered half a trillion dollars of drug money into USA and Europe
during the past decade, mainly through Mexico.
Furthermore, Judge Carter had an ownership interest in a California
public employees' pension fund, known as CALPERS, which had publicly
reported the loss of over $100 billion due to its purchases of junk bonds,
known as Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS), sold to CALPERS by some
of the defendants here, and thus Judge Carter had an incentive to rule in
favor defendants as part of a nationwide favor to MBS sellers (like Wells
Fargo) as encouragement to have them compensate CALPERS for its
colossal MBS losses.
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Multiple subsequent California settlements resulted in compensations for
CALPERS losses in return for permitting pretender lenders, such as Wells
Fargo, and Fidelty to foreclose and plunder California homes by recording
millions of forged documents, a multi-trillion dollar crime which has been
whitewashed as "Robosinging" since its discovery. One of the notorious
settlements was $18 billion cashed from pretender lenders by California
DOJ under the false flag of compensating foreclosure victims; instead, the
entire amount was reportedly embezzled by the California government, and
likely ended up in CALPERS, at least in part. The account of Judge
Carter's conflicts were documented in (DktEntry: 12) of this appeal, and
several recent public comments of appellant, all of which are incorporated
herein with this reference.

17

Judge Carter's above cited conflicts were also his apparent reasons for
ignoring Salessi's pending 2008 JAMS arbitration (JAMS-ADR) with
Commonwealth Title for quieting his title to the Aloma property. The same
conflicts were the apparent reasons for Judge Carter's refusal to issue
injunctions against the ongoing fraudulent conspiracies in Salessi's case in
the court of Judge Monroe, for TILA, and other causes. Salessi believes
that Judge Carter's dismissal orders of all defendants should be reversed,
17

Google: "Kareem Salessi 11/3/15" for his related comment appearing below an MBS-related

article.
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due to his undisclosed ab initio conflicts of interest, which conflicts he had
continued to conceal, but to which he had admitted, with his waiver of
denial, and by passing on to Judge Selna to decide if he had enough
conflicts to recuse himself. Therefore, on these bases alone, all orders of
the trial court should be reversed. The case should be remanded first for
the ADR to be reinstated after which to go to the trial court for completion,
as set forth by BK-Court order, and its tentative ruling appendix, in #75
(1356). If this court reverses pursuant to the aforementioned ab initio
judicial conflicts, this court probably need not consider the rest of this
opening brief.

18

In his dismissal order #172, Judge Carter had cited to, and relied upon,
the preceding decisions of the following judges and/or courts, as if they
were valid and legally rendered. All such reliance and citations to them
should be rendered null and void as analyzed below, and due to the
respectively effective disqualifications of the underlying judicial officers,

18

Appeal Case # G043669 documents, incorporated herein with this reference, disclosed
some of the CALPERS created conflicts for California Courts and D.O.J, or any CALPERS
shareholders, such as Judge Carter, to hold hearings against pretender lenders and/or foreclosing
entities. A document styled as below, and linked below, also shows why Wachovia name changes
and operations were all void ab intio because they were done purely to accomplish successive
laundering drug money operations while under investigation for same, and under the potential
danger of forfeiture of all the drug money:
"APPELLANT'S RESPONSE TO RESPONDENT's MOTION TO: DISMISS APPEAL; STAY APPEAL,
OR OTHER ALTERNATIVES ... "
https:/lkareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/201 0/04/8-23-11-g043669-opposition-to-afrct·dismiss·appeal·motion .pdf
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and/or courts, and the extreme prejudice practiced by them as against
Appellant Salessi.
Based upon Judge Carter's ab initio conflicts, his summary dismissals of
Salessi's consolidated BK-appeals (8:09-cv-01257 -DOC) were also null
and void. That dismissal order contained extremely prejudicial language,
indicating personal anger, such as: "Salessi loses in every court ... " (AA
4377), and that was before Judge Carter reopened this case which he had
illegally stayed with his own self-imposed BK-stay on 6/22/09, immediately
after defendant William Monroe was personally served with the summons
and the operative complaint to this case.
G- Judge William M. Monroe:

19

Orange County Judge William M. Monroe, defendanUrespondent in this
action, was only the temporary injunction judge (TRO judge), not the trial
judge "assigned for all purposes", in the previous O.C. case# 30-200800107531, which case Salessi tried to enjoin in the Carter court, due to
19

Defendant state Judge William Monroe was dismissed from this case based on the false
excuse that he had absolute judicial immunity from suit. However, Judge Monroe did not enjoy the
luxury of judicial immunity because he was, just as he conceded to, in "clear absence of all
jurisdiction" (AA 3542-3544), and pursuant to Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349 (1978) and thus all
his orders and judgments, after the service of judicial challenges on the morning of 7/8/08, became
null and void by the operation of such case laws as well as by the operation of the very
comprehensive California Judicial Challenge laws which leave no stones unturned for a corrupt
judge to hide, in order to bypass a timely served judicial challenge as Judge Monroe did several
times. The applicable laws had been thoroughly discussed in Salessi's U.S. Case# 11-1013 as well
as in the petitions and briefs preceding it, and following it, all of which are incorporated herein with
this reference.
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Judge Monroe's corruption of the case, in conspiracy with defendant Fred
Hickman, AFRCT, and Fidelity after Judge Monroe lost jurisdiction of the
case in the morning of 7/8/08 when he was served a judicial challenge.
Thus, in addition to the above stated conflicts, Judge Carter's apparent
reliance on the Monroe court decisions should be declared null and void
since Judge Monroe's orders, and judgments, were null all void ab initio in
and of themselves, in the main part due to the documented facts of his selfdisqualification in that, several hours after the morning of 7/8/08, when
Salessi served Judge Monroe a motion for judge disqualification, Judge
Monroe held a 3:30 pm hearing, which he should have cancelled, after
having been served the challenge, and as such acting in absence of all
jurisdiction, and pursuant to Stump, supra as well as Hartford Gas. Ins. Co.
v. Superior Court, 125 Cai.App.4th 250 (2005), which established that: "As

the Giometti court explained, it is the fact of disqualification that controls,
not subsequent judicial action on that disqualification. That rule is
confirmed by decisions holding that a judge who improperly rejects a timely
filed statement of disqualification is disqualified as of the time the challenge
was filed." [citations omitted]. See also Salessi's Petition For Review (PFR)
to the California Supreme Court from Appellate Writ Case# G040713, and
its underlying Writ itself incorporated herein with this reference (RJN49
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6:U1 ). 20

https:l/kareemsalessi. files.wordpress. com/201 0/04/8-17 -08-salessi-petition-for-review-in-

california-supreme-court. pdf

After Judge Monroe's loss of jurisdiction of the case, as of the
morning of 718108, and in violation of judicial challenge laws, at around 3:30
p.m., on the same day, and in open court, and not knowing that Salessi and
his witness were present, Judge Monroe began conspiring with attorneys
Hickman, and Stewart, as to how to destroy the judicial challenge and the
case, by striking the challenge, and disolving the TRO, both on 7/15/08, so
that attorney Hickman could hold a staged auction to steal Salessi's house
immediately thereafter, on 7/15/08.
Judge Monroe's conspiracy, as documented in the FAC and its
exhibits, permanently disqualified him (with prejudice), by documenting his
20

On 6/9/09, Judge Smith of the Bankruptcy Court (BK-Court), in a related hearing in Salessi's
Chapter-11 case# 8:09-bk-13791-ES, did in fact find the 2008 Monroe-Hickman staged foreclosure
invalid and void but refused to set it aside with a simple bankruptcy annulment, due to the illegal
influence of attorney Martin Phillips on Judge Smith which is apparent in the voice recording of the
hearing of 8/6/09, whereby attorney Phillips ordered Judge Smith to say that she had NOT found the
foreclosure INvalid on 6/9/09, despite Salessi waving a cassette-copy of the 6/9/09 recording in
hand, and demanding Judge Smith to take a few minutes to listen to it before signing an order,
which she refused. However, upon Salessi's continued follow up demands, much later, Judge
Smith did examine the court's voice-recording, whereupon she did rediscover that she had in fact
made the finding of the 7/15/08 foreclosure's INvalidity on 6/9/09, however, she continued to refuse
the annulment of the sham foreclosure, most likely due to her illegal commitments to attorney
Martin Phillips.
Based on Judge Smith' flip-flopping above, and her apparent intimacy with Martin Phillips,
Salessi subsequently filed a judicial disability complaint against her in this gth Circuit Court of
Appeal, which this court investigated and determined as accurate, however, this court took no
action against Judge Smith' abuse of discretion, and dismissed Salessi's complaint without an
explanation. The related voice recordings, plus all other related documents, such as RJN-4
(4/23/10), which are posted in the below linked "SALESSI LITIGATION PAGE" are incorporated
herein with this reference: http:/lkareemsalessi.com/litigation-discovery-documents/
Appellant's related public comment is found in GOOGLE: "?Kareem Salessi, 9/16/15?"
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actual frauds and bias against Salessi in the court transcripts of 718108, and
7/15/08, and by the operation of California's Judge Disqualification laws, as
Salessi' detailed in the follow up writ proceedings; Petition For Review
(PFR) of the denial of the Writ to California Supreme Court ; The appeals to
the final judgments; its Petition For Review (PFR) to California Supreme
Court; and The Petition For a Writ f Certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court
Case #11-1 013, all of which documents are incorporated herein with this
reference, and

all of which should be available on "Salessi Litigation

Page", or in the attach CD.

21

Pursuant to, inter alia, C.C.P. §170.3(c)(5), and many case laws cited
1n

Salessi' subsequent petitions, all of Judge Monroe's orders and

judgments rendered on, or after, the morning of 718108 when he was served
the challenge, became null and void ab intio.

22

The most recent related California Supreme Court Case of Yvanova

v. New Century, 62 Cal. 4th 919 (2016), states in part: "Unlike a voidable

21

GOOGLE: "Kareem Salessi 3·25-16" for appellant's public comment documenting that
California Judicial Challenge Laws are treated as a farce by its judges and courts.
22
In Hartford Cas. Ins. Co. v. Superior Court (2005), 125 Cai.App.4th 250, 22 Cai.Rptr.3d 507,
the court stated:
"As the Giometti court explained, it is the fact of disqualification that controls, not
subsequent judicial action on that disqualification. That rule is confirmed by decisions
holding that a judge who improperly rejects a timely filed statement of disqualification is
disqualified as of the time the challenge was filed." [citations omitted]
CCP §§170.1·170.9 is also incorporated herein with this reference, as if set forth in full.
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transaction, a void one cannot be ratified or validated by the parties to it
even if they so desire."
Applying Yvanova, Hartford, and Giometti, to the Monroe decisions,
and orders, concludes that his orders could not have been ratified with his
own refusal to recuse himself, and upon the subsequent denials of the
appellate court in upholding his refusal to have recused himself, as further
aggravated by the appellate court's self-confession of " ... dumping all writs
summarily ... ", thus preventing appeals to prejudiced judges' refusal to
recuse themselves from cases, resulting in even more extreme prejudices,
and undue processes of law. These extreme prejudices also rendered all
the state appellate decisions, adverse to Salessi, void by the operation of
laws. Therefore, Judge Monroe's disqualification with prejudice must be
presumed fully effective upon the service of the challenge to him on the
morning of 7/8/08, despite his subsequent stunts to avoid it, and the
subsequent stunts of the appellate court to avoid it.
The 7/8/08 automatic disqualification with prejudice was never legally
reversed, and remained in effect thereafter throughout the life of that case,
even though the U.S. Supreme Court case# 11-1013 denied to review the
denial of the California Supreme Court to review the falsely decided
appellate case, which had excluded the underlying facts to Judge Monroe's
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challenges, and the appellate court's own public confession to have
dumped Salessi's subsequent writ to Judge Monroe's refusal to recuse,
thus having denied Salessi the only appellate means, as provided by
sophisticated judicial challenge laws, as against such a corrupt judicial
officer to continue hearing the case, thus exposing countless victims such
as Salessi to unlimited terror not just by a drug cartel, as in here, but also
by the court whose legal duty was to prevent such organized terror against
the public.
The next provision of law, namely CC §2924g(d), which had
automatically nullified, and voided, Judge Monroe's actions were such
things as the fact that the lifting of a TRO is not effective on the date of its
order (here, 7/15/08). In other words, the soonest that TRO release could
have been legally lifted and disolved, with an express judge order, was
7/16/08 (i.e. the day after its personal service), thus rendering his
purported, and premature, TRO release, and its staged foreclosure orders,
followed by a staged auction null & void ab initio, had all else been
performed flawlessly legally [which was not]. Judge Monroe had also
conceded to have participated in this fraud with his failure to deny it, as
documented at the bottom of (AA 3543), and similar to another case of a
WoSB-TDS having not been declared void, pursuant to its implementation
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of the mandated CC §2924g(d) provisions, as reasoned in Shallant v.
World Savings (2000 WL 35568791 ).
Civil Code §2924g(d), effective 2006, is quoted below:
"The notice of each postponement and the reason therefor shall be
given by public declaration by the trustee at the time and place last
appointed for sale. A public declaration of postponement shall also
set forth the new date, time, and place of sale and the place of sale
shall be the same place as originally fixed by the trustee for the sale.
No other notice of postponement need be given. However, the sale
shall be conducted no sooner than on the seventh day after the
earlier of (1) dismissal of the action or (2) expiration or termination of
the injunction, restraining order, or stay that required postponement
of the sale, whether by entry of an order by a court of competent
jurisdiction, operation of law, or otherwise, unless the injunction,
restraining order, or subsequent order expressly directs the conduct
of the sale within that seven- day period. For purposes of this
subdivision, the seven-day period shall not include the day on which
the action is dismissed, or the day on which the injunction, restraining
order, or stay expires or is terminated. If the sale had been scheduled
to occur, but this subdivision precludes its conduct during that sevenday period, a new notice of postponement shall be given if the sale
had been scheduled to occur during that seven-day period. The
trustee shall maintain records of each postponement and the reason
therefor."

Therefore, pursuant to CC §2924g(d), the first effective day for a new
sale-date would have been 16+ 7=23rd of July, 2008, since the TRO was
deemed dissolved as of 7/16/08.
Furthermore, the 7/15/08 personal service of Judge Monroe's answer
to his challenge, containing his own refusal to recuse himself, could have
been effective only from the next day of its 7/15/08 personal service, which
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was 7/16/08. Therefore, had Judge Monroe's denial and striking of the
challenges been done legally [which were not], it was not effective until the
next day, thus on 7/15/08 his challenges were deemed in full force and
effect and still pending, when Judge Monroe, in conspiracy with attorney
Hickman, conspired to steal Salessi's house in a staged hearing to declare
the TRO dissolved, and to follow up their conspiracy by staging an auction
to steal the house, despite the fact that the Fidelity auctioneer abandoned it
by refusing to record a "Trustees Deed upon Sale" (TDS). 23
Needless to say, the staged auction of the same date (7/15/08) was
also null and void, based solely on the above judicial challenge which was
still effective on that date.
Fidelity/ASAP office, even though they invented the forgery art of
"Robosigning", considered the auction null & void, once their auctioneer
was served the NOTICE OF FORGED LOANS AND GRANT DEEDS in the
form of a

declaration (AA 4171 ), which was later physically stolen by

23

Fidelity's, now outlawed ASAP/LPS, had an actual duty to first inform Salessi that they had
abandoned the staged auction, and that they had refused to record a TDS. Thereafter, Fidelity also
had an actual duty to rescind the subsequently recorded TDS by the Drug Cartel itself, according to
the most recent case of YVANOVA v. NEW CENTURY MORTGAGE, 62 Cal.4th 919 (2016) which
cites to its own yet another recent decision of BIANCALANA v. T.D. SERVICE COMPANY, 56 Cal.4th
807, (2013), whereby the auctioneer recorded a rescission of the TDS, by recording a simple sheet
of paper, which the fraudulent ASAP should have done shortly after the Cartel recorded its forged
TDS with a totally fraudulent sham name as the buyer-beneficiary which stole the house with a
sham piece of forged paper.
Form: RESCISSION OF TRUSTEE'S DEED (Civil Code Section 1058.5 (b))
http:/lwww.fidelitvtitle.net/Uploads/38/22/13822/Gallery/RESCISSION%200F%20TRUSTEE x27 S%20DEED.pdf
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Judge Monroe from court file, as documented at #150 (AA 3551 ), thus
rendering the recorded TDS of the sham credit bid by the Cartel lawyer Mr.
Hickman also null & void, as stated in La Jolla Grp. II v. Bruce, 211 Cal.
App. 4th 461 (2012):
""Purchasers of home at nonjudicial foreclosure sale after foreclosure
on forged deed of trust never acquired title to home, since forged
deed of trust was void, even if homeowners signed deed of trust
before mortgage broker materially altered it to change names of
beneficiaries, and even if deed of trust was "blank" when signed,
where homeowners never contemplated or authorized a deed of trust
in favor of new beneficiaries."" 24

Immediately after the 7/8/08 judicial challenges against Judge
Monroe, he had actively conspired with the Cartel lawyers at AFRCT
whereupon they emailed, and served, Salessi extortion letters, and planned
extortion motions, as against all laws, while blackmailing Salessi to
withdraw his challenges. Appellant documented those extortions in the
Monroe court file, but filings were also later physically stolen by Judge
Monroe from court file, although Salessi had immediately filed their
conformed copies in his appellate Writ case# G040713, incorporated herein
with this reference (RJN-6:V1 ). Some of the stolen documents retrieved
24

Judge Monroe later physically stole that NOTICE OF FORGED LOANS AND GRANT DEEDS,
served and filed on 7/15/08 (AA 4171), from court's case file, although it exists on the case docket,
and Salessi filed its file-stamped copy in his appellate proceedings, none of which mattered to the
former Appellate courts, or to the Carter Court, whose ultimate objectives were to get rid of the
cases, while disregarding all laws. Judge Monroe consented to have stolen the above, and other
court documents, from Salessi's case file, by his waiver of denial, as documented in (AA 3551).
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from that 8/25/08 Writ's appendix are at (RJN-6:V1 ). It is recommended
that this court retrieve that Writ, and its Appendix, from its appellate court
(4Th Appellate 3) to see the extent of overt criminal conspiracies
contemplated among Judge Monroe, Fred Hickman/AFRCT, and the Drug
Cartel for the speedy theft of the Aloma house to which none of them had
any legitimate claims.
Therefore, Judge Monroe, and the Cartel, actively conspired in their
violations of the above civil codes, in conjunction with California's judicial
challenge laws. As such, Judge Carter, and now this court, should have
deemed all of Monroe Court proceedings null & void ab initio, and Judge
Carter's refusal to enjoin the corrupted Monroe proceedings #12 (AA 335),
and to reinstate his JAMS-ADR an abuse of judicial discretion by the Carter
court.

Substantial other factors regarding

Judge Monroe's lack of

jurisdiction were included in #150 (AA 3540).
Had Salessi's loans not been forged, and had they not been null and
void ab intio, and had the Cartel had a legal standing at all, and had all the
other criminal conspiracies not occurred, then they would have been in a
situation similar to Aurora in this unpublished federal case: Chao v. Aurora

Loan Servs., LLC, No. C 10-03383 SBA, 2011 WL 6963098 (N.D. Cal.
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Sept. 13, 2011 ), whereby a class of plaintiffs were certified to sue Aurora
for a host of foreclosure frauds.

https://casetextcom/case/chao-v-aurora-loan-servs-llc-1

H- Commissioner Richard E. Pacheco:

25

Judicial Commissioner Richard Pacheco (Com. Pacheco), in the Orange
County Harbor Court, known as Orange County Harbor Justice Center
(HJC, Newport Beach), happened to receive an assignment from another
HJC (Laguna Hills) to hold a jury trial of The Cartel's fraudulent Unlawful
Detainer Action (UDA) filed in the HJC in order to steal Salessi's house
based on the fraudulent, and null and void forged TDS recorded by the
Cartel in favor of a non-existing sham entity, as documented above (AA
197).
The date of the jury trial was 1/26/09 when Salessi had subpoenaed his
former retained fraudulent attorney Barry Ross, and others, to testify. Cartel
attorneys Robert Lane and John Gulino had brought two women, and a
man, as their trial team. Appearances were made in the Pacheo court,
25

Orange County Harbor Justice Center (HJC) is at best a misnomer for a court house which
may have been competing with San Diego Superior Courts (a/k/a: "En ron on the sea"), which court
became infamous upon their modus operandi serial case fixings known as "The Adams Game",
named after a late Judge Adams, who together with other judges, fixed cases for attorney Patrick
Frega in return for bribes, for over a decade. U.S. v. Frega 179 F .3d 793 (9th Cir. 1999) (AA 4600).
Similarly, in the UDA appellate case files, Salessi had documented much of Com. Pacheco's
and the two HJC courts' corruptions in their physical thefts and forgeries of court documents, and
sale of fraudulent writs to Cartel lawyers, in the midst of file-transfers from one HJC to another,
incorporated herein with this reference. Those, and similar other HJC corruptions are also linked on
this Salessi webpage: http:/Jkareemsalessi.com/orange-county-law/
Most likely due to Salessi's continued filing of his court documents in his state DOJ case#
PIU 231095, as seen in their proofs of service pages, California's state court filing system was
substantially changed to cut physical access and manipulation of corrupt judicial officers to court
files. Furthermore, court-reporters were eliminated from courts, with the excuse of budget shortage,
however, that elimination was probably to eliminate court transcript manipulations, and forgeries,
as Salessi extensively documented in his case files, and even published. No one has ever denied,
or contested, the court transcript forgeries which Salessi documented, such as the ones of 6/4/08,
7/8/08, and 7/8/15, as documented in the FAC, and included as its exhibit.
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whereby Com. Pacheco asked and obtained stipulations of the parties to
hold a pretrial hearing on 1/26/09. According to Salessi's recollections,
Com. Pacheco stated that after a meet and confer between the parties, and
the exchange of exhibits and readiness to hold the jury selection, Com.
Pacheco would have had to assign the actual trial to a judge, unless we
decided on mediation which he could conduct only upon a new stipulation,
and that he had much experience with mediation, and ADR.
Outside the courtroom, as Salessi presented exhibits of the forensic
handwriting experts to Cartel lawyers and asked them to sign the pretrial
stipulation of facts as to the forged nature of Aloma's Grant-Deed and loan
documents, Mr. Gulino said they would not sign the stipulation, and asked
Salessi what he intended to do if he succeeded in the UDA that day.
Salessi responded that he would then need to file a new Quiet Title Action
(QTA), either in the state court, or as an amendment to his newly pending
federal action, in the Carter court.

26

Salessi also told attorney Gulino that the alternative would be to
suspend the UDA on 1/26/09, and consolidate it with the planned QTA.
Gulino asked how much time Salessi needed to prepare such a QTA
complaint to consolidate with the UDA, to which Salessi responded 6-8
weeks. At that moment, attorney Gulino cooked a new criminal double26

Filing a new QTA had originated with the recommendation of Judge James Gray in the
original case# 04CC11 080, in the February 2008 ex parte motion to cancel forged Grant-Deed and
Deeds Of Trust, when upon the order of a Cartel lawyer, Mr. Carr who attended the exparte, Judge
Gray stated he had no further jurisdiction of the case since it was on appeal in case#G038002. Later
Salessi found out that Judge Gray's above assumption was against precedent, and that he did still
have jurisdiction to those matters upon equitable grounds, in addition to the fact that he had
jurisdiction to correct his own former mistakes sua sponte, such has having mistakenly dismissed
all defendants without studying the case file. In the October 2007 default prove up trial, Judge Gray
had stated on the record that he had made a mistake dismissing the defendants, and that once the
court of appeal remands the case, he will do justice.
In February, 2008, Judge Gray had a real chance to do justice, but once again he bent over
backwards for the drug cartel, as before.
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crossing scheme which Salessi has documented

1n

case files and 1s

summarized here.
By promising Salessi that he (Gulino) might be able to work that out for
him, Mr. Gulino whispered his new criminal scheme to attorney Lane, and
the two women who must have approved it. The four conspired to doublecross Salessi by having him stipulate to "a continuance" of the UDA trial for
the purpose of QTA and its consolidation with the UDA, in order to
determine both the title, and the right of possession of Aloma, in Salessi's
proposed consolidated QTA-UDA case. However, the criminal scheme
which they concocted was to buy a couple of weeks of time in order
prepare, and file, a fraudulent Motion for Summary Judgment (MSJ) which
they were not supposed to do, thus committing multiple frauds on the court,
in conspiracy with the court, in order to steal Salessi house. This is the
reason that Gulino, Lane, and Com. Pacheco must be included in an
amended complaint if this case is reversed and remanded as such.
Com. Pacheco granted the stipulation and even stated that since the
grant deed and loan documents had been forged Salessi had not been sold
the house as opposed to the normal assumption of a legal sale, and that
quieting title was necessary, whereupon he suggested mediation by himself
to clear title if parties consented, but which Gulino & Lane refused to
entertain. Upon that 1/26/09 stipulation, Com. Pacheco permanently lost
jurisdiction of the case, whereupon he granted eight weeks of continuance
(according to memory). Therefore, Com. Pacheco's subsequent 3/13/09
MSJ hearing without stipulation, and his subsequent hearings, and orders
and judgments, were null & void as a matter of law. The accounts of that
stipulation, which the Cartel lawyers have never contested, is also detailed
in (AA 4371, 4462).
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The 1/26/09 Pacheco stipulation, and departure from his court, is
analogous to that in MICHAELS v. TURK (2015), 239 Cai.App.4th 1411, in
which:
""The court stated that the stipulation was "analogous to a contract
between the litigants and the court," and it interpreted the phrase "the
within action" to mean up to the dispositional hearing. It further
interpreted that the permanency planning hearing was a "'new
proceedings"' under the terms of the stipulation, and thus required new
consent. Because the father had attempted to withdraw the stipulation,
the court held that there was no consent and the order was therefore
void."" [citations omitted]
Gulino, Lane, and Pacheco, conspired to breach, and did breach the
stipulation and committed additional frauds, in conspiracy with state court,
by corrupting Pacheco to go along with their fraudulently filed MSJ,
because they would have lost the 1/26/09 UDA trial due to their clients'
inception forgeries to which they admitted in their MSJ filing. In addition,
during the 3/13/09 hearing, Salessi repeatedly reminded Com. Pacheco
that he had no jurisdiction of the case, and was not allowed to hold a
hearing without a new stipulation, to which Salessi did not concede.
However, Pacheco had evidently already accepted a bribe and felt bound
to his criminal accord with John Gulino, who should have been prosecuted
and disbarred long ago for that crime. Therefore, upon remand of this case
to trial court, this court should instruct the trial court to declare that the UDA
must be presumed as having been concluded in favor of Salessi and
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against the Cartel, and order the Cartel to place Salessi in the rightful
possession of the Aloma property.
MICHAELS supra further stated: "In the absence of a stipulation, a

commissioner is not qualified to act, and any ruling the commissioner
makes must be reversed. Cal. Canst. art. 6, § 21." Also: "" ... local rule on
stipulations required that self-represented parties like mother "be asked on
the record if they so stipulate." Cal. Canst. art. 6, § 21."" Furthermore, citing
to Cal. Supreme Court, Michaels extensively elaborated the ab initio null &
void nature of proceedings held by a commissioner failing to obtain
stipulation of parties to hear a contested matter, much less an MSJ, or trial.
Therefore, Judge Carter's reliance on the Cartel's acquiring title, and
possession, of the Aloma property through the Pacheco UDA proceedings
was misplaced and should be reversed.
Due to Com. Pacheco's contempt of laws, and the rules of court,
such as his mandated stipulation before his bribed MSJ, Salessi filed a
double challenge against him shortly thereafter, pursuant to Cal. Civ. Proc.
Code (CCP) §§ 170.1, 170.6, specifically disqualifying him to entertain any
proceedings after 1/26/09, to both of which he conceded by not filing a
response, thus rendering his 3/13/09 hearing, and its subsequently filed
orders null and void pursuant to inter alia well established California laws
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as set forth in the recent case of IN RE the MARRIAGE OF M.A. and M.A.

eta/. (2015), 234 Cai.App.4th 894:
"Orders commissioner made at hearing for modification of father's
child support obligation following parties' divorce, including orders
regarding father's objection to commissioner acting as temporary
judge, motions for modification of child support, father's request for
sanctions, father's request for reconsideration of mother's attorney
fee award, and mother's request for additional attorney fees, were
invalid, since court became disqualified after failing to act on father's
second statement requesting disqualification of commissioner; by
impermissibly ignoring statement by declining to entertain it,
commissioner was deemed to have consented to disqualification, and
commissioner thereafter lacked power to decide merits of matters
before her. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code §§ 170.3(c)(1 ), 170.3(d), 170.4(a),
170.4(d), 170.5;"
Com. Pacheco's fraudulent conspiracies with the Cartel counsel, and
his corruption, was so blatant, that after he had conceded to his own
disqualification, and

despite Salessi's repeated invocations of non-

stipulations to be heard by him, he imposed himself upon hearing a motion
for reconsideration of the fraudulent MSJ, which MSJ had been concocted
with his own conspiracy.
Furthermore, in the follow up to the UDA appeal, Salessi documented
that Com. Pacheco had physically stolen court-filed documents from the
UDA case file, and that he had even inserted forged backdated order/s to
fabricate that his fraudulent MSJ orders had been entered before his
judicial challenge was served. (AA 4112, 4407).
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Upon filing of a complaint against Com. Pacheco, with the OCDA (AA
4407), Salessi believes that Com. Pacheco was investigated, and found to
have stolen, forged, and replaced court documents with forged ones,
whereupon he was suspended for months. Therefore, it is necessary that
Com. Pacheco is joined into Salessi's proposed amended complaint as an
indispensable party, if this court reverses and remands. Among the claims
against Com. Pacheco would be abuse of honest services per 18 USC
§1346, and destruction of record evidence, and court documents, leading
to the denial of Salessi's due process mandating reversal and remand as
also analyzed recently by the Ninth Circuit in

U.S. v. ZARAGOZA-

MOREIRA (2015), 780 F.3d 971.

Upon Salessi's propounded discovery on Orange County, O.C.
counsel refused to produce results of the criminal investigations of O.C.
District Attorney's office (OCDA) into Com. Pacheco and Judge Monroe's
criminal conducts, and their abuse of honest services (18 USC 1346), thus
aggravating those crimes with their Orange County's own cover ups.
(Dkt-Entry 14) citing MARTIN-BRAGG v. MOORE 19 Cai.App.4th
367 (2013), fully explained how, and why, even without a Pacheco-court
stipulation, the UDA should have been suspended, and/or consolidated
with the underlying Carter-court Quiet Title Action, and that the Carter court
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abused its discretion to prevent it, while the Pacheco court went overboard
with its illegal conducts, while it did not even have any discretion to abuse,
in the first place. The Pacheco court committed outright frauds. Com.
Pacheco's, and Judge Monroe's, corruptions were just beyond belief.
1- Judge James Gray:

Han. Judge James Gray, sitting only in the dispositive hearings of
Salessi's original O.C. case# 04CC11 080, had taken over that case after it
was calendared for a jury trial by Judge Kirk Nakamura, who was
suspiciously moved to a limited jurisdiction court (i.e.: a lower court), as an
apparent demotion. Judge Gray, who at the first hearing, declared on the
record that he knew nothing about that case, sided with every defendant in
their first hearings, synonymous to love at the first sight.
Judge Gray, who unbeknownst to appellant, had been very anti pro
se, bent over backwards for institutional crimes, such as the defendants
here, and was even an outspoken supporter of CIA drug trafficking and
drug money laundering. A short YOUTUBE clip, excerpted from an old CBS
60-Minutes CIA drug-trafficking documentary, showed

Judge Gray

endorsing those activities by telling CBS something like: " ... because there
are such huge volumes of illicit drug money made with drug trafficking into
this country and globally, it was necessary for rogue U.S. Government
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entities, deployed under the umbrellas of CIA and DEA, to engage in
wholesale global drug trafficking, and drug money laundering, or someone
else would make that money by filling in the vacuum ... " That YouTube clip
which had been posted in www.KareemSalessi.com was permanently
removed by YouTube itself, upon Judge Gray's running for U.S. vice
presidency in 2012.
In his first hearing of Salessi's case which was also the first hearing,
the first appearance, and the first demurrer of World Savings (WoSB),
Judge Gray first became convinced that WoSB had fixed, and forged,
Aloma's appraisal reports, and probably its loan documents, due to WoSB
counsel's failure to deny the forgeries in motion papers, or orally in open
court. Once certain of WoSB's crime-frauds, Judge Gray belligerently sided
with WoSB as its defense counsel and spilled out an outrageous statement
to this effect, in conjunction with an outrage: " ... So what the bank forged all
the loan documents and papers, and violated banking laws, I violate 150
laws every day I drive from here to my home ... they are a bank and they
can do whatever they want with their money, and I am going to dismiss
them, and there is nothing you can do about it, nothing ... Motion Granted."
See FAC #1 0-3 (AA 274 ).
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A lady attorney sitting and watching the above hearing seemed shellshocked with disbelief to have heard Judge Gray's above outrageous
statements.
About a year later, upon the suggestion of an appellate court's
counsel, whom Salessi revealed that to, but without naming Judge Gray,
the counsel suggested that Salessi file a sealed letter, in the Appellate
case# G038002, disclosing the above incredible statements of Judge Gray,
and the alteration of its court transcript. In the same, or another sealed
letter, Salessi explained the frauds of attorney Richard Knickerbocker.
However, those sealed letters probably gave the justices only a good
laugh, as they laughed away in a public law seminar when they declared
how they dumped all appellate writs in trash cans while cashing their
checks as a great source of revenue. See page 16, of Salessi Certiorari
Case# 11-1013, incorporated herein with this reference, and linked below:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/201 0/04/2-15-12-salessipetition-for-writ-of-certiorari-with-the-supreme-court-with-live-hyperlinks.pdf
The

voice

recording

of

Salessi's

appellate

oral

argument,

documenting the above Judge Gray statements and his transcript
alterations is posted in "Salessi Litigation Page". Also, as Salessi previously
explained in (Dkt.Entry 14), Richard Knickerbocker intentionally destroyed
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G038002 appellate case, due to his sociopathic deviance, and after he had
taken up the task from the fraudulent attorney John Chakmak who stole
Salessi's funds and failed to file some of the notices of appeal, and the
subsequent appeal itself.
After the above first WoSB hearing in 2007, Salessi consulted an
attorney who advised him to serve Judge Gray a challenge for cause,
pursuant to CCP §170.1, et seq., which he served to Judge Gray before the
next hearing (of Merage defendants). However, Judge Gray instead of
cancelling hearings until the resolution of the challenge simply denied the
challenge and continued with calling the calendared motion and dismissing
the Merage defendants, on the same day he was served the challenge,
even though he stated that " ... I will pass it on to the presiding judge to
decide upon ... " As such, Judge Gray disqualified himself for cause by
implication, and with prejudice, as of that challenge,

and thus of all his

subsequently entered orders of dismissal became null and void according
to California's highly sophisticated judicial challenge laws, which laws have
been treated as a farce by its very judges, and courts of appeal, as
documented by appellant above.
After purchasing the transcript of that hearing, Salessi noticed that
Judge Gray had even altered the transcript by redacting, and altering its
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most self-incriminating pieces. Appellant even documented the alterations
in that appellate court, and even in this court, within his first appellate case
which was dismissed. The court reporter avoided Salessi's calls regarding
the alterations, and soon thereafter she parted with that court, which
indicated that she had been forced to forge her transcript.

27

Defendants in this case, and thus the trial court had all claimed the
above dismissals by Judge Gray as res judicata and collateral estoppel,

27

Despite the full knowledge of the O.C. Court of Appeal, as to the circumstances of the Judge
Gray challenge, it falsely concluded to the contrary by stating: "The recusal motion was later
denied by Judge Stock, noting that there were no facts to show prejudice, only conjecture." See
#68-14 (AA 1327).
That appellate court ignored the fact that Judge Gray automatically voided his orders which
he issued after he was served the challenge, and before the challenge was decided, by the
presiding Judge Stock, while only emphasizing that because a [contradictory] provision had been
implemented in 1984, to prevent the immediate appeal of judges' denial of judicial challenges, and
emphasizing the necessity of a Writ as the only means of appealing the denial of a judicial
challenge. Worse yet, that appellate court failed to disclose its own routine of trashing all such
writs by " ... summarily denying all writs, while cashing their checks, because they are a great
source of revenue for us ... ", as Salessi heard Justice Rylaarmsden explain, as the spokesman of
the panel of appellate justices presenting a legal BAR seminar in Orange County, sometime in 2009,
while all the other justices confirmed by nodding, and over 150 lawyers watched in disbelief.
In light of this abuse of legal process, and/or fraud, of the California appellate courts,
Salessi suggests this court to certify some questions to the California Supreme Court, in pertinent
parts, demanding answers to the following questions:
Question #1: How can California judicial challenge statutes be effective when a judge's denial of his
challenge can be only appealed with a subsequent Writ of Mandamus, which writ California's
appellate courts have publicly disclosed that they trash, by summarily denying them?
Question #2: If a judge who denies a challenge for cause, but passes it on to the presiding judge to
decide, yet immediately proceeds with hearing motions and issuing orders and judgments before
the presiding judge decides his challenge, are the said orders null and void ab initio, or are they as
good as if no challenge had ever been served to that judge?
Question #3: If the answer to the above question is that the orders rendered while challenge
pending are valid, then what is the function of a properly invoked California judicial challenge?
Question #4: Is the main purpose of California "writ proceedings" to act as a source of revenue for
its courts, as appellant Salessi has documented from California appellate justices?
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however, as detailed by Salessi they were neither, since Judge Gray had
demonstrated extreme prejudice as against Salessi at inception and
disqualified himself by not taking notice of his own predisposed prejudice,
and further by declining to recuse himself, or at least to follow the CCP
§170.1, et seq. procedures of postponing the hearing to after the challenge
was to be decided by the presiding judge, all of which Judge Gray failed to
do by immediately holding a hearing, followed by entering dismissal orders,
as if he had not been challenged at all.
Pursuant to CCP §§170-170.9, the denial of a challenge can be
appealed only by filing a Writ of Mandamus (Writ) in the court of appeal.
Salessi was unaware of that, and did not file such a writ at that time,
however, filing a Writ would not have been effective either as Salessi
discovered a year later when he filed one against Judge Monroe's refusal
to recuse himself, when the writ turned out to be futile as formerly
explained. Therefore, the contradictory behavior of California trial and
appellate courts, as to its judicial challenge laws, make these laws at best
useless, and a scheme to show off sophisticated and unbiased justice,
while courts expressly enforce bias and prejudice, especially against pro se
plaintiffs who can't afford to retain attorneys, or have already been ripped
off and cheated by them, such as Salessi here.
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As set forth above in Hartford Gas. Ins. Co. v. Superior Court, 125
Cai.App.4th 250 (2005), "As the Giometti court explained, it is the fact of
disqualification that controls, not subsequent judicial action on that
disqualification. That rule is confirmed by decisions holding that a judge
who improperly rejects a timely filed statement of disqualification is
disqualified as of the time the challenge was filed." [citations omitted]. See
Salessi's Petition For Review (PFR) to the California Supreme Court from
writ Case No. G040713, incorporated herein with this reference.
https://kareemsalessi.files. word press. com/20 10/04/8-17 -08-salessipetition-for-review-in-california-supreme-court.pdf
Unless the above fact of disqualification principle is directly applied to
have disqualified Judge Gray when he was served the challenge, the
California challenge laws become self-defeating and meaningless, and
retaliatory against its filer, as they are in fact today, whereby courts treat
them arbitrarily, in that if brought by an attorney, the challenge might have
a chance to be granted, depending on a court's image of the attorney who
brings it. As such, if the grant or denial of a challenge is subsequently
appealed by an attorney by filing a writ, the writ might be heard, not
summarily denied as done with Salessi's Writ which was against Judge
Monroe's failure to recuse himself, and which was quickly trashed by a
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"summary denial", just as disclosed by its appellate justices a short while
later.
Furthermore, according to published documentaries, the gaming of
pro se litigants in courts is directly influenced by the rules of Freemasons,
whereby predominantly Freemason judicial officers and attorneys abide by
their secretive oaths to uphold the interests of fellow Masons, as against
the injured-in-fact public, even for murder and treason if called upon, as
documented by Salessi in his FBI complaint, citing such documents as in
YOUTUBE:

"Masonic

Secrets

From

Their

Books".

"Federal

court

jurisdictions" are famously adopted from Masonic lodge jurisdictions, in
addition to many legal terms such as "blackballed" applied to the rejection
of a new Masonic initiate. There are even many appellate case reversals of
murder convictions of Freemasons, reversed for seemingly frivolous
reasons, for which a non-Freemason's conviction would not have had a
chance of reversal, such as in the case of Freemason F. G. Hail who had
been convicted for murdering a young attorney who had been "blackballed"
upon his application to join Freemasonry. See: People v. Hail, 25 Cal. App.
342,143 P. 803 (Cal. Ct. App. 1914). Possibly due to such biases, most of
such cases are non-published, so that the excepted analysis within them
could not be adopted to overturn non-Masons' convictions.
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Additionally, Freemason attorneys and judges identify themselves in
courts with secretive signals, or checking their names in the member lists of
local lodges. On top of that, many USA legal terms are adopted from
Freemasons,

such

as

the

terms:

"blackballed",

"common

sense",

"reasonableness", and "the reasonable man test". Some of these terms are
adopted from Masonic writings of the "Founding Fathers" such as from
"The Age of Reason" by Tom Paine.
Due to such secretive arrangements, it is necessary that attorneys,
and judicial officers, appearing in this case disclose affiliation with
Freemasonry, its offshoots, or similarly secretive organizations, because
the controlling bodies of such entities have direct financial interests in the
outcome of this case, and of similar cases across the country. Those
controlling bodies are none other than the "Royal & Elite" (Per Judge Dale
Chase), or the "Money Masters" (Per PBS-Money Masters). See also
referenced documents in case file (AA 273, 968).

28

According to YOUTUBE: "Thomas Pain Origins of Freemason", the biggest secret of
Freemasons is that they originated from the Druze, an Islamic sect of 1,000 years ago. Although
Druze may have started Freemasonry, according to many authors, such as Commander William
Guy Carr, a Royal Navy admiral of two world wars, in his books "Pawns in The Game", and "Satan
Prince of this World", described that in the 18th Century Freemasonry was infiltrated, corrupted, and
taken control of, by the Illuminati, a Luciferian cult created by Adam Weishaupt, an agentprovocateur of the House of Rothschilds, which is known to have been the controlling head of the
"Royal & Elite", or the "Money-Masters" since 1750, who had planted their own spies and agents
among the "Founding Fathers" of USA, including, but not limited to "Alexander Hamilton" who
deceived USA to create Rothschild's First Bank of The United States, as their original predecessor
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J- Judge Erithe E. Smith, Santa Ana Bankruptcy Court:
BK-Judge Hon. Erithe Smith was at all times at the full disposal, and
under the full command and control, of pretender lender lawyers such as
those of Wachovia Drug Cartel here, even after knowing the ultimate facts
of Wachovia having been nothing but a drug cartel, as confirmed by its
attorney Fred Hickman pursuant to his failure to deny it in open court or in
writing, due to the fact that Wachovia/Wells Fargo had already signed a
joint confession of judgment to that effect in a Florida court on 3/16/10,
hereinafter referenced as "drug conviction". See #216 (AA 4412-4445).
On 6/9/09, Judge Smith having already found, and declared, the
procedures and the staged 7/15/08 foreclosure of the Monroe court
fraudulent, invalid, null and void, refused to implement her findings in the
same hearing, and in its subsequent hearings, due to the Cartel lawyer's
influence on her as heard in her court's voice-recordings, and posted on
"Salessi Litigation Page."

to their very own "Federal Reserve System", which was launched as against the American
population in the early 20th Century.
See: The Federal Observer: "Alexander Hamiltons True Identity"
http:l/www.federalobserver .com/2011/01/16/alexander-hamilton%E2%80%99s-true-identit}!/
In addition, the most mysterious murders are attributed to the works of Freemasons, such as the
assassins of presidents Abraham Lincoln, Andrew Jackson, McKinley, Garfield, and of many nonpresidents. Also YOUTUBE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdXD2HOm74g
TOP ILLUMINATI GRAND WIZARD: "We Control Islam and We'll Use it to Destroy The West." (WW3)
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With Salessi's follow up of filing Judge Smith' judicial disability
complaint to this court, due to her documented extreme prejudice, this court
should have disqualified her ab initio of Salessi's BK-case and remanded it
to an honest BK-judge for further proceedings, or simply disqualify her from
the case and enter adverse judgments against the Cartel with punitive
sanctions.
According to Judge Smith legal standards, there is no remedy against
fraudulent pretender lenders for any frauds, including falsification of
documents,

and

court

proceedings,

in

preparation

of

fraudulent

foreclosures which are null and void, because the said crimes happen
daily, and once they do they are considered "already happened" and over
with, so they can go on their next victim, and that bankruptcy courts are
there to guarantee that such "Continued Criminal Enterprises" are not
disrupted with legal proceedings, as in her court.
Judge Smith actions were a replay of the above aforementioned
courts, as if they received their paychecks from financial criminals, not to
adjudicate justice based upon laws and facts of cases of people who pay
judges' official salaries through property, and other taxes. This perpetual
modus operandi of courts also proves that the American adversarial system
is in fact a fac;ade of justice, where such justice can be seen only staged on
75
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television. This fac;ade of justice has evidently existed in USA as early as
the inception of USA as a country, and documented by such authorities as:
late Professor Howard Zinn; a late Yale Law Professor Fred Odel; and a
recently retired state Judge Dale Chase, all of whose books are
incorporated herein with this reference.

29

The USA "adversarial legal system" only benefits crimes, in particular
white collar crimes which have flourished into colossal industries of their
own, with their own countless legislations, and their built-in Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMD), such as short Statutes Of Limitations (SOL) as
well as ambiguities, and/or contradictions. As such, all such USA crimeindustries look highly legislated, and very legitimate on their faces, but
consist only of fraudulent and criminal activities, involving systemic thefts,
and embezzlements of people's wealth and resources. A few of such
industries related to this case are title insurance, banking, securities,
attorneys, and real estate, whose concerted criminal operations created,
inter alia: the recent American meltdown; the concealed genocide of over

29

Prof. Howard Zinn: "A PEOPLE'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES"
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/zinnapeopleshistory.html
Prof. Fred Odel: "WOE UNTO YOU, LAWYERS! FRED RODELL" Posted at:
www.DisclosureRealty.com Direct link: http://www.naturalgod.com/U3WoeUntoYouLawyers.pdf
Judge Dale Chase (retired): "THE GREAT AMERICAN ADVENTURE" Posted at:
http://anticorruptionsociety.com/ Or, direct link to the book:
https:/lanticorruptionsociety.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/the-great-american-adventure-2nd·
edition.pdf
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10,000,000 Americans; losses of countless trillions to the world at large;
and the Third World War, as Salessi wrote exactly seven years ago in
GOGGLE: "2-20-2009 Letter to Jerry Brown"
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/e2809c2-20-2009-world-war-3-letterto-cal ifo rn ia-g overnor-jerrv-b rown-u s-d oje2809d. pdf

World events since the above letter speak for themselves.
Once thieves, like most of the defendants here, steal a victim's
money he is left without resource to hire a competent lawyer, or often even
to survive, while the thief has the victim's money to buy liability insurance,
costly lawyers, and probably any public influence he needs to get by.
Therefore, at its inception, the American adversarial system must have
been designed to operate as against the public's interest and for the
advantage of the 1%, or as Judge Dale Chase disclosed, as an
enforcement arm of the British Royal & Elite against USA's 99%, as we
have seen it happen, and as Salessi has personally experienced it for
decades.

30

One best example is this Bankruptcy Court Decision in which the court declined to reopen
an old bankruptcy case of Salessi's former company Salar. The court determined that actual
systemic fraud had occurred, and found extensive fraudulent conspiracies in the 1990s in the theft
of Salessi funds, and his Redlands property, by two of his retained counsel, namely Herbert
Nierman and Bruce Weiner, in conspiracy with opposing attorneys, FDIC, the Bankruptcy Court
itself, and even the trustee of the case, Mr. Theodore Albert, who is now a BK-Judge in the same
BK-court, who at that time had tried to steal the Redlands property under the pretext of cashing
$3,000 late trustee fees by auctioning off the 4.4 acre property for the $3,000, while at the same time
he had over $30,000 cash in Salar's trustee account, and at Mr. Albert's disposal! Yet, the new BK·
30
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The above adversarial discourse could also be independently proved
by the numbers derived from the recent CBS-60 Minutes lawyers
disclosure special which helps prove by the numbers that the American
adversarial system works against victims, in that it found only one out of 16
costly lawyers to have honesty and integrity, amounting to 5% of total
number of pricy USA lawyers which total around 330,000 (assuming that
the remainder 50,000 are either too young and inexperienced, or retired
and inactive). Thus, the number of USA lawyers amounts to only 0.1% of
the total USA population. The 5% CBS-number out of 330,000 total results
in only 16,500 lawyers nationwide, which translates into 0.05% of the total
American population. Now, falsely assuming that the 16,500 lawyers are
all competent, and have integrity, what are the probabilities of the an
injured-in-fact public to hook up with one such lawyer? The answer is one
in 2,000. If a victim is already out of his stolen money, his chances drop to
nil.

31

judge took no corrective action, not even reopen the case, probably because his own associate
Judge Albert may have ended up as a defendant in the re-opened case. At the same time, law books
falsely claim that when a judge sees fraud taking place in his court, or in another court, he has a
duty to take appropriate action/s against it. Salessi has personally experienced the exact opposite,
in this Judge Carter case, and in every other case he was involved in this country.
31
CBS 60 MINUTES aired the documentation of the corruption of the typical (95%) American
lawyer in a special program, on 1/31/16, and available at this link:
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/anonymous-inc-60-minutes-steve-kroft-investigation/
Anonymous, Inc. See what happens when hidden cameras capture New York lawyers being asked
to move highly questionable funds into the U.S. Steve Kroft reports.
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Furthermore, ABA, had since 2006, published its own similar findings,
which was published in this report GOOGLE: "LAWYERS WORST
VIOLATORS OF LAW"

https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/law-professor-

m ichael-closen-says-lawyers-worst -violators-of-law. pdf

If a victim resorts to representing himself by initiating legal
proceedings, like this appellant has, his chances again become close to
zero, because he ends up not only against lawyers hired against him, with
money stolen from him, but also is confronted by courts paid with his tax
money, which courts treat him like the aggressor because he dared to
appear in court by himself. A best example of this was confirmed in this
bankruptcy court decision, which although the court determined actual
fraud to have taken place against Salessi in the bankruptcy court in the
90s, it did nothing to correct it, or to reopen the case to litigate it. The court
order is at:
Case 8:90-bk-07207-JW Doc 90 Filed 10/02/12 Entered 10/02/12
Therefore, for a victim of American white collar crimes, there is
probably much better chances of winning any lottery than recovering his
losses by resorting to a lawyer. On the contrary, the 95% of lawyers who
are at the disposal of criminals, have skyrocketed the chances of criminals
getting away, with mass-cheating the public, to no less than 15 times,
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of crooks and criminals because they can afford to pay with money
stolen from their victims. It must also be realized that the USA 95% lawyers
must themselves be classified as white collar criminals, or "Consigliere", as
defendant Merage attorney Marc Cwern liked to be called, in Salessi's
2006 deposition.
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lssue#2: Recent landmark U.S. Supreme Court, and California
Supreme Court decisions, mandate the reversal and remand of this
case for trial:
It is noteworthy that none of the below cited new landmark decisions
created new laws; they both only re-established long standing legislated
principles which courts across the country have been ignoring because of
courts' predispositions to fraudulent lawyers, appearing for pretender
lenders, who in their court-filed papers have falsely advocated against
those well settled principles of law and equity in order to steal, and launder,
real estate to which their clients never had any legal claims to begin with,
thus resorting to court fraud to steal realty under the color of law, as
appellant proved throughout the complaint.

32

FIRST LANDMARK CASE:
JESINOSKI v. COUNTRYWIDE 135 S.Ct. 790 (2015) application to Salessi
cases: The U.S. Supreme Court in Jesinoski decided, in part:
""A borrower exercising his right to rescind under the Act need only
provide written notice to his lender within the 3-year period, not file
suit within that period. Section 1635(a)'s unequivocal terms-a

32

Salessi would not be surprised if the Drug Cartel counsel, in their responding brief, claim
that none of these, or any other laws, apply to them because they were blessed and pardoned by
the whitewash of the Florida court case for their drug money laundering operations, and by the
federal agencies' close aiding and abetting, and endorsements, of the Cartel to establish new Wells
Fargo entities so that the Cartel continue their federally blessed, and federally endorsed,
Continuing Criminal Enterprise (CCE), even though they should all be rounded up, tried, convicted,
and locked up to prevent their ongoing genocide of Americans with their drug money laundering
operations, under the disguise of "The American Foreclosure Industry", which is an industry of
genocide even without drug money laundering.
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borrower "shall have the right to rescind ... by notifying the creditor ...
of his intention to do so" (emphasis added)"".
Accordingly, even if wrongly assuming that the Merage-WoSB forged
loans and grant deed had not been forged, and that they had been fully
executed, and duly notarized by a live notary, and then properly recorded,
they were still null and void pursuant to violations of Truth In Lending Act
(TILA), as recently decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in JES/NOSKI v.
COUNTRYWIDE, because Salessi did everything possible to prevent the

frauds to materialize as soon as he suspected fraud was taking place in
November 2002, and continuously thereafter, by following it up with WoSB
and demanding, rescission,

restitution, while offering to return the

possession of the Aloma property.
The account of this proof of effective TILA-rescission is demonstrated
in one of the "speaking exhibits" to the operative complaint in O.C. case
#04CC11 080, and is incorporated herein with this reference, as (RJN6:T1 ), which has not been included in any of the malicious documents filed
by defense counsel in this case because they all knew that Salessi had
also exercised his rescission rights as to TILA at inception, even though he
knew nothing about TILA until years later, and that WoSB had lost any and
all defenses for its frauds pursuant to TILA, and all the other frauds,
discovered or undiscovered.
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(RJN-6:T1) exhibit shows that, early in 2003, Salessi having already
obtained World Savings Bank (WoSB) fraud-desk's telephonic admission to
fraud in the transactions, and her promise to have a local WoSB fraud
investigator to meet appellant to investigate the frauds, WoSB's fraudulent
legal counsel (Mr. Farmer) subsequently cancelled the investigation and
wrote a denial of WoSB's responsibility or its duty to investigate, or to
cancel the fraudulent transactions and refund Salessi with his stolen funds.
Attorney Farmer's denial to cancel the fraudulent loans, and reimburse the
stolen funds, triggered WoSB's statutory TILA liabilities, for all losses and
damages, as well as its foreknowledge and complicity in the 2002 forgeries
upon its denial to refund Salessi's stolen funds in return for possession of
the Aloma house, and according to the 2015 U.S. Supreme Court TILA
decision

of Jesinosky

v.

Countrywide

below.

[See

Mr.

Farmer's

correspondence in (RJN-6:T1 ), incorporated herein with this reference].
Furthermore, in his original O.C. Case# 04CC11 080, Salessi had
cited to Jackson v. Grant, 890 F.2d 118 (9th Cir. 1989), at (AA 915, 944)
which had been ignored by that court. Jackson which has been enhanced
by Jesinosky is cited here in part with its most related parts as to Appellant:
""Cai.Civ.Code § 1550 sets forth the required elements of a contract
under California law. They include:
1. Parties capable of contracting;
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2. Their consent;
3. A lawful object; and,
4. A sufficient cause or consideration.
If an essential element of the contract is reserved for the future
agreement of both parties, there is generally no legal obligation
created until such an agreement is entered into... It is essential not
only that the parties to the contract exist, but that it is possible to
identify them. Cai.Civ.Code § 1558 ... (names of seller and buyer are
essential factors in considering whether contract is sufficiently certain
to be specifically enforced); ... (contract for sale of land must identify
the parties to the transaction); ... (valid real property lease must
contain names of parties)."" [Citations omitted] Jackson v. Grant, 890
F .2d 118, 120-21 (9th Cir. 1989)
Dorsey & Whitney LLP law firm, which appears to exclusively defend
white collar crimes, in their below webpage has provided their expert
analysis of the Jesinoski decision which Salessi herein cites to, a few
relevant parts of, in the sequence related to Salessi's situations [with his
own related comments in brackets]: http://files.dorsey.com/files/upload/tila-rightof-recission-041415.pdf

In Jesinoski v. Countrywide, 135 S.Ct. 790 (2015), the Supreme Court
clarified 2 important issues regarding a borrower's 3-year right of rescission
under the Federal Truth in Lending Act ("TILA").
• Issue 1: To exercise the 3-year right of rescission, does the borrower
have to sue the lender? Or is sufficient for the borrower to serve the lender
with a rescission notice?
- The Supreme Court's holding: Serving a notice is sufficient. [Salessi did
this many times, immediately after leaving Coast Cities Escrow, a Cameron
Merage forgery center]
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• Issue 2: Is returning the lender's funds ("tender") a strict condition
precedent to enforcing a rescission notice?
- The Supreme Court's holding: No, tender is not a strict condition
precedent to enforcing a rescission notice. [WoSB I Mr. Farmer's claim of
tender of loan amounts by Salessi was a fraud, which Mr. Farmer was
aware of]
The Statutory Framework
• TILA distinguishes between 2 types of rescission:
- Rescission within 3 days. [Salessi had rescinded within 3 days, despite
not having been given 3 DAY NOTICE OF RIGHT TO CANCEL, the
absence of which extended his rescission rights to 3 years after receiving
such NOTICE, which NOTICE he never received, thus his 3 years limit has
not been triggered yet!];
- Rescission within 3 years [Despite being unaware of TILA, Salessi had
immediately rescinded with multiple written notices]
• A borrower initially has 3 days to rescind.
- Lenders cannot disburse funds during this time. See 12 C.F.R.
§1026.23(c). [WoSB having known that the transactions were
forgeries had disbursed funds (e-dollars) within 3 days and despite
Salessi's written and telephonic NOTICES to Cameron Merage
forgers, Coast Cities Escrow. Therefore, absent all else, WoSB had
committed fraud at inception with its prompt, and illegal, e-funding];
- Not really "rescission" - rather, a "borrower's remorse" provision.
[This could also be applied to Salessi as a fallback remedy]
- Strategic rescission is not a major concern in this context.
- The right is exercised by service of a notice. See 15 U.S.C.
§1635(a). 33

Salessi had explained this to his fraudulent retained counsel Barry Ross, who filed the
deficient complaint in the Monroe court on 6/4/08, however, since Mr. Ross sabotaged the case by
selling Salessi out to the Cartel, even before filing that case, he intentionally failed to properly
85
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- First, within 20 days of receipt of the notice, lender must fulfill its
obligations by unwinding the transaction. Second, borrower tenders.
• A court can change this sequence. See 15 U.S.C. § 1635(b).
[Courts which Salessi resorted to had all been at the disposal of
financial criminals, not their victims like appellant here];
• If the lender has not disbursed funds, this sequence is not
necessarily relevant. [Salessi believes that lenders never disburse
real money, since they don't have any. They only transfer electronic
dollars (e-dollars, ore-funding) in the form of numbers deducted from
their credit lines obtained from the Federal Reserve Computers upon
depositing borrower-victims' actual cash down payments (or cashequivalents), that is: "Lenders" never pay a single dollar towards any
loans they create which is why they "had lent" much more than value
of realties, and at least 20 times the amount of actual money at their
disposals]; 34
plead TILA, despite Salessi having given him all necessary legal research for it, including but not
limited, to TILA's tolling statute of limitations pursuant the well known 9th Circuit Court precedents,
such as the King case proving that TILA limitations period provision may be equitably tolled. See
King v. California, 784 F.2d 910, 914-15 {9th Cir.1986). This court more recently reaffirmed King's
TILA equitable tolling and extended it the equitable tolling of RESPA claims in its 2014 case of
Merritt v. Countrywide, 759 F.3d 1023 {2014), incorporated herein with this reference:
http://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/datastore/opinions/2014/07/16/09-17678.pdf A year later, the Supreme
Court further fortified TILA's tolling in Jesinosky v. Countrywide.
Barry Ross also intentionally deleted Salessi's Quiet-Title, Cancellation of Forged
Instruments, and other crucial claims in that case, based upon his conspiracy with the Cartel
counsel to delete them before filing the case, and his subsequent sabotage of the case ab initio
upon stealing his $10,000 contingent retainer fee, and his refusal to return it before filing anything,
by evading the contingency of filing the Quiet Title, and cancellation claims, which claims he had
agreed to file before receiving the $10,000 which he subsequently stole. Every lawyer Salessi
returned was fraud and an thief.
34
The operative complaint at #10-2 {AA 180, 1029-1029) explains how the fiat money
supposedly lent by "lenders" is actually created by simple counterfeiting operations of the Fed, as
Salessi had detailed in his 2004 case #04CC11080. WoSB attorneys in that case had not understood
the principles of those Fed counterfeit operations by deploying the Basel-2 ACCORD, through
which the Fed cashed a mortgage client's down payment cash through a pretender lender {like
WoSB here), and in return, gave them 20 times its equivalent of counterfeit credit dollars, created
on The Fed's computer, and credited it to WoSB's account with the Fed. In turn, WoSB paid the
balance of the mortgage loan with a part of that credit dollar, and spent the rest of it as it pleased,
thus causing an artificial real estate inflation, which we are now experiencing again in 2016, with
phony lenders offering mortgage loans over 100% of a real estate's Loan To Value {LTV) ratio,
which LTV should not be more than 80%.
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• Is the rescission notice self-executing, such that the mortgage is
automatically rescinded upon service of the notice? Or, does the
mortgage remain valid unless and until the lender, or a court,
releases the mortgage?
-According to TILA, the lien is void. [Salessi has been crying this out
loud since 2002, by stating that with, and without, TILA, WoSB liens
were void due to inception forgeries which courts avoid citing, due to
their own undisclosed dedications to institutional forgers like
defendants here];
[END OF Dorsey LAW FIRM'S EXCERPTS.]

The most important fact to convey to this court is that all U.S. lenders are only pretender
lenders and that they are only "servicers" of counterfeit money loans created by the Fed. Thus they
are all servicers to the Fed, servicing Fed's counterfeit money loans not their own loans, or anyone
else's loans, although their court papers often contain such claims that one entity is servicer for a
master servicer which itself is servicer to an XYZ bank, or servicer to certain Mortgage Backed
Security (REMIC/MBS). Salessi has already published that REMICS and MBS are total junk bonds,
are not backed with mortgages, and have no connections at all to mortgages, or any other
collateral, and neither the Cartel, nor anyone else has proved otherwise, thus admitting its
truthfulness. See (AA 4495), or in Google: "U.S.COUNTERFEIT MECHANICS".
On the contrary to Salessi's proofs, "Expert Witnesses" such as in the attached chart, have
been feeding fairy tales to courts on behalf of clients, thus confusing courts even further as against
the fact that USA lenders do not lend money at all, but are servicers of counterfeit Federal Reserve
$$$: http:l/stopforeclosurefraud.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/MCDONNELLS-SECURITIZATIONFLOW-CHART -WOLF-NEW-CENTURY.ins .pdf
In another place, Salessi will prove with detail, that MBS junk bonds are only backed by
fraud; he will prove why MBS are not connected to actual mortgages, and/or any collateral, and will
disclose the secret to how, and why, all courts have been kept in the dark as to why America's
crime bosses invented such junk bonds, and thereafter a chain of laws, such as GLBA, SLUSA,
PLSA, in order to facilitate their unhindered plunder of the entire world by counterfeiting, and
selling, unlimited worthless counterfeit junk bonds globally, while disguising them as AAA
mortgage-backed securities, while they were in fact Mike Milken brand junk bonds from inception.
In the meantime, this page gives an abstract of a 500 page complaint explaining the worthlessness
of the MBS/REMICS: http:/14closurefraud.org/2013/09/04/you-want-to-know-why-securitization-fail·
phoenix-light-et-al-v-jpmorgan-chase-co-et-al/
"OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY by Louis D. Brandeis", incorporated herein with this
reference, was the title of a series of articles in Harper's Weekly, over 100 years ago. USA banking
crimes with "Other People's Money" were then dissected by the late Justice Brandeis, before his
appointment to the U.S. Supreme Court, and before the creation of the counterfeiting monster, later
named "The Federal Reserve System" (FRS). https:/llouisville.edullaw/library/special·
collections/the-louis-d.-brandeis-collection/other-peoples-money-by-louis-d.-brandeis
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WoSB corporate counsel Mark Farmer's refusal to rescind the
fraudulent loans and return Salessi's money triggered the Cartel's full TILA
liabilities (AA 909), at the latest in early 2003. At (AA 938) Mr. Farmer even
boldly declared that WoSB was entitled to cheat, and forge loan documents
for fabricating bogus loans, and on top of it claiming that they were entitled
to conceal the forged documents. That is also, what Judge James Gray
had said when he dismissed WoSB, stating boldly that the bank was
entitled to forge any documents they wanted, and to violate any laws they
wanted, " ... because they were a bank, it was their money and they could
do whatever they want with it and violate any laws they wanted ... so I am
going to dismiss them, no matter what, and there is nothing you can do
about it. .. ", in original O.C. case #04CC11080 (Reopened on 3/11/16 by
judgment defendant, Frank Peimani).
Despite the fact that defendants' counsel had repeatedly taken
judicial notice of the body of Salessi's operative complaint of case
#04CC11 080, they never filed any of its speaking exhibits which were
actual proof of the criminality of their clients, thus implicating themselves in
the cover ups of their clients' frauds with their own falsifications. See (RJN6:T1) for 2003 correspondence with WoSB; their non-inclusion of this
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exhibit was due to the fact that they were fully aware of WoSB/Cartel TILA
liabilities as stated below.
Counsel for Merage forgers had stated that Salessi is estopped from
denying to have signed loan documents, by citing to paragraph 72 of the
04CC 11 080 complaint, which referenced having signed some "loan
papers". However, counsel's statements were fabrications in furtherance of
his clients' crime-frauds as explained below:
The referenced "loan papers" were a few pages of loan-application
papers which had never been sent to plaintiff before as they had been
supposed to. According to Salessi's memory, the fraudulent Century
Funding, a sham non-entity DBA in San Mateo, while operating without any
licenses, and cooking fraudulent loan applications for World Savings Bank
(WoSB), had been lying to him, on many occasions, that WoSB had sent
him the loan application papers to study and sign and return, similar to
telling him that the appraisal report had been sent to him. None of this had
been done. They were pure lies in that Century Funding, in conspiracy with
WoSB, and the other defendants, had withheld all those documents from
Salessi to steal his money and to forge the documents. Although they were
supposed to give Salessi many documents on 11/5/02, they did not
perform. A Cameron Merage forgery agent told Salessi that Ann Skinner
89
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had given her only the loan application documents, not the appraisal, the
escrow instructions, a new escrow contract, the pest-inspection report, etc,
all of which had to be delivered and accepted before a final "loan-signing
coupled with notarization and fingerprinting". Therefore, Salessi was told to
have to return to Coast Cities Escrow (a Merage forgery center) to sign the
actual loan documents "not loan application", after having received and
approved all the other missing documents. Salessi was told that
alternatively, the finalized documents could be sent to him directly from
WoSB and then a notary would visit him for the actual loan-signing,
notarization, and finger printing, without which recorded documents
become void. Due to the uncontested forgeries, all of recorded, and
unrecorded, Aloma property related documents became null and void ab
initio. Due to the uncontested forgeries, all of the recorded, and
unrecorded, documents became null and void ab initio.

35

35

"Cameron Merage Forgery Operations" can also be described by similar loan forgery
operations pled in this massive 500 page complaint, and incorporated herein with this reference.
Just one paragraph parallels what Merage pulled off on the Aloma property, and what he has
been doing for at least 20 years, whereby he, his staff, and his attorneys should have been
criminally prosecuted since long ago like these people were:

"895. The Miami Herald reported that Benn testified at his criminal trial that
the accuracy of loan applications was not a priority at Argent. In addition,
Benn was not the only Argent employee involved in the fraud. Co-conspirator
Sam Green, an Argent Account and Regional Production Manager, was also
involved. Green was the former Argent employee that took out two mortgage
loans for one property, and improperly pocketed the proceeds of one loan. Green
was convicted and sentenced to nine years in prison for his part in the fraudulent
scheme." See page 400 of this complaint:
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Standing alone, the application of Jesinoski v. Countrywide, to the
instant case would necessitate its summary reversal and remand without
considering the rest of this brief. Similarly the application of Ynanova
decision below, standing alone, would require summary reversal and
remand of this case for trial.

https:l/deadlyclear.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/phoenix light-v-jpm-emc-bearstearns empty-trusts 2013.pdf
which also quotes routine overpricing of
appraisal reports, as applicable to Aloma, and as a California Federal Court
found out, at 412:
"929. As the court found: ...
Plaintiffs allege, in other words, that the true loan-to-value ratio frequently
exceeded 100% because the homes were actually worth far less than their
stated appraisal value.ld., 1J100."
The above massive complaint had falsely assumed that "MBS junk bonds" were
backed by actual mortgages. The complaint did not even mention MERS, because the
many lawyers compiling the case evidently did not have the faintest clue as to how, and
why, MBS junk bonds are created through MERS assignments of single loans to
hundreds of MBS pools. A short summary of the complaint, documenting the ab initio
voidness of its MBS pools is posted in this page:
http://4closurefraud.org/2013/09/04/you-want-to-know-why-securitization-fail-phoenixlight-et-al-v-ipmorgan-chase-co-et-al/
Two years later, and after several amendments, and as a result of defendants'
continued fraudulent concealment of material facts, the trial court in the above case
began dismissing the complaint as in the below decision which also demonstrates the
systemic failure of "USA adversarial system", at least in civil cases:
http://www.courts.state.ny.us/Reporter/pdfs/2015/2015 30657.pdf
However, the above New York decision, and its underlying dismissed claims, did
catalogue how USA financial criminals effortlessly stole $1/2 billion from a cash-rich
German bank, by selling it worthless MBS junk bonds and being let off the hook, despite
millions of dollars of expenditures on legal fees, because the nature and purpose of
MBS has been successfully concealed, while the USA fraudsters who cashed the
proceeds became rich. For the fraudsters to get off the hook, all they needed to do, was
to dissolve the sham entities under whose names the MBS junk bonds had been
created and sold. Salessi had already disclosed the sinister purpose of MBS junk bonds
to have been the plunder of all wealth from around the world, and to set the stage for a
World War 3, as documented above in GOGGLE: "2-20-2009 Letter to Jerry Brown",
and GOGGLE: ""Kareem Salessi 2-9-16"", "Kareem Salessi 2-26-16", and/or:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/the iraqi/conversations/topics/12245
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SECOND LANDMARK CASE:

Google: "Kareem Salessi 2-21-16" brings up the page including the most
recent landmark Yvanova case below, with appellant's related comments at
the bottom of that page, and incorporated herein with this reference.

YVANOVA v. NEW CENTURY MORTGAGE, 62 Cal.4th 919 (2016)
The Yvanova court stated: "Unlike a voidable transaction, a void one
cannot be ratified or validated by the parties to it even if they so desire.

(Colby v. Title Ins. and Trust Co., supra, 160 Cal. at p. 644; Aronoff v.
Albanese, supra, 446 N.Y.S.2d at p. 370.)". Therefore, void Grant-Deeds,
void deeds of trust, resulting in a void foreclosure, cannot be ratified by the
parties, or by the Orange County Court of Judge William Monroe's selfproclaimed "Monroe's Law" (i.e.: Judge William Monroe's self-made, and
self-serving fake laws, as he called them in open court).
As opposed to Salessi's situation whose loans and grant deeds had
been forged, in the case of Yvanova, her Grant-Deed had be duly signed,
notarized, and executed, before recordation. Similarly, her loans, and
Deeds Of Trust (DOT) had also been duly executed and recorded. Thus,
Yvanova did not dispute the validity of her underlying debt, as opposed to
Salessi's forged ones, which were void ab initio. Yvanova only disputed
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that the foreclosing party did not own her debt due to a void assignment,
because the assignment of her debt to the foreclosing party had been
defective, thus rendering the assignment null and void ab intio, and the
foreclosing party without standing to foreclose. In applying the Yvanova
claims to Salessi cases, such as the instant case, Yvanova-type claims
would only be a tiny secondary element of Salessi's claims, yet courts
sided with all the fraudster defendants, not just the Cartel.
As fully documented in the underlying Salessi case file, there existed
no foreclosing party at all, in that no beneficiary was named in the forged
foreclosure papers, and because the fraudulent Fidelity auctioneer
abandoned his staged auction, the Cartel lawyers conspired, forged, and
fabricated their own "TRUSTEE DEED UPON SALE" (TDS), with a totally
bogus fictional name as cited as one of the Cartel members claiming to
have taken ownership of the stolen house, upon a sham credit-bid. Credit
bids are known modus operandi sham sales, unless the lender is a legal
individual, or legal private entity, who lent lawfully earned money, not a
convicted and outlawed drug cartel, appearing yet with a totally fake entity
name, as in here.

36

TDS recorded against the Aloma property, was not only void, but it was at least multiple
counts of felony forgery as against the Texas notary who had fraudulently notarized the signature
93
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In addition to the inception voidness of the forged documents, which
the Cartel claimed to have possessed, every step of the Cartel's actions
and their consequences led to a new "Void ab initio" stage of their criminal
conducts, which crimes accumulated, thus requiring newly updated claims
to be charged against the Cartel, and its accomplice lawyer/defendants,
such as AFRCT lawyers, Gulino, Lane, and Phillips.
The Ynanova decision concluded as follows:
"Conclusion: We conclude a home loan borrower has standing to
claim a nonjudicial foreclosure was wrongful because an assignment
of a Cartel fraud, a fictitious Robo-Signer by the name of Seth White, who was supposedly in
California at the time the Texas notary notarized his signature in Texas and fraudulently recorded it
in the O.C. Hall of Records by email. His fraudulent declarations in the Mornoe Court, to the effect
that he had been employed by the Cartel since May 15, 2008 as "Assistant Secretary" (RJN-6:X1 ),
while his signature already appeared on the forged "NOTICE OF DEFAULT" (NOD) (AA 196) stated
12/26/07, with the same bogus title, thus proving that Seth White was a typical WoSB/Cartel "RoboSigner" (i.e.: a serial forger), and a fictional one, not an actual person with that name. These two
contradictory recorded perjuries of "Seth White" should be more than enough to compel this court
to refer this matter to a federal criminal prosecution against Seth White, Michael Goldberg, etc.
Just one similar count of Texas notary forgery, as against her, and/or, as against Seth
White, would be similar to the felony forgery count which Fidelity notary Tracy Lawrence in Nevada
had pled guilty to, before she was about to blow Fidelity's forgery operations wide open before a
Nevada Grand Jury when she was murdered, most likely by a paid Fidelity hitman, most likely hired
by a Fidelity attorney whom I had identified in my FBI complaint. Her accomplice bosses based at
Fidelity-LPS offices here in Irvine walked away from the murder, and from the forgery charges of
millions of forged papers and stolen homes, with just a $5,000,000 bribe explained earlier.
Tracy Lawrence's forgery bosses in Irvine got off the hook apparently by the criminal
defense attorney Kenneth Julian, an experienced Orange County federal prosecutor, who is now
serving white collar criminals, after having learned the nuts and bolts of how to get criminals off the
hook, based on his prosecutorial experience in the prosecution of O.C. criminals. Similarly Mr. Eric
Hauser, a former Orange County Bankruptcy Court U.S. Trustee, is now helping criminal pretender
lenders plunder people's homes, based on forged and fraudulent foreclosure papers, just as it was
done to steal Salessi's home, whereby his office stood by and watched to gain experience as to
how do it, whereupon he joined America's lucrative foreclosure crimes industry. If this is not
defection of justice, then what is?
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by which the foreclosing party purportedly took a beneficial interest in
the deed of trust was not merely voidable but void, depriving the
foreclosing party of any legitimate authority to order a trustee's sale.
The Court of Appeal took the opposite view and, solely on that basis,
concluded plaintiff could not amend her operative complaint to plead
a cause of action for wrongful foreclosure. We must therefore reverse
the Court of Appeal's judgment and allow that court to reconsider the
question of an amendment to plead wrongful foreclosure. We express
no opinion on whether plaintiff has alleged facts showing a void
assignment, or on any other issue relevant to her ability to state a
claim for wrongful foreclosure." [end of Yvanova].
Furthermore, the California Attorney General amicus brief in support
of Yvanova and against the non-existing "New Century Mortgage" [similar
to the non-existing Wachovia defendants against Salessi] is instructive in
this Salessi case, which states in parts as quoted below {with appellant's
related comments in brackets}:

37

"" ... (§ 2923.3 etseq.; Miller v. Cote (1982) Cai.App.3d 888, 894 ["a
trustee's sale based on a statutorily deficient notice of default is
invalid"].)"" {BK-Judge Smith had determined, and declared, the
foreclosure invalid but was ordered to ignore it by Cartel lawyer
Martin Phillips}
"" ... Civil Code section 2924(a)(6) provides that a foreclosing party
must be the "holder of the beneficial interest" in the debt: No entity
shall record or cause a notice of default to be recorded or otherwise
initiate the foreclosure process unless it is the holder of the beneficial
interest under the mortgage or deed of trust, the original trustee or
the substituted trustee under the deed of trust, or the designated
agent of the holder of the beneficial interest. No agent of the holder of
the beneficial interest under the mortgage or deed of trust, original
trustee or substituted trustee under the deed of trust may record a
37
http ://stopforeclosurefraud.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04NVANOVA-v .-NEW·C ENTURY-MORTGAGE·
CORPORATION-AMICUS-BRIEF-OF·TH E·ATTORNEY·GENERAL·IN-SUPPORT·OF·APPEllANT.pdf
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notice of default or otherwise commence the foreclosure process
except when acting within the scope of authority designated by the
holder of the beneficial interest.""
"CONCLUSION: The Court should hold that homeowners may bring a
wrongful foreclosure action on the basis that the party foreclosing on
them lacks the power to foreclose because they do not own the debt,
either due to an allegedly void assignment or for any other legally
cognizable reason." {like Salessi's forged loan and deed documents}.
Once again as a reminder: in Salessi's related bankruptcy case, on
6/9/09, the BK-court had actually declared the staged foreclosure of
7/15/08, which had been concocted by Judge Monroe and two attorneys on
718108, to have been invalid and void ab initio. However, that court abused

its discretion by its failure to enforce its findings of fact, and applying its
findings to conclude the law set forth, and re-established, above in
Yvanova, in order to deny the Cartel's claims against Salessi, because that
court was under the evident influence of the Cartel's fraudulent attorney
Martin Phillips, as it can be heard in its voice recordings posted on "Salessi
Litigation Page", and as Salessi had formerly documented in this court in
his judicial disability claims against the BK-court, all of which are
incorporated herein with this reference.
It is noteworthy that none of the above new landmark decisions
created new laws; they both only re-established long standing legislated
principles which courts across the country have been ignoring since the
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past decade because of courts' predispositions to fraudulent lawyers,
appearing for pretender lenders, who in their court-filed papers falsely
advocated against those well settled principles of law and equity, to which
the courts wrongly conceded.
Even Orange County's Court of Appeals (4th Appellate 3), which has
had a history of bending over backwards for organized financial criminals
such as the Drug Cartel here, it has recently decided that foreclosure
based upon void documents is itself void in its recent published decision of
KAZEM MAJD v. Bank Of America (Case #G050250), which states in
parts:" ... a homeowner may challenge an assignment that is void. (Giaski,
supra, 218 Cai.App.4th at pp. 1094-1095.)
In conclusion, the Majid court stated: "The order denying leave to
amend as to plaintiff's first cause of action for wrongful foreclosure against
Bank of America and the sixth cause of action for cancellation of the notice
of sale and the trustee's deed upon sale are reversed. ld.

38

The entirety of the foreword to the Majid decision quoted below, plus much more, applies to
Salessi's instant case:
"Plaintiff alleges defendants wrongfully foreclosed on his home. The court sustained a
demurrer to the third amended complaint and entered a judgment of dismissal. On appeal,
plaintiff contends the foreclosure was wrongful because irregularities in the securitization
of his mortgage deprived defendants of authority to foreclose, and because the foreclosure
occurred while the loan servicer was reviewing his loan for a modification under the Home
Affordable Modification Program (HAMP). We agree with the latter contention and reverse as
97
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The rest of the Majid case, based upon void assignment of his loan,
would have also been reversed, had his case been decided after the recent
California Supreme Court landmark case of lvanova cited above.
Both the above conditions, plus many more, would have applied to
Salessi's cases in the same court of appeal based upon the disqualification
of Judge Monroe who lost jurisdiction of the case on the morning of 7/8/08,
and thus all his subsequent orders became null and void ab intio, including
his order to auction off Aloma, as also firmly decided by BK-court on 6/9/09.
Add to the above, the well documented fact that Salessi's Bankruptcy
Court had stated on on the record (6/9/09) that the staged foreclosure of
7/15/08, staged by Judge Monroe and the drug Cartel lawyers, had been
void and invalid, but that the court ignored that invalidity "because it already
happened", which is a most outrageous statement a judge can make, and
is similar to saying: "Its true that the forged papers with which Salessi was
to plaintiff's cause of action against the loan servicer for violation of Business and
Professions Code section 17200 et seq. (UCL). We also reverse some of the orders denying
leave to amend. We conclude that plaintiff has otherwise stated a cause of action for
wrongful foreclosure, provided the party conducting the foreclosure sale was an agent of
the loan servicer. Plaintiff should be given leave to amend to allege that agency
relationship, if true. Finally, plaintiff has otherwise stated a cause of action for cancellation
of the trustee's deed upon sale, but has failed to join the foreclosing trust deed beneficiary
as a defendant. The foreclosing beneficiary, who allegedly purchased the property at the
foreclosure sale, is an indispensable party. Provided the property is still owned of record by
the foreclosing beneficiary, and not by a bona fide purchaser for value, plaintiff should be
given leave to amend to add the foreclosing beneficiary as a party to the cause of action for
cancellation of instruments. In all other respects the judgment is affirmed."
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given the house key are invalid, and void ab initio, and that the staged
foreclosure was also forged and void, but because the forgers managed to
bribe their way through the courts to stage an auction, I now consider their
crimes completed, done and over with and not allow you to challenge
them."
After all, the American organized crime of "foreclosure" has proved to
be nothing but the genocidal plunder, and laundering, of real estate on
colossal scales through perpetual falsifications of documents for theft of
money and real estate from the public, and murdering them in the millions,
by the "Royal and Elite", as Judge Dale Chase calls them in his recent book
"The Great American Adventure", available for free download from the
website of www.AntiCorruptionSociety.com, and incorporated herein with
this reference.
Now that the California Supreme Court's Yvanova decision has
reversed its lower courts, it makes it retroactively clear that all false
assignments, of even fully executed loans to entities which initiated
foreclosures, had rendered such assignments as well as their staged
foreclosures void ab initio, and thus fraudulently foreclosed. Yvanova
further enhances Salessi's foreclosure defenses against Wachovia Drug
Cartel's chain of money laundering from World Savings, into Wachovia, into
99
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Wells Fargo, with federal assistance, as the world history's greatest ever
state-sponsored drug money laundering operation which laundered (read:
assigned) loans of all sorts (i.e.: executed, plus forged-ab-initio nonexecuted loans-such as Salessi's) into Wells Fargo, for the ultimate plunder
of the real estate parcels listed on those loan papers, and without paying a
single dollar for them. In the eyes of U.S. financial criminals, headed by
"The Royal & Elite", neither the American population, or any other
populations, are worth anything but destruction on a periodic basis.
As Salessi previously documented in this court, U.S. financial
criminals have already murdered over 10,000,000 of USA population since
2007, with their fraudulent foreclosures. Their ulterior motive is likely the
genocide of over half the USA population in the near future, as part of their
infamous Agenda 21 genocidal plan of "The Royal & Elite" for the global
genocide of over 90% of human population, as they planned decades ago,
with many documents published about it, and available on YOUTUBE and
GOGGLE.
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lssue#3:
Trial judge/s abused his/their discretion/s in numerous
ways by dismissing legitimate claims, preventing discovery, and
preventing cases to reach trial, resulting in the ambush of Salessi's
claims at every stage;
DISCUSSION:

The trial court's 10/16/13 opinion of dismissal of this case #178 (AA
3779), which initiated this appellate case, portrays false assertions of facts,
and false conclusions of laws based upon its false assertions of facts as
well as its predisposition to some of the defendants, as already explained.
The above cited dismissals were purportedly based only on

Rule

12(b)(1) and Rule 12(b)(6) motions to dismiss which Salessi herein proves
to have

by abuse of the trial court's discretion.

STANDARD OF REVIEW AS TO BANKRUPTCY STAY, AND

AS TO

ARBITRATION:

As stated in In re Merrick, 175 B. R. 333 (B.A. P. gth Cir. 1994 ):
"Questions of law and statutory interpretation are reviewed de novo" In re
Price, 871 F.2d 97 (9th Cir.1989). Merrick supra, further states:
""For in any event the automatic stay is inapplicable to suits by the
bankrupt ("debtor," as he is now called). This appears from the
statutory language, which refers to actions "against the debtor," 11
U.S.C. 362{a){1 ), and to acts to obtain possession of or to exercise
control over "property of the estate," behind the statute, which is to
protect the bankrupt's estate from being eaten away by creditors'
lawsuits and seizures of property before the trustee has had a chance
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to marshal the estate's assets and distribute them equitably among
the creditors. H.R.Rep. No. 595, 95th Cong. & Admin.News 1978, p.
5787. The fundamental purpose of bankruptcy, from the creditors'
standpoint, is to prevent creditors from trying to steal a march on
each other, in re Holtkamp, 669 F.2d 505, 508 (7th Cir.1982), and the
automatic stay is essential to accomplishing this purpose. There is,
in contrast, no policy of preventing persons whom the bankrupt's
cause of action is an asset of the estate; but as the defendant in the
bankrupt's suit is not, by opposing that suit, seeking to take
possession of it, subsection (a)(3) is no more applicable than (a)(1)
is.""
The above 11 USC 362 Bankruptcy Stay principles are uniform
federal laws across this country, including the 9th Circuit, and California.
Therefore, the trial court's 6/22/09 self-imposed bankruptcy stay of this
case was illegal, and an abuse of its discretion, and as formerly stated it
was ordered upon Judge Monroe's being served the summons and
complaint of this case, and his illegal subsequent exparte contact with the
trial court, and the fixing of the arrangement to enter Judge Carter's selfimposed stay order on the same day (6/22/09).
The above analyses dovetail with Salessi's suspended JAMS-ADR
with Commonwealth not having been stayed at all by his Ch-11 case. The
above cites mandate that the JAMS-ADR should have been reinstated, and
should have come to conclusion, with simple stipulation of Salessi and
Commonwealth, however, the latter had falsely insisted that Salessi first
obtain an [unnecessary] BK-relief from stay which relief Salessi did obtain,
but Commonwealth further breached that too, probably because at all times
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it had been conspiring with the Cartel for the theft of Aloma, while
concurrently conspiring with others to complete the theft of Salessi's 4.4
acre Redlands property which had originally been stolen by the forgeries of
its associate, namely Chicago Title, in 2002 by issuing title policies for two
forged title transfer deeds of Redlands.
Commonwealth itself subsequently completed the Redlands theft
from Salessi during 2006-2008 by insuring the fraudulent title transfers of
64 brand new homes built on the illegally subdivided 4.4 acres which had

been quickly transformed into those houses and dumped for around
$400,000 each. $400,000 was the amount of cash that fraudster Abdul

Hossein Mozayeni (a/k/a: "Abdul") had paid a former insider of Salar to
arrange the forgeries of the property transfer documents to Abdul, by
utilizing Chicago Title, and a fraudster Los Angeles attorney Morton C.
Devor [as detailed in Salessi's IRS complaint]; as such, the forger had
cashed 1/64th of the potential value of the Redlands Property in order to
help Abdul steal it.

39

39

Vineyard Bank, which had arranged the construction and purchase loans for the stolen
Redlands project went bust after the completion of the above sale. Defendants John Chakmak, and
his partner David Buxbaum, had incorporated that fraudulent bank and were its officers. Buxbaum
had even been one of its directors. These details surfaced upon a long meeting with John
Chackmack, and his associate, to study if they would litigate the rest of Salessi's Redlands case
#05CC00124 upon a contingency agreement, whereupon Salessi quoted counsel for First American
Title Company (FATICO) that Salessi needed to include FATICO, and the lender bank as defendants,
which Mr. Chakmak confirmed, then asked about the name of the bank. Salessi's response was
Vineyard Bank.
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Once the Vineyard Bank name came up, Mr. Chakmak revealed the above details, and that
he, and/or, his law firm would not be able to represent Salessi. Shortly after that meeting, Salessi
requested Mr. Chakmack to contact Vineyard Bank and warn them that the Redlands property had
been stolen, and that they had been defrauded in financing it, etc. He reluctantly contacted them,
whereupon they sent him a letter that there is nothing they would do about it. Salessi contacted the
individual on that letter, however, he was told that Vineyard would not take any action. Thereafter·
appellant once again requested Mr. Chakmak to intervene, on the basis of attorneys' legal and
ethical obligations to prevent frauds, or crimes, when they are in the middle of it, and when they
can prevent it. However, he declined to do anything at all, while all that was needed was to have
FATICO issue a "NOTICE OF FULL RECONVEYANCE" to Salar, thus reverting the ownership of the
Redlands property back to Salar, or to Salessi as its alter-ego owner-beneficiary as explained
below. In 2004 FATICO, at Salessi's presence, entered a "Red Flag" on the Redlands' property in
computer-based "Title Plant" which FATICO, Fidelity Title companies, and other title companies
utilize as their exclusive database for researching the quality of a real estate's ownership before
issuing an abstract of title, which came before issuing a title insurance.
FATICO's Red-Flag on Redlands made it unalienable, according to its executive who
entered it in 2004, yet the same fraudulent FATICO insured its fraudulent title transfer two years
later to newfraudsters, despite their own Red-Flag, and despite Salessi's recorded Lis Pendense on
that property, which Lis Pendense still stands, and is still active in the San Bernardino County Hall
of Records, which is another major hub of counterfeit crimes in Southern California, appearing to
compete with "Orange County Recorder's Hub of Counterfeit Crimes". In August of 2002, attorney
John Hilbert, Chicago Title's chief claims counsel, upon investigating the fraudulent title transfers
and the discovery of their own frauds in contemplating it, promised Salessi to cancel the fraudulent
transactions and revert back the title to Salessi's stolen company, namely Salar Investments, and
paying Abdul Mozayeni $550,000 for the amount of coverage he had purchase. However, Chicago
refused to do that after Mr. Hilbert's departure from that company. John Hilbert probably intended
to utilize the following law to cancel the fraudulent transfers to Abdul:
California Civil Code Section 2941 U) is the statutory provision which authorizes only title
companies to record NOTICE OF FULL RECONVEYANCE to free and clear liens from a real estate
when there are conflicting, and/or, fraudulent deeds of trusts, credits, or fraudulent title transfers,
encumbering a real estate without the owner's knowledge or consent. Recording such NOTICE OF
FULL RECONVEYANCE was also all that was needed of Commonwealth to clear Salessi's title as to
Aloma, however, due to Commonwealth' own criminal nature, it never even mentioned that solution,
which was a costless one page of paper. This is the extent of criminality of title companies, banks,
real estate, mortgage, and all their related businesses, in conspiring to defraud the unwary majority
of the public, over and over again like recycled paper.
Application of CC §2941 U) was fully discussed in Salessi's BK·Adversary Complaint Motion
to Compel Subpoena available as the below cited document, and incorporated herein with this
reference in full:
Case 8:11-ap-01197-ES Doc 18 Filed 02/24/12 Entered 02/27/12
The most pertinent section is quoted herein below from its pages 10-11:
""State ex rei. Bowen v. Bank of America Corp.(2005), 126 Cai.App.4th 225, 23 Cal. Rptr.3d 746:
"The alternative method of clearing title by allowing the title insurer
to record a release of obligation was added to Civil Code section
2941 in 1988. (Stats.1988, ch. 1006, § 1, p. 3287, operative July 1,
1989.) Before July 1, 1989, the sole method of clearing title upon
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Standard of Review as to Motions to Dismiss:

Defendants' Rule 12(b)(1) motions made "facial challenges" to the
complaint, wherefore the trial court should have assumed all of Salessi's
factual allegations as true and to draw all reasonable inferences in
satisfaction of the note was to record a full reconveyance. When
recorded, a release of obligation is the equivalent of a reconveyance
of a deed of trust. (Civ.Code, § 2941, subd. (b)(3)(B).)""
Bowen supra, further states that:
""The alternative method of clearing title by allowing the title insurer to record a release of
obligation is available only if "the lender/beneficiary and trustee have both failed to issue a
reconveyance despite the opportunity to do so." (Trustors Security Service v. Title Recon
Tracking Service, supra, 49 Cai.App.4th at pp. 601-602, 56 Cai.Rptr.2d 793.)""
Salessi had fully documented that WoSB, as the original pretender lender, had had many ab
initio opportunities to record such a "NOTICE OF FULL RECONVEYANCE" as to Aloma, and to even
claim damages from Commonwealth Title for having completed the forged loan documents, and
then having recorded them, but that WoSB never resorted to their "Lender's Title Policy" because
WoSB was also deeply involved in the forgeries and had contemplated everything possible to
prevent the details of their involvements to be disclosed, including the attempted murder of
plaintiff/appellant Salessi in August of 2009 by bribing Orange County Sheriff to conduct an armed
raid with the intent to shoot and kill appellant, to which charge the Cartel have conceded by their
waiver of denial.
Many other aspects of CC §2941, as related to Salessi's Aloma and Redlands properties, are
extensively discussed in this 2012 Chapter·11 bankruptcy order, although it is unrelated to Salessi:
Case: 09-05173 Doc# 134 Filed: 08/06/12 Entered: 08/06/12
Which is readily available at this link: https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCOURTS-canb-5 09-ap05173/pdf/USCOU RTS-canb-5 09-ap-05173-0.pdf
John Chakmak subsequently destroyed Salessi's Aloma appeal case# G038002, most likely
due to his conflict with Vineyard Bank. Therefore, it is necessary that this court reverse and remand
also as to his dismissal in 2009, so that appellant can plead fraud-based losses against him, and his
law firm, both as to Aloma and as to Redlands. Chakmak could have frozen the Redlands thefts in
its tracks by freezing Vineyard loans, its development, and quick resale of its quickly built 64
homes to 100+ individuals. In addition, he could have resorted to both FATICO, and Chicago Title to
indemnify Vineyard for any losses, due to their admitted and confessed liabilities for their
complicities, but Chakmak chose to withdraw for the benefit of his own pockets at Vineyard.
It is further noteworthy that Salessi initiated his own BK-adversary case# 8:11-ap-01197 -ES
due to Judge Carter's adamant refusals to reinstate this case, or its JAMS-ADR. Also noteworthy is
that Salessi's original bankruptcy filing (8:09-bk-13791-ES) was in fact also due to Judge Carter's
original refusal to enjoin the fraudulent proceedings of the Monroe court #11 (AA 297); #12 (AA 335)
which led to the fraudulent UDA's MSJ, and to Salessi's 3/11/09 amended complaint [FAC]. Thus,
this federal case was destined for ambush from the get-go, even before naming Judge Monroe, and
the County of Orange, as new defendants, on 3/11/09.
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plaintiff's favor. Doe v. Holy See, 557 F.3d 1066 (9th Cir.2009). The
pleading standards set forth in Towmbly and Iqbal below apply with equal
force to facial challenges, pursuant to Perez v. Nidek Co., 711 F.3d 1109
(9th Cir. 2013). However, in its dismissal decisions, the trial court, in its
abuse of discretion in acting as a fact-finder, had consistently, and
personally, refuted Salessi's uncontested proofs of ultimate material facts,
which the court should have presumed as true.
Coupled with the above, defendants' Rule 12(b)(6) motions to dismiss
should have been granted only if, assuming the truth of the plaintiffs
allegations, the complaint failed to state a claim for which relief could be
granted. See Simon v. Hartford Life, Inc., 546 F.3d 661, 663-64 (9th
Cir.2008). In the past, a complaint could not be dismissed for failure to
state a claim "unless it appear[ed] beyond doubt that the plaintiff [could]
prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to
relief." Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41 (1957). In Twombly v. Bell Atlantic

Corp., 550 U.S. 544 (2007), the Supreme Court expressly retired Conley's
"no set of facts" language and required judges to engage in a "contextspecific" review of the complaint. Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. 1937 (2009).
Pleading labels or conclusions is no longer sufficient. Twombly, 550 U.S. at
555. "To survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient
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factual matter, accepted as true, to 'state a claim to relief that is plausible
on its face.' " Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. at 1949 (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570).
The above cited Ashcroft v. Iqbal standard for the trial court ""to
engage in a "context-specific" review of the complaint"" would have been
most favorable to Salessi because he had specified the crime frauds, the
dates, and the names of the individuals who committed them, according to
proof already filed with the court, all of which were willfully ignored by the
trial court. Furthermore, the Ninth Circuit has distilled the following
principles from Iqbal and Twombly:
First, to be entitled to the presumption of truth, allegations in a
complaint or counterclaim may not simply recite the elements of a cause of
action, but must contain sufficient allegations of underlying facts to give fair
notice and to enable the opposing party to defend itself effectively. Second,
the factual allegations that are taken as true must plausibly suggest an
entitlement to relief, such that it is not unfair to require the opposing party to
be subjected to the expense of discovery and continued litigation.
As such, the trial court abused its discretion in dismissing a factually
presumptive case "leading to what turned out to be summary dismissals of
all the defendants, instead of treating this as an irrefutable presumption
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case against all defendants pursuant to inter alia Cal. Evidence Code §604,
and based upon the underlying undisputed forgeries already presented to
this court." (AA 4378). Furthermore, Judge Carter, by his waiver of denial,
admitted his own ab initio conflicts with some defendants (AA 4378).
The expert-witness forgery forensics as to Aloma's forged grant-deed
and loan documents, were self-authenticating since they were already
recorded in Orange County records before filing with the original complaint
#1 (AA 50-66), and were subsequently published as the ultimate method to
establish ultimate facts as presumed facts, by way of publication, and are
readily available by: Google: "Orange County Hub of Counterfeit Crimes".
Since appellant Salessi's presented ultimate facts were impossible to
defeat, a prejudiced trial court (as in here) was compelled to dismiss it at
inception, in order to prevent it to go to discovery, and/or trial, and because
Salessi's material facts, as presented, and accepted as true, were above
and beyond the acceptable "presumption of truth" standards of Twombly
and Iqbal. Plaintiff's facts were too numerous, and too detailed with much
specifity, to warrant dismissals without a trial, much less without permitting
an amendment to the complaint, which was in fact the original complaint as
to most of the defendants, and as to most of the claims.
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Upon the trial court's 2013 reinstatement of the case, from its own
illegally self-imposed BK-stay, and with the pretext of a status conference,
the trial court, without proper NOTICE to Salessi, immediately placed the
case at issue by turning it into a pretrial scheduling conference.

In that

hearing, the court set deadlines for filing motions, discovery schedules, and
even trial date, all at the same time, and all without timely NOTICE to
appellant #93 (AA 2190), since the court had not served plaintiff even with
the timely notice of that hearing. The 2/20/13 order of the court had been
mailed out to appellant on 3/7/13, and a status report mailed out on
3/18/13, both for a hearing on 3/25/13. As such, appellant had to scramble
to prepare, serve, and file #93, with a stamped courtesy copy personally
delivered to the court on 3/22/13, which document the court denied to have
ever seen during its untimely 3/25/13 hearing, which was the only hearing
in that case (AA 2195-2196).
In the 3/25/13 "status hearing", Judge Carter falsely denied having
ever heard of JAMS-ADR either before, or with what Salessi had just filed
on 3/22/13. Thus, Salessi handed another copy of #93, which Judge Carter
again ignored in open court as if it didn't exist, and went on to his formerly
set agenda of placing the case at issue, while objecting to any potential
arbitration, and to discovery referee once Salessi emphasized, and assured
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the court, that defendants would not produce any documents without a
referee. That was obviously the ideal situation as far as the court was
concerned, that defendants produce nothing so that the case can be
disposed of quickly, without discovery, as it did; almost.

40

The insufficient notice from the court, and its denial of a filed
document, may have been to intentionally prevent Salessi's appearance,
and dismiss the case by entering default against him, which would have
been similar to the illegal operations of defendants Judge Monroe and the
Cartel counsel Fred Hickman, in the Monroe court regarding every motion,
whereby they listed Salessi's calendared motions as the last motion on the
list to be heard, on the hearing dates.

They then prearranged that, if

Salessi was not in the court room when its door opened, as soon as Judge
Monroe took the bench, he called Mr. Hickman as the first motion, and out
of its calendared sequence. Since Salessi expected to be heard a little
later, if he was not yet present, they entered his default on the motion and
ruled in favor of the Cartel. The above hearing of Judge Carter was
reminiscent of those Judge Monroe hearings, with the additions that
40

On 10/4/13, just before the trial court's order of dismissals, Coast Cities Escrow produced
414 pages (Coast Binder) of documents in response to Salessi's discovery demands. As Salessi
documents in this brief, it is possible to conduct full trials, civil, and/or criminal, just based upon
those 414 pages, because they provided the absolute, uncontested, and irrefutable, proofs of the
crime-frauds of defendants, and their ongoing coverup conspiracies among one another, in
conjunction with criminal conspiracies with, and among, their counsel of record, to this very day.
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Salessi was not even NOTICED of the hearing in a timely manner, in the
first place, while the defendants received immediate notices by email,
amounting to an unequal protection of the law. Thus, this entire case could
be reversed just on the basis of that defective notice alone, as detailed
above.
Furthermore, according to appellant's recent findings scheduling
conferences in federal courts are held only after motions to dismiss have
concluded, and in order to avoid the discovery expenses if the case is
disposed of with such motions. However, in this case it appeared to have
been intended to serve as yet another pre planned ambush against Salessi
to close his case by pretending to schedule it for trial and thus placing the
case at issue, as it did, to first preoccupy him in dealing with motions, while
making him lose precious time for conducting discovery. Alternatively, the
sudden scheduling, may have been intended to make Salessi concentrate
on discovery while he was pounded with 12(b)(6) motions, so that he could
not prepare detailed oppositions to the motions, and that he could not
amend the old, and outdated complaint, which is what happened.
Grant deeds, deeds of trusts, other loan documents, and all
foreclosure related documents, are financial instruments which must be
properly prepared, and timely recorded in county records to become
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effective, and "legally binding". When any signatures, and/or names, on any
of such documents are forged, and the document is then recorded, at the
first glance that document is deemed null & void, and of no force & effect.
In the second instance, all participants in the forgery & recordation of that
document are guilty of felonies, including but not limited to those cited in
the original complaint and the FAC (AA 25). In the third instance, anyone
who pursues to benefit from such recorded forged documents, by enforcing
them as legitimate documents, is also guilty of multiple felonies, including
but not limited to, state and federal extortion and racketeering, collection of
unlawful debts, all of which are predicate acts of RICO, as well pled by
Salessi in his operative complaint and what followed.
Despite all the ultimate forgery proofs-of-facts, the trial court let
everyone off the hook by dismissing them, most likely as an illegal favor to
defendant William Monroe, who was evidently forced into an early
retirement for his mental incompetence which he had personally revealed
in open court by exclaiming himself to be "a nutcase" during a hearing
which Salessi had documented all the way up to his U.S. Supreme Court
case #11-1 013, which briefs are incorporated herein with this reference.
Forgery,

and

counterfeiting,

are

species

of

crime-frauds

in

contemplation of thefts. "Robe-Signing", as one of the 21st Century forgery
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species of financial crimes, has been the modus operandi signature crime
with which American financial criminals have managed to plunder
America's real estate by faking foreclosure documents. "Robe-Signed" (i.e.:
Forged) documents are created by gangster lawyers and subsequently
recorded in county halls of records across the country, under the disguise
of lawful foreclosure documents, and in order to steal real estate, because
real estate cannot be stolen by physical removal.
Courts, justice departments, and county recorders, have known about
this crime since before it was invented, because it was invented by lawyers
mainly working for financial crimes, such as title companies, and banks,
which have at all times committed nothing but forgery, counterfeiting, and
laundering of money and real estate. Fidelity National Financial lawyers
reportedly invented this type of serial forgery as a new line of business and
spun off a criminal enterprise under the flagship of "Lender Processing
Services" (LPS) which itself spun off over one hundred criminal entities
nationwide, such as DOCx, ASAP, FNIS, etc., all of which were outlawed
within the past few years, with only one LPS executive going to prison,
attorney Loraine Brown who had admitted to have overseen the forgery,
and county recordation, of millions of bogus foreclosure documents in USA;
No victims were compensated.
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Furthermore, the world was defrauded through the purchase of USA
created bulk counterfeit instruments, called Mortgage Backed Securities
(MBS), loosely tied with fraudulent foreclosures which were only a fringe
benefit of MBS counterfeiting and sale, whereby USA financial criminals
steal actual real estate by separate types of forgery, namely the forgery of
bogus foreclosure documents which they record in county recorders'
offices. Those particular forgeries which are labeled "Robe-Signed" were
likely to cloud the waters to prevent the disclosure of the monster crime
which was the creation, and sale, of unlimited counterfeit MBS junk bonds
to the world, in order to drain the world's wealth by "The Royal & Elite".

41

Wells Fargo utilized its own lawyers' manual for forgery of foreclosure
documents. This had been revealed by California attorney Lisa Tirelli in

41

Salessi's USA Bank Disclosure Manual is either attached to this Opening Brief to be taken
judicially notice of, or that it will be filed as a supplement to this brief soon after this court's
potential acceptance of this late brief. The prospective manual would disclose many details, yet
unknown to the public and to American courts, and should clarify what MBS are, their relations to
loans and foreclosures, and what the courts, and/or Departments Of Justice (DOJ) across this
country could do to undo those frauds, or at least to halt their furtherance. Until now, from their
orders and judgments, all courts seem to be confused as to real nature of the financial crimes
which have transpired in USA since GLBA, and as to the functions of fancily named financial
instruments and transactions, such as those charted in this fairy tale chart of an expert witness
who has successfully identified, and listed, the names of hundreds of USA Robo-Signers, yet
Salessi believes is unaware of actual facts of these transactions, and that she cannot prove any one
of the transactions charted here: http:/lstopforeclosurefraud.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/MCDONNELLS·
SECURIT!ZATION·FLOW·CHART -WOLF-NEW-CENTURY .ins .pdf

Salessi believes that the reason for the opposing side not to have objected to the above fairy tale
chart is due to the fact that if they had objected to it then they might have been compelled to reveal
the true, yet known, facts which facts Salessi intends to disclose in his subject disclosure manual.
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2014, however, no criminal investigation of this massive crime manual
occurred, because California had already received a $18 billion bribe, in the
name of national mortgage settlement. The bulk. of that money was
subsequently stolen by the state's governing body, and/or, fraudulent
individuals who brokered it, such as the California State Attorneys General,
one of whom became its current governor.
Salessi also documented the systemic, and serial, bribery of
California judges by Wells Fargo Drug Cartel lawyers, such as AFRCT
here, as investigated by a California attorney, as a four year long federal
whistleblower. My recent comments, and their linked documents of SEC
show that SEC approved the judge briberies by taking no action against the
cartel, or its lawyers, amounting to "willful blindness". It would have been
impossible to fraudulently foreclose on 15-20 million pieces of real estate in
the USA in seven years without comprehensive judge-bribery programs
across the country. Bribery of legislators had since long been legalized and
coined "lobbying", while Judge-bribery has been legalized by allowing it to
.continue unhindered, and unpublicized.

42

Furthermore, Albizo v. Wachovia Mortgage, 2012 WL 1413996 citing
to Malkoskie v. Option One Mortgage, 188 Ca. App.4th 968 (201 0) as well
42

For the page with the links to the SEC documents GOOGLE: "Kareem Salessi 9/11/15"
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as to Vella v. Hudgins, 20 Cal. 3d 251 (1977), all of which cases apply to
Salessi's circumstances, set forth how the Carter court should have acted
to do justice, in which it failed several times by its refusal to follow
precedence, obviously because the case had originally landed in that court
to be systemically and summarily destroyed, as it indeed was.
According to the

above precedents cited in Albizo, at the first

instance, soon after the filing of the instant action in November 2008, the
court should have enjoined the Monroe court's fraudulent proceedings by
enforcing the JAMS-ADR to determine title to the Aloma property as well as
to prevent the drug Cartel's terrorist UDA forces to begin terrorizing
appellant to physically steal his house by conspiring to murder him in an
armed raid ambush, in conspiracy with corrupt elements in the OCSD.
After its above failure to enjoin, the court should have merged the
fraudulent UDA with the 3/11/09 filed Quiet Title Action (FAC), as stipulated
with the UDA court on 1/26/09 to suspend that case, and to consolidate it
with this QTA. Malkoskie, supra, is cited as " ... the unlawful detainer action
was resolved by stipulated judgment, ... " [in the Salessi case, the UDA was
resolved on 1/26/09, with the stipulation to suspend it, pending this QTA
and their consolidation].
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Borrowing the language of Hines v. Wells Fargo Home Mortgage,
Inc., No. 2:14-CV-01386 JAM, 2014 WL 5325470, at 1-8 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 17,
2014), the Carter court should have at the very least permitted appellant
Salessi ample leave to amend:

'"'Upon granting a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, a
district court has discretion to allow leave to amend the complaint
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a). A court should
freely grant leave to amend. Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 15(a)(2). A court "is
generally required to grant the plaintiff leave to amend, even if no
request to amend the pleading was made, unless amendment would
be futile." Cook, Perkiss & Liehe, Inc. v. N. Cal. Collection Serv. Inc.,
911 F .2d 242, 246-47 (9th Cir.1990). Amendment is not futile if the
plaintiff could "cure the defect requiring dismissal 'without
contradicting any of the allegations of [the] original complaint.' "
Plascencia v. Lending 1st Mortgage, 583 F.Supp.2d 1090, 1095
(N.D.Cal.2008) (quoting Reddy v. Litton Indus., Inc., 912 F.2d 291,
296 (9th Cir.1990)).""
As to Salessi's original, and the operative complaint as well as the
related state, and bankruptcy, complaints nothing plaintiff ever said was
contradictory, and no defendant ever claimed as such, although courts, and
defendants lawyers have fabricated such contradictions, a few examples of
which are given herein below.

As to a court fabrication example which Judge Carter had cited, in his
own dismissal order,

is the unpublished late Justice Sills opinion of

G038002, in which the Orange County's Appellate Court had fabricated,
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among other things, that "Salessi declined the chance to get out of the
escrow ... " as quoted below in part from its opinion, at #68-14 (AA 1322):
"In any event, by mid-October Abercrombie was telling Salessi that
the sellers had other buyers waiting, and wanted to cancel the
escrow; indeed, they wanted a non-refundable $1 ,000 from Salessi
not to cancel the escrow. Salessi declined that chance to get out of
the deal."
Thus, that appellate court had fabricated this, and the entire opinion,
in contradiction to Salessi's express statements to have declined the offer
to extend the escrow and that his signature, and handwriting, on the
referenced page #55 (AA 744) were forgeries, as explained below, and that
soon thereafter, Salessi had indeed signed & handed to fraudulent broker
Abercrombie the seller's 10/29/02 actual escrow cancellation #55 (AA 746)
to fax back to them. Salessi had been unaware that, on 10/18/02,
defendants had forged Salessi's signature and handwriting on a piece of
paper to steal his money #55 (AA 744 ). The account of Salessi's refusal to
accept the 10/18/02 extension is at #68-5 (AA 897) where Salessi had
stated in part:
"61- During mid-October 2002 TOM asked me to go to his office
again. He Claimed that the sellers have other buyers waiting and
want to cancel the escrow. Next, he produced a fax from them
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demanding a non-refundable $1,000. to keep the not to cancel the
escrow (COA-?TOTALBREACH). I declined to accept it. .. "
The discovery of the above forgery, at the beginning of the above
case, resulted in attorneys Risbrough, and Browning, to abandon their
forger clients Ortizes, and Abercrombie, respectively as detailed in #55 (AA
710, 934, 1221 ). By their failure to deny, or to explain, the evidence of the
Ortizes forged signatues on the Grant-Deed, the Ortizes admitted to the
fact that their purported signatures on their grant-deed to Salessi had been
forged, thus not passing title to Salessi, even if he had paid one billion
dollars for Aloma, since a forged deed cannot pass title #55 (AA 714).
In furtherance of the 2002 inception frauds of defendants, their
counsel have consistently fabricated their own falsities in opposition papers
as in that of Mr. Wessel, on behalf of Cameron Merage defendants. As one
example of defendants' fabrications, is one of Mr. Wessel's in his
opposition papers found at #199 (AA 3944 ), beginning the page with:
"Salessi even described being aware of the basis of the purported fraud
and wrongdoing of Coast Cities Escrow employees within days of the
signing of the loan documents in November of 2002." Although here Mr.
Wessel confirmed his client's frauds, he falsified by omitting the fact that
Salessi had in fact cancelled any, and all, fraudulent arrangements created
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by his forgery clients upon the above discovery of wrongs on the next day
(11/6/02), but his clients who had immediately stolen Salessi's $50,000 on
11/5/02, and $5,000 of it much earlier, refused to return him the stolen
money. Next, counsel cited from Salessi's former complaint, and based
thereon alleged that he had signed the loan papers, and that amounted to
his judicial admission, then copy-pasting a sentence out of context from a
case of Shapiro at 76 Cai.App.2d 75, which quote looked favorable to his
forgery clients, but Salessi applies that citation here as against them. At
#199 (AA 3945) Mr. Wessel stated the following:
""Salessi's prior pleadings admitted that he and his wife signed
documents at Coast Cities Escrow, inclusive of the loan papers. Doc.
85 at p. AA0031, Ins. 20-27. These judicial admissions preclude
Salessi from establishing his claims. Shapiro v. Equitable Life
Assurance Soc., 76 Cai.App.2d 75, 91-92, 172 P.2d 725, 734
(Cai.App. 1946) ["The burden rested on appellant to prove his
allegation that he did not sign or authorize the signing of the several
applications for loans which he claim were forged. Respondent was
not required to prove their genuineness."].""
In fact, in September 2008, Salessi had provided the forensic proofs
of Merage forgeries to the appellate case #G038002, because his second
retained fraudulent counsel, Richard Knickerbocker, had refused to include
those proofs in his fraudulent opening brief which he

had filed, thus
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causing Salessi to file

something

like "NOTICE

OF

FRAUD

OF

ATTORNEY KNICKERBOCKER & FALSIFICATION OF OPENING BRIEF
UNDER SEAL. .. " with that appellate court, and even requesting judicial
notice of the forensic handwriting witness documents which were already
recorded, and soon thereafter published.
Due to the case abandonment of Knickerbocker, Salessi having to
represent himself in the G038002 Oral Argument, cited to the forgery
forensic documents and elaborated on the forgeries which the court
accepted as true facts, and Mr. Wessel representing Merage, et al, did not
contest any of the forgery charges against his forger clients, therefore, Mr.
Wessel accepted the proof of the forgeries as against his clients, and
according to his own citation above, because Salessi proved the forgeries
in writing, by recordation, by publication, and by oral argument, all of which
he made accessible on Google: "Salessi Litigation Page", near the bottom
of the page. All the above means of proving the defendants forgeries have
transformed this into a presumption case, pursuant to inter alia 42 U.S.C. s
405 (g). See #1 0-3 (AA 265).

43

43

Judge Monroe thereafter forged the 6/4/08 transcript {AA 257)by redacting the sentences
containing the word "forge", evidently because it would have mandated his duty to declare the
forged "Deeds Of Trust" as wells as the forged grant deed null and void, thus eliminating his
potential to cash a hefty bribe on the staged foreclosure soon thereafter. It is necessary for this
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Furthermore, it is commonly known that a loan is not a loan unless it
is fully executed. Execution of a loan requires the following minimum steps:
identification of its borrower; fingerprinting of the borrower; notarizing his
genuine signature, in particular on a Deed Of Trust (DOT) which is
recorded as an encumbrance on real estate. A loan application, which
Salessi had referenced in Mr. Wessel's quote was not a loan. In the above
quote from Mr. Wessel, the mention is also to a "loan application", not a
fully executed actual loan, which never existed in Salessi's case. <*>
A loan application which can be a regular handwritten scrap piece of
paper has no value, and is not notarized or recorded, somewhat similar to
auto-loan applications which fraudulent car dealerships often sell to best
bidders as fully executed loans, resulting in fraud on potential car buyers
who refuse to buy, or those who return cars within the 3-day cancellation
period of written contracts. See #1 0 (AA 149) for a personal example of
how a Jeep dealership did exactly that, by applying for a loan application to
BMW Finance, then quickly selling the loan application, as a fully executed
loan, to Wachovia Drug Cartel (f/k/a: Wachovia Dealer Services), by forging

court to refer this matter to a Federal Grand Jury to find out exactly whom the Cartel lawyers
bribed, in Salessi's cases, and in cases of others. Appellant believes that the amount of California
judicial bribery only by the Cartel lawyers, appearing against him, probably exceeds one billion
dollars.
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its name into the application form, without even bothering to erase BMW, in
addition to forging other details into the paper, in return for a bribe.
In fact another Merage forger, by the name of Cindy Becker, had
confirmed that Ann Skinner had been absent #186 (AA 3856), in addition to
the fact that in 2006 Requests For Admission (RFA), in 04CC1180, Skinner
had admitted to have been outside California on 11/5/02, the date of her
multiple forged notarized documents which had been recorded, even
before she returned from Florida.
In other places in the court filings, Salessi had stated that he was not
given copies of any signed papers, therefore, he has no way of
authenticating on what pages Merage forgers had obtained his preliminary
loan application signatures, and is thus presumed that they must have
attached those signature pages to other documents, and possibly to the
ones they eventually notarized by the forgeries of Ms. Simmons, and
recorded by Commonwealth Title. This method of forgery had been widely
practiced by WoSB as documented in the FAC, and complaint of WoSB
insider Paul Bishop, an exhibit to Salessi's original complaint. According to
(AA 903) "No escrow instructions from the new party WORLD was
presented." Salessi vaguely recalls that Century Funding was working the
loan for another lender, but that it switched to WoSB, evidently due to
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WoSB's sophisticated forgery operations and paying Century Funding the
highest kickback for the switch. Thus, on 11/5/02, Salessi was seeing the
WoSB loan application papers for the first time at Coast Cities Escrow.
Because Salessi's Loans had been forged, they were not registered
with Mortgage Electronic Registration System (MERS) which is another
method with which Salessi cross-checked the non-existence of Aloma's
forged loans, since only fully executed loans can be registered in MERS.
Salessi's attempt to trace the forged loans, to MBS assignments, returned
no results from MERS, thus cross-confirming that they were non-executed
illusory loans, which had not been registered to any MBS through MERS. 44

44

Mortgage Electronic Registration Service {MERS) is a fraud based database registry of USA
loans in which all of USA's fully executed mortgage loans, created at least since 2000, have been
registered, in which only loan numbers are registered. It is very similar to the national AT&T
registry of phone of the nations's numbers, in which only real phone numbers are registered, and
the cancelled phone numbers are sold to new customers, after a waiting period. It has no other
function. Similarly, MERS has no other legal function. Around 60,000,000 of the 65,000,000 recorded
USA real estate have MERS registered loan numbers. Their loan paperwork show MERS in
numerous fraudulent roles, including "MERS right to foreclose", which would be synonymous to
giving AT&T a right to foreclose on a house when buying a phone number for that house from
AT&T, or other service provider, whose phone number is registered in AT&T national register.
However, non-executed loans, such as Aloma's forged loans are not registered in MERS at all,
because the loans were never officially created, just like selling a phone number which never
existed if dialed. American lawyers have misrepresented the true nature, and function, of MERS to
the point that courts, DOJ, and expert witnesses, have become infinitely confused as to the true
functions of MERS, while still believing that MERS has some legitimate functions. Salessi had
briefly explained the true functions of MERS in his former appellate briefs as well as in public
comments such as under this article which comes up with GOOGLE: "Kareem Salessi 2-10-16",
titled: "MERS is one of the counterfeiting devices of U.S. money magicians."
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MERS UNVEILED:
The total outstanding dollar volume of all USA mortgages in the year 2002 was $7 trillion
and it is still $7 trillion today, according to the statistics in a forensic report on
www.StopForeclosureFraud.com as well as on U.S. websites, although a Federal Reserve chart
shows that it doubled to $14 trillion in 2002-2007 (in 5 years)
https:l/research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/MDOAH. Assuming the latter to be case, the doubling of
the mortgage debt, on the same inventory of real estate, was the result of the artificial inflation
created with phony mortgages created with appellant's formerly described Fed-Based
counterfeiting operations, which Salessi discovered in .early 2003, and documented in his 2004
case# 04CC11080 (AA 180, 1029·1029) "Freddie Mac Update February 2016" gives some other
perspectives in this report: http://www.freddiemac.com/investors/pdffiles/investor-presentation.pdf
A large part of the above real-estate mortgage inflation was the result of the counterfeit
credit lines sold to unwary borrowers of all kinds, in return for liens on their real estate (some of
which were mortgage free), including farms and factories, with the intention of churning those
loans into MERS to be assigned to countless MBS which were subsequently sold to unwary buyers,
and the additional intent of stealing the real estate collateral down the like, in fraudulent
foreclosures. So, with a $50,000 "Equity Line Of Credit" loan, against a lien-free realty worth
millions, a realty was foreclosed and stolen once borrower defaulted. Some preliminary details of
this criminal scheme was documented in the 2009 Michael Moore documentary "Capitalism, a Love
Story". Another chunk of the two fold mortgage inflation, was the highly engineered forgery
operations of pretender lenders, such as those of WoSB, as documented in Salessi's original and
its operative complaints.
Meantime, official reports have documented that USA "financial industry" created, and
globally sold, or tried to sell, at least $1.4 quadrillion of bonds known as ABS, MBS, COO, REMIC,
etc. (collectively MBS). USA counterfeiters claim that the above $7 trillion bulk of mortgages is the
collateral for the above $1.4 quadrillion MBS junk bonds (i.e.: $1 MBS is backed with 1f2 cent
collateral; a ratio of 200 to One), which by itself is a highly incriminating claim. MERS played a key
role in this 200+ fold counterfeiting operation, simplified as follows:
MERS is the computer registry conduit with which MERS members secretly assign a MERS·
registered loan to any new MBS they create, most of which MBS are not even registered with the
SEC. Any MERS member, like J.P. Morgan (JPM), can log into MERS database, and randomly select
a few thousand registered mortgages und assign them to a new MBS pool, and launch it in the
financial markets for sale, with, or without SEC registration. JPM, or another MERS member, like
Wachovia, can issue a duplicate of the same MBS, pooled with the same loan numbers and launch
them under a new MBS name, and number. Multiply similar MBS creations with the same mortgages
by 200 times to reach the officially disclosed number of MBS junk bonds created with just one USA
loan number.
These criminal operations which are hidden from public view are undiscoverable by an
individual borrower unless upon very costly tracking of his mortgage assignments to every MBS, in
which that loan is listed. Expert searching is required, costing thousands of dollars. Thousands of
mortgage victims have been scammed to pay tons of money for such costly searches while
receiving nothing in return from the fraudsters, mostly calling themselves "Mortgage Forensics
Auditors". Furthermore, it is impossible to track and identify every MBS to which a single USA loan
has been assigned. One such example, which appellant is personally familiar with, is the case of a
victim by the name of Mohammad Raja, whose case is cited below:
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Case 1:14-cv-01663-LO-TCB Document 194 Filed 09/15/151N THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA ALEXANDRIA DIVISION.
It has taken Mr. Raja, himself a mortgage forensics auditor, years to trace his nearly
$600,000 loan to 288 MBS pools. By late 2015, Mr. Raja had traced his loan to nearly 200 MBS.
Recently he inform appellant that the number has since increased to 288 MBS. This means that his
loan's face value has been counterfeited at least 288 times, and most likely much more, and that the
counterfeit MBS were likely sold to many buyers who actually paid for them, falsely believing to
have bought top USA investment MBS bonds, backed with USA real estate. See (RJN-6:Y1) for a
partial list of Mr. Raja's loan assignments into dozens of MBS.
This is the reason that forensic tracing of MERS·registered loans traces the loans to
hundreds of MBS pools, meaning that one loan has been counterfeited hundreds of time through
MERS computer by assigning the loan numbers to as many MBS pools as its members wanted to
counterfeit. Once they dump an MBS onto some unwary buyer then create the next one listing the
same loans as their MBS assets. Therefore, MERS counterfeiting potential is unlimited, because a
single MERS-registered loan can be secretly assigned to unlimited number of MBS pools in order to
create unlimited MBS to sell around the world as investments, all of which MBS are claimed to have
been 100% backed by USA mortgages, while they are backed with nothing at all, not even the 1/2%
(one half of one percent); all USA-MBS are counterfeit monetary instruments, as I had explained in
this comment: ""USA: THE "housing bubble" SCAM WAS ENGINEERED""
iraqi/conversations/topics/12245
DEPOSITION of SECRETARY and TREASURER of MERSCORP 4/2010" ·See more at:
http:l/stopforeclosurefraud.com/2010/08/27/exclusive-mers-deposition-of-secretary-and-treasurerof-merscorp-4201 0/#sthash .jrY
For a picture of the scale of title companies' forgery operations, similar to those of Fidelity·
LPS, some deposition excerpts of "Nationwide Title Clearing, Inc" (NTC) of Florida which was
broadcast on a radio program on 4/24/16, is linked here:
http:l/foreclosurehour.com/files/114637726.mp3. Three professional "RoboSigners" (i.e.: Forgers)
who were deposed revealed that they forged stacks of 5,000 loan, and foreclosure, related
documents every day, every year, since at least 2006. At the end, attorney Gary Dubin stated that
there are 10,000 known RoboSigners in USA, multiply that by 5,000 documents a day, by 300
working days, by 10 years, to reach an astronomical number of papers those criminals have already
forged. Mr. Dubin's numbers translate to: 5,000X10,000X300X10
150,000,000,000. (i.e.: 150 billion
forged documents).
Salessi's additional comment on the above derived 150 billion is to divide that number by
the 65 million number of all USA real-estate, thus resulting in 2,300 forged documents per parcel of
USA real estate. Salessi believes that at least 2,000 of the above forged documents per real-estate
were to document the fraudulent MERS assignments of loans to MBS junk bonds. Assuming a total
of 5 documents had been forged for each MERS assignment of a loan to each MBS, then by dividing
2,000/5 400 would be a guestimate of the average number of MBS created from each USA
mortgage loan. Therefore, it is safe to say that $7 trillion of the 2002 mortgages, by 2008, had been
counterfeited into 400 fold MBS junk bonds, amounting to $2,800 trillion
$2.8 Quadrillion of USA
MBS junk bonds face value. Of course that amount of counterfeit MBS could not have all been sold
around the globe, because so much money never existed to buy them, but that amount of MBS has
probably been counterfeited and is probably still in the market to be dumped. This also comes

==

==

==
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Mr. Wessel with his remarks further incriminated his forger clients by
implying that Merage forgers routinely fabricated and forged loans by
stealing people's loan applications, and their signatures, whereupon
converting them into fabricated, executed, notarized, and recorded loans,
just as they did with Salessi's application. Mr. Wessel further implicated
himself, and his fraudulent law firm, in aiding and abetting their forger
clients after-the-fact by fabricating and producing forged fingerprints and
notary book in his 10/4/13 production of documents (Coast Binder) when
he produced such forgeries to Salessi, some of which were included as
exhibits to appellant's motion for reconsideration which was also denied.
See the forgery exhibits at #186 (AA 3833-3867). Most, if not all, the
signatures in the (Coast Binder) must be forgeries produced by Mr. Wessel
upon discovery demand, eleven years after the fact, and only by chance. It
was mandatory for the trial court to consider the newly discovered (Coast
Binder) evidence to vacate its dismissal and proceed to trial, as argued at
page 3 of this related former appellate (RJN-1 ), incorporated herein in full

close to the figure of $4 quadrillion released by www.VeteransToday.com financial editor, although
without citing to a source.
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with reference:
DktEntry: 23.

Case: 09-60050 07/06/2010 Page: 3 of 32 ID: 7394893

45

with reference to the following related WoSB documents, from Salessi's
Chapter-11 case:
Case 8:09-bk-13791-ES Doc 69 Filed 04/23/10 Entered 05/03/10
And, in conjunction with Salessi's comment, and the page, linked below:
https://livinglies.wordpress.com/2014/01/28/world-savings-bank-loans-were-securitizedbefore-wachovia-merger/#comment-312184

and applying the Yvanova decision above, this means that Wachovia Drug
Cartel had no beneficial interest in the loans securitized by WoSB since
years before its merger into the Cartel, due to their ownership transfer to
REMIC/MBS which were wholly separate fraudulent entities, yet the Cartel
fraudulently foreclosed on them. Therefore, pursuant to Yvanova, all those
foreclosures were fraudulent and should be annulled with a blanket
decisions of this court, or its reference to the U.S. Department of Justice,
and/or, California DOJ to declare all of them void, and to grant ample time
to the people who lost their homes to those drug dealers to return and

45

https:/lkareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/case no 09 60050 rjn 7 6 2010.pdf
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repossess their stolen homes, and to be awarded ample compensations
for the wrongs they suffered, in conjunction with the blanket criminal
prosecution of the Cartel lawyers, beginning with their disbarments for life,
because the lawyers know all along the were committing crime-frauds for a
drug cartel, and based on false claims.
The article in "Living Lies" makes it clear that WoSB had in fact been a
loan originator and servicer of loans, not a lender. Another link which the
page leads to is a long list of REMICS created by WoSB, selling hundreds
of billions of dollars of "Securitized REMIC" to Germany's top bank,
Deutsche Bank, which was cash rich before it was plundered by American
MBS junk bonds. On its first page it gives a boxed notice in bold capital
letters: "NO COLLATERAL AVAILABLE" which simply means the REMICS,
also known as MBS, were created purely as junk bonds which were not
backed with any actual mortgages, or real estate, as against the public
perception that REMIC-MBS are backed with real estate as collateral.
Link to that document: https:l/livinglies.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/world-savingsbank-remics.pdf

Furthermore, even if Salessi had actually signed the very documents
which subsequently surfaced as having been recorded by Commonwealth
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Title, the fact that their notarizations were forgeries and performed after the
fact rendered them unexecuted loan papers, which were forgeries and their
recordation amounted to violations of multiple penal codes as cited in the
operative complaint, and throughout the filed papers. Another important
fact, which Salessi recalls, having mentioned somewhere in the case file, is
the fact that Appellant signed such important documents as loans, and final
contracts, not with his simple looking signature which could be forged, but
with an unforgeable signature which he signed the initial $5,000 goodwill
check, which is also among the 10/4/13 discovery file (Coast Binder 60).
That signature does not appear on any documents because none of the
documents signed by Salessi were deemed final documents. In addition,
Salessi never signed without dating his signatures. Also, the bogus loan
papers expressly instruct the signature to be in the printed form "KAREEM
SALESSI", which is not the case on any of them, for instance: (Coast
Binder 109, 111, 126, 133) with Salessi's and Skinner's forged signatures
all over the pages.
At 350, Merage forgers were having fun that Salessi was having a
heart attack in Germany, and that they had just stolen his $5,000 and were
waiting to steal the rest soon. Also, the documents which were supposed to
have been countersigned by sellers and buyers were not countersigned,
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because that escrow was a fake escrow, only to steal money from Salessi;
his cash as well as wired funds through the bogus loans they created.
The produced documents are further proofs of Merage forgeries and
their cover-ups by Mr. Wessel, in that the bulk of the 414 pages produced
do not include a single notarized page, such as a notarized grant-deed, or
the two purportedly executed and notarized deeds of trust which turned up
at the county recorder, because the documents which ended up being
recorded had all been forged documents, and thus Mr. Wessel had chosen
to exclude them in his 10/4/13 discovery package. A search for "Deed of
Trust", in the (Coast Binder), will return many occurrences of same, and
many references to the "certified", and "notarized", "First Deed of Trust" and
"Second Deed of Trust" in favor of World Savings copies of which are
attached, with the originals sent to Commonwealth Title for recordation.
Yet, the (Coast Binder) is totally devoid of any deeds of trust, period. There
is not a single "Deed of Trust" image in the Coast Binder, not even an
unsigned blank copy, let alone signed, certified, or notarized ones. Same
applies to "Grant Deed", while "Certified Copies" of such documents were
purportedly sent to WoSB (Coast Binder 76, 77, 326). The absence of
those key documents in the (Coast Binder) meant that the eventually
recorded ones were all forged, as fully explained in the FAC, and that
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because Mr. Wessel knew that they were all forged, he had chosen to
exclude them in his 10/4/13 discovery package. The fact that no original
executed deeds of trust ever existed, also meant that no new liens had
attached to the Aloma property in late 2002, when Salessi was forced to
take possession of the house.
Notarization can be performed only on living persons original
signatures, and only by a living notary public who must first identify a signer
with at least one valid form of identification, such as a driver's license, or
passport, then fingerprint the signer in her notary book with the signers'
signature next to

his/her fingerprint,

then

stamp her own

notary

acknowledgment under the signers live signature, and only then can the
notary sign, and notarize, the properly signed documents with her live
notary signature, and with her live notary stamp. Only then can the
notarized

documents

be

deemed

fully

executed,

and

recordable,

whereupon they can be sent to the county recorder for recordation. If any
one of these steps is missing on a document which is recorded, that
recorded document is null and void, as were the forged grant deed, and
forged loan documents as to the Aloma property.

46

46

None of the five essential steps of notarization, summarized in this color chart titled "5
STEPS TO A PROPER NOTARIZATION", were performed as to the 2002 Aloma-Salessi documents,
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The California notary laws, which are publicly available on the web,
can verify the above statements, which included the basic acts that every
notary public must perform, else he/she would be committing forgery.
County recorders accept no responsibility for recording void documents
since they have no way of knowing if the documents presented to them are
void due to forgeries, or for any other reasons. However, county recorders
are mandated by statute to expunge discovered void documents such as
the ones forged as to Aloma, and to criminally prosecute the forgers,
pursuant to, inter alia, California Gov. Code §11180.5 (AA 171, 957).
However, due to the inherent corruption of public entities, such as
county recorders, and O.C. district attorney's Office (OCDA), they serially
refuse to expunge forged, and or void documents, unless in return for
thus rendering them all void:
https://www.nationalnotary.org/file%201ibrary/nna/knowledge%20center/outside%20pdfs/5-stepsto-a-proper-notarization.pdf California notarization mandates are even more elaborate, also
requiring fingerprinting in the "Notary Journal" (step-4 above) to record completion of a
notarization. Attorney Darin Wessel forged four notary signatures, and fingerprints, of the last two
pages of the (Coast Binder), during his discovery of documents production, on 10/4/13, elctven year
after his clients had forged and recorded the forged 2002 documents. Mr. Wessel had admitted to
having forged those fingerprints and signatures by his failure to deny, and/or, explain the forgeries,
as charged by appellant.
Furthermore, appellant Salessi gained personal knowledge, experience, and familiarity with
the legal principles related to the underlying complaint/s, since the past decade by first obtaining
an ABA approved paralegal certificate (2004), then a California notary public license in conjunction
with posting a notary bond at O.C. Recorder, then attending law school, and becoming a real-estate
broker (since 2010), in addition to countless hours of legal research for over ten years. Therefore,
the cited legal steps to accomplish a legal sale of real estate, in conjunction with its related loan
transactions, are not only based on existing laws and facts of the case, but are also on the basis of
appellant's personal knowledge and experience of same.
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bribes such as those received from title companies, banks, and lawyers, or
by orders of corrupt courts, such as those of Judge William Monroe, and
Commissioner Richard

Pacheco who

had

no jurisdiction to enter

judgments, or order to expunge Salessi's valid recorded liens, upon
receiving bribes from the Cartel. Google: "Orange County Recorder Hub of
Counterfeit Crimes" for Salessi's published documentation of these fact, in
addition to the Recorder's refusal to correct forged grant deeds as publicly
noticed by appellant and posted at:
https://kareemsalessi. files. word press. com/20 10/04/fi le0004. pdf
Mr. Wessel's (Coast Binder) should have included the actually
recorded documents which were forged, but he had chosen to exclude
them probably because it would have become his personal federal criminal
liability to pass the forged recorded papers as original ones in a federal
court, and thus having to worry about new forgery charges against himself,
and his fraudulent law firm which, although well connected to county district
attorneys for fixing cases, it probably lacks similar connections to federal
DOJ to conduct similar fixes.
The absent notarized, and recorded, "Deeds Of Trust" (listed above)
are the ones Mr. Wessel claims Salessi must have signed as liens on
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Aloma, yet he didn't have them in his discovery package, not even their
blank, unsigned, versions. The absent notarized Grant-Deeds, and the
absent notarized Deeds-Of-Trust (DOT), had all turned up as notarized
documents at the O.C. Hall of Records, with Ann Skinner's forged
signatures and stamps, and commonwealth' acknowledgements, while Ann
Skinner was

still

vacationing

in

Florida.

The forged

papers

had

subsequently been recorded and returned to WoSB, all before Ann Skinner
had returned from Florida. There are no "Ghost Notary Laws" in California,
permitting a notary public to perform as a "Ghost Notary" by leaving her
notary stamp behind to be abused by anyone in her absence. These were
criminal forgeries, and must have been prosecuted as such by the corrupt
OCSD, and OCDA, which were both very connected to Mr. Wessel's
fraudulent law firm, and likely bribed by them to take no action against
Skinner, or any other Merage forgers, just as Sheriff investigator Copic had
told Salessi in 2007, that she was not going to investigate Merage's
forgeries.
Appellant has included the entirety of Mr. Wessel's 10/4/13 produced
documents in its original folder of pdf files, in addition to one searchable pdf
file formed of all of the original folder's files combined into one pdf file, and
made searchable for ease of access, and named (Coast Binder). As the
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court can see, there are no notarized documents in that bulk of papers
because all the notarized papers were first forged, then stamped with
Skinner's notary stamp in her absence, then fraudulently acknowledged by
a C. Stewart as Commonwealth, and then recorded by email then to the
fraudulent O.C. Recorder (OCR).
However, (Coast Binder ) does contain only one notarized GrantDeed of 1997 which granted the Aloma property to the Ortizes, but with
their fake names which names the Merage forgers must have put on that
grant deed. As such that grant deed, although appearing normal, was
legally void pursuant to inter alia Cai.Civ.Code §1558, which mandates in
part that: "Identification of parties necessary. It is essential to the validity of
a contract, not only that the parties should exist, but that it should be
possible to identify them." In that grant-deed, as in the forged 2002 grantdeed, the fake Ortiz names didn't exist, thus making both grant-deeds void.
See also: Jackson v. Grant, 890 F.2d 118, 120-21 (9th Cir. 1989).
Salessi had filed his JAMS-ADR, and this case, to quiet his title also
against that 1997 Grant-Deed which documented the last recorded sale as
to Aloma. This fact had also been confirmed by WoSB to Salessi in late
2007 in a recorded phone call, confirming that no title transfer to Salessi
had ever occurred, and that WoSB had also mailed a NOTICE OF
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DEFAULT (NOD) to the Ortizes. However, WoSB was aided and abetted
by every trial court to avoid discovery of that recording, and everything
else.

47

Some original preliminary signatures had evidently been obtained by
Merage forgers, in order to practice forging them on some other papers
they needed to complete the forged transactions, such as a worthless
document apparently signed in the original at #186 (AA 3842), while its
follow up page was forged (AA 3843). (Coast Binder 229).
The above modus operandi signature crimes by Merage forgers, and
their modus operandi signature cover-ups now, by Mr. Wessel, his
predecessor Mr. Mark Cwern, and his law firm, further prove their active
roles as model "consigliere" as Mr. Cwern boasted of being known such as
a "Mafia Consigliere" during Salessi's 2006 deposition (AA 3300). Mr.
Cwern's forgery of that deposition transcript is itself the best proof of his
own criminal conducts (AA 3305). He forged it despite the fact that Salessi
had video-taped the deposition, and could fill in most of the missing pieces

47

The 1997 Grant Deed was granted to the same fictitious names of the Ortizes which names
were typed on the 2002 void forged deed to Salessi. The 1997 sale and its related transactions
which had also been conducted by the Merage forgers, using fictitious Ortiz names, is proof that
Cameron Merage had been operating his forgery operations at least since the 1990s. In the Aloma
property case, they had churned that property, its escrow, and loan forgeries, since before the Ortiz
purchase, which is the best proof of a Merage criminal enterprise as defined in 18 USC 1961-1969
(RICO).
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which Mr. Cwern had deleted from the transcript, in conspiracy with a
Norman Schall forger/court-reporter. Mr. Cwern would probably not have
forged the transcript had Salessi been accompanied with a BAR member
(AA 2431, 2969). These lawyers are the signature epitome of American
crime-frauds, as documented also in a CBS 60 MINUTES special
investigation aired 1/31/16. These lawyers have been covering for
Cameron Merage criminal forgery operations for at least 20 years, as it can
be seen from the disciplinary proceedings against him by the California
Department of Real Estate (ORE) which suspended Merage and one of his
accomplice brokers, although ORE should have permanently revoked their
licenses. (RJN-6:W1)
These same lawyers stepped forward and brokered Merage out of
license revocation, by paying a small fine and 60 days of suspension. With
the backing of these lawyers, after that ORE action, Merage quickly
expanded his criminal forgery operations which continues operating to this
day. Page #333 of their 10/4/13 discovery (Coast Binder 333) has a smileyface drawn in front of LTV, which stands for "Loan To Value Ratio" (LTV).
The smiley-face was due to the fact that the Aloma LTV was around 200%
(i.e.: it was double-priced), meaning that Merage stole $55,000 cash from
Salessi, and obtained around $400,000 of loan proceeds from WoSB,
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which together amounted to 200% of the real value of Aloma, worth only
around $250,000 at that time. LTV is the first and foremost crucial
mandatory TILA disclosure element, which must not exceed 80% of
property value, but here it was 200% which is why those criminals forging
the escrow papers were laughing their heads off on paper with their smileyfaces all the way to the bank, thus proving the extent of criminality of
Merage and his forgery operators, and their consigliere counsel, like Mr.
Wessel here, who continues to cover up their crimes 14 years later; a
remarkable dedication to organized crime.

48

"Pathological Liar" is probably the most descriptive adjective of liability insurance defense
attorneys, and of all of Salessi's personally retained counsel, such as Barry Ross, John Chakmak,
Richard Knickerbocker, Herbert Niermann, Lewis Brisbos Biscard Smith (LBBS), etc.
"Liars have poor memories" is a an ancient Persian proverb and is best demonstrated by
these lawyers such as Mr. Wessel who has acted blindly to his associate's own written words that
he (Mark Cwern) and his law firm were in fact Mafia Consigliere.
QUESTION:
Appellant's question to this honorable court in this regard is: What is the justification for
the American public's continued suffering from criminal activities of groups of individuals,
clustered together as law firms, such as the lawyers in this case, who have sworn to harm
and terrorize the American population for the continued plunder of their masters, namely for
the benefit of "The Royal & Elite", according to Hon. Judge Dale Chase (retired) in his recent
book "The Great American Adventure"?
Explanation: According to Judge Dale Chase, and other public sources, British
Accreditation Regents (BAR), owns the American Bar Association (ABA), to which every American
lawyer must pay membership dues to keep his license active, otherwise his license is suspended.
BAR is a Royal agency of the English Royal Family and its elite. Thus, USA lawyers have a sworn
dedication to serve the English Royal and Elite, as against the American public, thus making every
BAR member an undisclosed foreign agent, sworn to spy on, and sabotage, the USA public for the
benefit of those foreign interests, as they have done, at least since the creation of ABA, but
probably since the beginning of USA, as disclosed by whistleblower Judge Dale Chase, and others.
48
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In their oppositions to Salessi's timely motion for reconsideration
#186 (AA 3819), Mr. Wessel and other counsel, and the trial court in its
order of denial, had reasoned that Salessi should have discovered all these
documents much earlier, however, excluding the fact that the fraudulent
counsel never produced anything, even upon motions to compel discovery
such as the one Salessi filed in a BK adversary proceeding, where the BKcourt denied Salessi an opportunity to obtain discovery, simply because
bankruptcy and trial courts are literally at the disposal of institutional
fraudsters such as the defendants here. That BK-Motion to Compel
Discovery had been filed because Fidelity Title had failed to produce
anything at all regarding the stolen Redlands property, and the BK court
said outright that they didn't have to!
In Orange County Case #05CC00124, related to the stolen Redlands
property, where Fidelity had also been a defendant, its fraudulent lawyers
had said outright that they declined to produce anything, and they didn't.
The Hon. Judge Hayes who was originally assigned to that case, in one
hearing turned to the crowd of lawyers present and with a tone of
admonishing plaintiff stated something surprisingly unrelated to the case,
and to this effect: "Mr. Salessi has even sued the Orange County Assessor
in another lawsuit. .. "!. Salessi didn't know the intimacy of O.C. judges with
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the County until seeing the YOUTUBE clips of Dr. Richard Fine, Esq. which
disclosed huge regular payments to judges, which Dr. Fine labeled as
"Bribe". Salessi has not heard or read any oppositions, or denials, of Dr.
Fine's labeling those payments as bribes to state judges to deter them from
deciding against Orange County in cases where O.C. is a defendant.
Therefore, based upon absence of any denial of those charges, the
payments should be presumed as bribes, as disclosed by Dr. Fine, and as
effectively as Salessi has seen in cases where O.C. is a named defendant,
such as the instant case.
ADDITIONAL RELATED MATTERS OF SIGNIFICANCE:
Other significant details which this court should consider in reversing
and remanding the case, in conjunction with referrals for criminal
prosecutions of Cartel lawyers, principals, and most of the known
defendants, are the following matters of fact as well as laws specifically
applicable to this case, such as the following, non-exclusive, examples of
lawyers' fabrications of contradictions, as against the ultimate facts:
Both attorneys Douglas Farrell, appearing jointly for Salessi, and for
Commonwealth Title, although without Salessi's knowledge (AA 221 0),
and Fred Hickman, appearing for the drug cartel, have boldly claimed that
Salessi contradicted himself as to his ownership rights to the Aloma subject
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property, because the grant deed had been forged, and therefore it had not
transferred title, and/or ownership interest to Salessi (AA 31 08).
Most recently, Fidelity lawyers fabricated that "Furthermore, Plaintiff
fails to allege how Fidelity played any role in the alleged forgeries" #119-1
(AA 3162). This outright lie goes against plaintiff's detailed documentation
of exactly how Fidelity (read Commonwealth) staff (C. Stewart) committed
their own forgeries by their multiple acknowledgements of Ann Skinner's
forged signatures, and of her forged notary stamps (knowing that they were
forged), and then having them recorded, as detailed in the original
complaint's (Exhibit-C), appearing at #1 (AA 51-55), which Salessi sent to
Mr. Farrell even before filing the original 2008 complaint herein, in order to
compel Fidelity to prevent the fraudulent theft of the house by the Drug
Cartel, under false pretenses. However, Salessi's attempt backfired as it
can be seen as attorney Douglas Farrell, counsel for Commonwealth Title
is quoted from this previously filed document:
Case: 13-57063, 10/27/2014, ID: 9292382, DktEntry: 12 (Expedited Relief)
Page 37:
""A prerequisite to theft is an owner of the property stolen. In your
case, in order for you to be the victim of a theft, as you allege in your
Notice of Removal, you must have been the owner of the residence.
But how can you be the owner of the property if, as you claim against
Commonwealth, that the 2002 grant deed contains forgeries and
therefore is void and conveyed nothing to you? Your positions are
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mutually exclusive. You either obtained title via the 2002 grant deed
in "fee simple absolute" (as you claim in your "Notice of Intent to
Preserve Interest" dated and recorded August 12, 2008), or you did
not acquire fee simple title as you state in your claim to
Commonwealth. The clear weight of the facts, particularly your most
recent actions and declarations, completely sustain Commonwealth's
position as set forth in its original coverage letter dated August 24,
2005, and our letter to you dated September 15, 2008.For all of the
foregoing reasons, Commonwealth again affirms that there is no
coverage for the claims you have presented.""
The above is a judicial admission of title insurers' modus operandi crime of
forgery. Furthermore, unbeknownst to Salessi, two years earlier, the same
Commonwealth Counsel, Douglas Farrell, had written to Merage's Counsel,
Mark Cwern, that Mr. Farrell was representing both plaintiff Salessi, and
"title insurer" Commonwealth, and that he knew that a Ms. Simmons had
forged the documents at Merage's forgery center (Coast Cities Escrow),
and asking him to confirm Miss Simmons' name as the actual forger #132
(AA 3423).

Commonwealth inadvertently disclosed that letter in a BK-

subpoena on 10/25/11. See Simmons at (AA 3196-3197); (AA 3345). At
(AA 3318) Mr. Wessel, by failure to deny, confirmed that Ms. Simmons was
in fact the forger, and that is why he began blackmailing Salessi with a new
sanctions motion in the Carter court if Salessi didn't exclude Simmons in
his proposed amended complaint, obviously because then Mr. Wessel
would have had to produce Ms. Simmons, the actual forger, according to
Commonwealth Title. A search for "Simmons" throughout Appellant's
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Appendix (AA) is highly recommended here. The ulterior motive for Mr.
Wessel's filing of that motion was to kill Salessi's opportunity to file an
amended complaint, due to having to spend much time on that extortion
motion, which the court did find as an extortion but yet granted it anyway,
quite similar to the Monroe and Pacheco extortion motions on behalf of the
Cartel.
Pursuant to inter alia, California Civil Code 1058, et seq., upon Mr.
Farrell's

2006

findings

of the

forgeries,

he

and/or

his

principal

Commonwealth Title, which had acknowledged Coast Cities' forgeries as
genuine, and then actually recorded the forged documents in 2002, had an
actual duty to immediately rescind those documents by recording just one
sheet of paper for each forged Deed Of Trust (DOT), titled:
RESCISSION OF TRUSTEE'S DEED (Civil Code Section 1058.5 (b))
http://chicagotitlesb.com/Uploads/Documents/02/RESCISS.pdf
This simple procedure would have put an immediate end to Salessi's
waste of time, life, health, and income, all of which he had started
dedicating to the unfolding of the forgery and theft crimes of defendants,
which crimes were aggravated by more crimes of their gangster lawyers, in
furtherance of the crimes of their clients. Under the color of law, those
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crimes which have continued to this day, will continue by these lawyers,
unless criminally prosecuted.
On page 53-54 of the same document, and on behalf of the Cartel,
their attorneys Hickman/AFRCT, throughout their filings, boldly stated that
Salessi had no standing to sue the Cartel, or their fraudulent lawyers,
because his Grant Deed was forged, and that he had never obtained title to
begin with, thus utilizing their own inception forgeries of Grant-Deed and
loan documents as against appellant, an to their own advantage. Needless
to say, they have done similar forgeries with millions of people, not just with
appellant here, and based on similar forgeries, they have stolen millions of
homes since 2007, despite the fact of having been outlawed as a narcotrafficker, and a narco-bank. By making this judicial admission, they
assumed their full knowledge of the frauds of their clients in having
executed their fraudulent deeds of trust on the basis of grant deeds, dating
back to November 2002.
Page (AA 3108) begins with Mr. Hickman declarations which are
enough to indict him, and his associates, for criminal frauds, in that he had
the audacity to confirm that the Aloma grant deed, and consequently any
Deeds Of Trust (DOT) attached to it were void, in spite of which he claimed
that the forged DOT was enforceable, while citing to the case laws which
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Salessi had cited, for proving the exact opposite of his fabrications, upon
which he falsely claimed that Salessi had no standing against the Cartel
due defendants' forgeries. Trial court's dismissal of the case approved the
Cartel's above false contentions, while a recent unprejudiced federal court,
after granting plaintiff Lesley multiple leaves to amend, denied defendants
12 (b)(6) motion based only on dual-tracking, nothing more. See: Lesley v.
Bank of Am., N.A., No. EDCV1501696DDPDTBX, 2016 WL 1239210, at
*1-4 (C.D. Cal. Mar. 28, 2016). On the contrary, Salessi, not only had been
dual-tracked multiple times, but had been double-crossed since 2002, by
every defendant, their counsel, every court, and by Salessi's own retained
counsel. Although this may sound beyond belief, but it has happened to
millions of USA financial crimes victims, 10 millions of whom have probably
already been murdered with fraudulent foreclosures, as Salessi previously
documented in this court.
(AA 31 08) fraudulent allegations begin with "THE DEEDS OF TRUST
ARE ENFORCEABLE EVEN IF THE GRANT DEED CONVEYED NO
INTEREST.", which in lay terms reads like 'The Cartel, and its associatesin-fact, made sure to forge the grant deed and the loan documents, so that
today we can claim Salessi has no title, and no standing against the Cartel.'
The two self-incriminating pages also prove the Cartel's modus operandi
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crime of large scale theft of real estate based on originally forged grant
deeds and DOT liens attached to those grant deeds. Those inception
forgeries do not include the Cartel's forgeries of foreclosure documents for
which Wells Fargo has an actual internal "lawyers' secret forgery manual"
which was leaked to attorney Linda Tirelli in 2014, and subsequently
published on the web and is accessible below with Ms. Tirelli's news
breakout: http://stopforeclosu refraud .com/20 14/03/19/video-wells-fargo-u nder-fire-forfabricating-false-foreclosure-documents-w-attorney-linda-tirelli/

No action was ever taken against the Cartel, or the lawyers who
authored that forgery manual, which is still utilized today. Also, no action
was ever taken to undo, or to compensate, the theft of the millions of stolen
homes they have been stealing with forgeries taught by that manual. Such
forgeries have been made to sound benign by labeling them "ROBOSIGNING", even though such forgeries were all committed by human
hands, not by robots.
In addition, in the Cartel's 2009 fraudulent UDA motion, they boldly
confessed to their forgeries which Com. Pacheco in the UDA court
condoned as acceptable frauds, as quoted below from page 140 of "Case:
09-60050 DktEntry: 21 ", filed 5/24/10 in a BK-Appellate case, the entire file
of which case is incorporated herein with this reference. Below is the
excerpt:
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""IT IS ORDERED that the motion of plaintiff, WACHOVIA
MORTGAGE, FSB, for an order granting summary adjudication be,
and hereby is granted, in favor of plaintiff and against the defendants
with respect to defendants' affirmative defense that:
(a) Plaintiff served defendants with the notice to quit and filed its
complaint for unlawful detainer to retaliate against the defendants
because the defendants previously sued the plaintiff for fraud and
RICO;
(b) That by serving the defendant with a notice to quit or filing the
complaint, plaintiff is arbitrarily discriminating against the defendants
in violation of the Constitution or laws of the United States or
California on the basis that all deeds and loan documents were
forged"; that "the deed of trust foreclosed on was a forgery"; and/or
that the defendants did not received proper notice of the Trustee's
sale.
(c) Since 2004 all deeds and loan documents were NOT forged as
the defendants alleged in their answer;"" [Thus, Gulino & Lane
expressly admitted that all deed and loan papers prior to 2004 had
been forged, that is: the inception deeds and loans of 2002 were all
forged, and the fraudulent UDA court confirmed it as well done].

However, such statements as the above, if held enforceable by law,
should lead to criminal prosecution of these boldly fraudulent lawyers who,
with their above statements, confirmed that their clients had forged and
recorded the forged grant deeds, and that they had forged and recorded
the related loan documents in order to later claim as proof of their
ownership rights of the Aloma property, based on their own forgeries.
A similar case was decided against Wachovia forgers, and their
foreclosure buyers, recently and affirmed in the unpublished opinion cited
below for its parallel to Salessi's forged loan case. In the case of
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LaChapelle v. Hansen McCoy Investments, LLC, No. E060825, 2015 WL
8060750, at *1-11 (Cal. Ct. App. Dec. 7, 2015), as modified on denial of
reh'g (Jan. 5, 2016), affirmed the decision of a bench trial which had
quieted title to plaintiff by determining forgery and document switching by
Wachovia forgers, after plaintiff had executed a fixed 4% loan. As a result,
the Riverside trial court had declared the property liens void, and ordered
its cancellation and the cancellation of a foreclosure sale to defendants.
That court even decided that plaintiff had not needed to include Wachovia
forgers in the complaint in order to quiet his title, and thus quieted
LaChapelle's title free and clear of all liens, which would be similar to this
court, or the Carter court, clearing Salessi's title to Aloma as to the Willis
Family Trust, shell front buyers on behalf of the Cartel to whom a bogus
"QUIT CLAIM DEED" (AA 3195, 3418) was issued on behalf of a nonexisting grantor, pretending to be Wachovia, in early 2010, when all
Wachovia names were already outlawed due to their criminal confession of
judgment to narco-trafficking.
(AA 4612) shows the IRS 1099-A form which the Cartel filed with the
IRS, documenting the theft of the house with the Fair Market Value of
$550,000, and a

$364,371 bogus "Balance of principal outstanding",

showing $200,000 of equity, while at the same time in Salessi's BK149
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proceedings the Cartel lawyers, filed a "Motion for Relief From Stay" based
on the fraudulent claim that Salessi had no equity in the house. Nearly two
years later, while USA realty prices continued deflating, the Cartel sold
Aloma to their sham buyers, the Willis Family, for an official amount of
$550,000 which they had typed on the above 1099-A form on 7/15/08, the
day of their void staged auction. Additionally, among the many irregularities
of the 7/15/08 forged TDS related to the above 1099-A, the TDS had
""carefully excluded the name/s of any "BENEFICIARY", or "LENDER" at
all, due to the inception forgeries.""(AA 4598) Furthermore, the original
"NOTICE OF SALE", which was never renewed, had been void ab intio, in
part due to absence of "beneficiary" as explained in #11 (AA 300). Had the
foreclosure, and its subsequent sale been legal, Wachovia would have
been mandated to pay Salessi the above difference of nearly $200,000.
However, because all their operations were illegal, the whole $550,000 was
stolen. Wherefore, Salessi's "Recoverable items of damages for the tort of
wrongful foreclosure include not only the lost equity in the property, but also
all proximately caused damages such as moving expenses, lost rental
income, damage to credit, personal injury including emotional distress,
property damage, and, upon a proper showing, punitive damages. Cal. Civ.
Code §3333", MILES v. DEUTSCHE BANK, 236 Cai.App.4th 394 (2015).
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Furthermore, in violation of the Cartel's 3/16/10 stipulation, and
criminal confession of judgment, with the U.S. DOJ and the Florida court,
not to ever deny the factual statements in Wachovia's criminal conviction
for their $1/2 trillion drug-money laundering #216 (AA 4420),

Mr.

Hickman/AFRCT have expressly denied Wachovia having ever laundered
drug money, with the filing of their falsified reply to plaintiff's opposition at
#217 (AA 4507-4508). That express denial, in and of itself, is likely a
criminal offense as against AFRCT and its individual associates, and Wells
Fargo executive, whereby Salessi requests this court's referral of same to
U.S.-DOJ for prosecution.
In Salessi's appeal to Cartel's fraudulent UDA, Gulino & Lane had
likewise denied Wachovia's drug money laundering in their paperwork at
#120 (AA 3205) which had cited to 5 years imprisonment for the crime of
laundering $1/2 trillion drug money, followed with the actual drug trafficking
charges against them, which were accepted and pleaded guilty to as
charged, yet the whole case was white-washed with a $150 million fine,
and without the forfeiture of the $1/2 trillion drug money. If prosecuted, for
their above denials, these lawyers would likely be convicted and sentenced
to 5 years each, on behalf of the same Cartel for which they have been
laundering drug money for years, as its consigliere.
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Furthermore, thousands of licensed attorneys, like those named here,
have been laundering the drug dollars for Wachovia/Wells Fargo since
2007, and they don't want to be called drug traffickers which in fact they
are, because, without them no drug money laundering could ever occur in
USA, just as the CBS 60 MINUTES program, aired 1/31/16, documented.
Contrary to these lawyers' fabrications, Salessi had established his
ownership rights in the Aloma property, in that he had been forced to take
possession of the house upon theft of his money by Merage forgers, and
their refusals to return it. Salessi had further proved to the trial court that, at
the least, by the legal mechanism of "Adverse Possession", the court was
mandated to quiet his title to Aloma once and for all, not knowing that the
trial court's priority was to dump the case as best it could, while concealing
the court's ab intio conflicts with multiple defendants whereupon the court
should have recused itself at inception of the case.
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PROBABLE

REASONS

FOR

LAWYERS',

AND/OR,

COURTS'

FABRICATIONS SUCH AS THOSE IN THIS CASE:
There exist actual reasons for the lawyers' above-detailed blatant
confessions as to the sequence of frauds regarding the Aloma subject
property, and as to millions of similar pieces of USA real estate, as
elaborated below. The actual reasons are most likely the prevention of the
forbidden disclosure of FRS perpetual counterfeiting system.
The below detailed hypothetical scenario which lays out the Federal
Reserve System's (FRS) perpetual money counterfeiting operations, further
enhances Salessi's ultimate facts presented in the operative complaint. The
below numbers, however, are estimations based on Salessi's personal
knowledge and experience with this subject, and include his proprietary
know-how, leading to his disclosure of the 2008 financial collapse in his
2004 case# 04CC11080, upon its discovery in 2003. Had the Carter-court
allowed the completion of the already propounded discovery of the Cartel,
many more precise details would have surfaced and would have been
included in the following list of events which largely apply to every USA
mortgage loan made, thus providing a clear picture of FRS perpetual
counterfeiting operations which also produces perpetual dissolution of
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pretender lenders, and financial institutions, by the FDIC, as a necessary
element of the perpetual plunder through those counterfeiting operations.
Likely Federal Reserve System (FRS) Chain of Money Transfers as to
the Aloma property, in November 2002:
1-

Ortiz sellers had probably signed a grant deed with a blank,

instead of Salessi's name as the buyer.
2-

Merage had likely advanced the $300,000 as the collateral for

the $300,000 WaMu purchase money loan of the Ortiz to buy their new
home of $600,000. This is because the Ortiz new home purchase escrow
had closed before the Aloma forgeries and thefts, and long before Aloma's
sham escrow closing date.
3-

Most likely, Merage had forged multiple versions of that blank

grant deed and obtained multiple loans from several banks, which later
went under, such as WoSB, WaMU, Downey S&L, et cet.
4-

Merage must have created multiple forged escrows in order to

cash, without refund, potential buyers' good faith checks, similar to
Salessi's $5,000 which he had immediately cashed upon receipt, and
forged Salessi's handwriting and signature purporting to authorize it #55
(AA 744 ).

Me rage chain-forgery had allowed Me rage to cash the other

estimated sums below:
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5-

$50,000 cashier's check was stolen from Salessi by fraudulent

inducement of holding it in anticipation of their promised submission of
missing documents, followed by the renegotiation of Aloma purchase
contract based upon new escrow instructions, none of which was ever
done. Instead, the $50,000 cashier's check was immediately sent to WoSB,
and was cashed and stolen by WoSB in San Francisco, upon forgery of
necessary documents among the forgery mills of Cameron Merage,
Commonwealth Title, and WoSB loan mill connected to Century Funding in
San Mateo.
6-

WoSB deposited Salessi's $50,000 cash into its interbank

account with The Federal Reserve system (FRS) and immediately obtained
a twenty fold credit line, according to "Basel II Accord" then in effect.
Therefore,

WoSB's FRS-account was credited with $50,000 X 20

$1 ,000,000 counterfeit money;

=

49

49

See #10-2 (AA 180): This 20-fold counterfeiting ratio, based upon "The Basel-2 Accord"
which appellant had pled in his 2004 O.C. case# 04CC11 080, with proof attached in its "WORLD"
exhibit, also linked herein: https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/federal/03cworldsavings.html ,
was recently confirmed in the true story film "The Big Short" based on real events, as documented
in the book of Michael Lewis also called "The Big Short", however without knowing about "The
Basel Accord", as its facilitator. As to Aloma, the 20-fold credit line (i.e. $1 million) was in fact a 20fold counterfeit of Salessi's $50,000 cash, and credited to WoSB as counterfeit electronic dollars (edollars). The original $5,000 goodwill check had been quickly cashed and stolen by Merage, and
probably not passed on to WoSB.
Salessi believes that the USA counterfeiting operations based on "Basel II Accord" were the
direct cause of the unusual real estate price inflation during the past decade. This is in contrast
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7-

Around $400,000 of the above $1,000,000 counterfeit was

wired back to commonwealth title to distribute to: Commonwealth itself;
sellers Ortiz; Merage and other forgers, disguised as brokers, agents and
escrow office.

WoSB kept $600,000 of the new counterfeit dollars to

further lend to others;
8-

Sellers Ortiz received around $350,000 of the above $400,000

into their accounts, with $50,000 for payoff of their outstanding balance on
the Aloma property, and $300,000 into their new house purchase down
payment account. Ortiz sellers claimed their price was $443,000, but in
reality Salessi believes they received no more than $350,000; [Merage had
with expensive "expert opinions" of all the "financial experts" who have blamed the past decade's
unusual real estate inflation on the creation of the speculative junk bonds, as the cause of boom
and bust of the American real estate market, and the U.S. meltdown of 2008. These are the names of
a few acronyms of those fancy junk papers, the creation of which is falsely blamed for the USA real
estate bust: ABS, REMICS, MBS, CDS, COO.
Furthermore, contrary to common "experts' beliefs", plaintiff Salessi believes that there
exist no actual connections between such junk instruments and actual mortgages, meaning that the
junk bonds were never backed with U.S. mortgages at all. That is due to the fact that connections
between a fully executed and recorded loan and all the MBS which show the loan as one of their
member elements, are created only though MERS database with which one loan can be assigned to
literally countless pools of loans which morph into MBS junk bonds; there are no other
connections. In fact, the above junk bonds are backed with nothing but fraud. This will be
documented in more detail in Salessi's concurrently filed "Bank Disclosure Manual", to be included
as one section of his new Request for Judicial Notice (RJN-6), if time permitting [Otherwise it will
have to be filed after the service of Appellant's Opening Brief, and as a supplement.] See also
MERS discussions above.
However, such junk bonds were created and sold to USA as well as foreign buyers as top
quality USA-backed investment instruments, the purchase of which caused devastations in many
other countries, causing new bouts of poverty everywhere, and impositions of a new fraud labeled
"Austerity" for the plunder of whatever else was left to plunder by the Royal & Elite.
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likely advanced the above $300,000 to Ortiz sellers to close their new
home purchase escrow earlier, in return for the blank-signed grant deeds,
and their cooperation with Merage forgeries, and thefts].
9-

$300,000 Ortiz down payment, of WoSB counterfeit dollars,

landed in Washington Mutual (WaMu) where Ortiz obtained a new
$300,000 fixed loan for the balance of their newly purchased home, costing
$600,000;
10-

WaMu wired the $300,000 (e-dollars, in place of cash$) to

WaMu-FRS account and was immediately credited its 20-fold (ie.:
$6,000,000-Six million) in its joint account. From that new $6 million
counterfeit credit dollars, it wired $600,000 to those who sold the house to
the Ortiz, and had another $5.4 million additional counterfeit dollars to lend
to others;
11-

By 2006, just four years later, WoSB having committed millions

of similar counterfeit operations had to be declared insolvent by the FDIC,
and to be shut down. However, America's top drug dons, some of whom
were named in Salessi's FBI complaint, and who had probably been
laundering drugs, weapons, and drug money, between USA and Mexico,
using Wachovia armored cars and exchange houses, were likely advised
by the FDIC of a way of laundering over $100 billion of their drug money
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out of Wachovia by a sham purchase of the insolvent WoSB, which they
accomplished very quickly, by pretending to pay an official $120 billion for a
worthless, and underwater, bank which had buried itself in counterfeit credit
money creation, and without assets. WoSB investment fund clients lost
billions of their investment and cash-deposits, while FDIC did not declare it
insolvent, or liquidated, in order to conceal the $120 billion laundered drug
money as legitimate investment, while it just nothing but laundered drug
money; in addition, FDIC did not compensate the depositors for their
deposit losses, and even concealed the WoSB depositors's losses from
public; appellant knowledge is from an actual individual who lost several
hundred thousand dollars of his IRA money to WoSB insolvency;
12-

2007: Wachovia laundered around $120 billion of its drug

money for the staged and sham purchase of the worthless WoSB;
13-

2007: WaMu which had received the above $300,000 of WoSB

counterfeit dollars, and by its deposit in its FRS account had been credited
$6,000,000 new counterfeit dollars, went under but not declared bankrupt,
or insolvent by FDIC;
14-

2008: Wachovia, buyer of WoSB by fraud, while sailing in $1/2

trillion drug of cash was itself declared staged insolvency with the help of
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FDIC which compelled Wachovia to borrow "overnight funds" from
Citigroup to stay afloat for a few days (AA 4, 53, 219, 307);
15-

2008: Wachovia successfully became publicly known as

insolvent, similar to Lehman and others;
16-

2008: In order to further launder the $1/2 trillion (or more) of

Wachovia drug money into legitimate looking entities, FDIC merged the
insolvent WoSB, and the drug-$$ rich Wachovia into Wells Fargo (WF), as
the world history's largest ever drug money laundering operations with
which FDIC washed Wachovia's $1/2 trillion laundered drug money into
legitimate looking WF dollars.
17-

2008:

above

FDIC-Wachovia-Wells

Fargo

laundering

operations occurred during the very short window of the heat of the late
2008 real banking collapses, which was the best time to fake additional
banking collapses. This was also the time they launched massive attacks
on WoSB mortgagees whose loan servicing had been illegally passed on to
Wachovia Drug Cartel, but without documentation, such as Salessi's
unexecuted bogus loans which were not registered in MERS. During that
same period Wachovia's drug gangs were also murdering thousands of
people in Mexico, and in furtherance of their drug trafficking, and their drug
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money laundering operations, according to their former whistleblower
Martin Woods. Google, and YOUTUBE: "MARTIN WOODS WACHOVIA";
18-

What happened as to Salessi's case above, is similar to

another simplified hypothetical chain of events, described as follows: in
November 2002, Cartel lawyers counterfeited 3,500 pieces of $100 bills
(i.e.: $350,000) with their Xerox machines and handed them over to the
Ortiz sellers in return for a properly signed grant deed without a grantee
name,

and vacated the Aloma house; Cartel lawyers stole Salessi's

$55,000 cash and forced him to accept the keys, and a later a forged grantdeed sent to him by mail, which had been forged and recorded by
themselves (not the deed signed by the Ortizes), and started billing Salessi
for mortgage bills, which loans they had also forged and recorded, in order
to create a perpetual theft account (i.e. the mortgage-loan account) to steal
money from Salessi for as long as possible, and so that when, and if,
Salessi eventually discovers their forgeries and gives them notice of it and
stops payments on the bogus loan (as mandated by statute CC
§§1662;1691), then Cartel lawyers can abuse that excuse to claim that
Salessi cannot claim any interest in the house because his grant deed and
loan documents had all been forged [by themselves of course], and then to
proceed to a fraudulent foreclosure and steal the house without having to
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pay a penny for it, except the necessary bribes, which according to
whistle blower Judge Dale Chase is 10% of the selling price of the
foreclosed house, paid to the foreclosure judge; [This is a totally believable
revelation, and corresponds with Salessi's personal experience of courts,
as detailed above]. Meantime, the bank (i.e.: WaMu) which had accepted
the above counterfeit $100 bills from the Ortiz as their down payment went
bust and disappeared after having churned similar counterfeits for five
more years, just as Salessi had calculated to happen in his original Orange
County Case# 04C11080.
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CONCLUSION:

For all the foregoing reasons, or for any one of the foregoing reasons,
the underlying dismissals, ab initio of the case, should be reversed and the
case should be remanded for amendments, discovery, and trial, in
conjunction with a referral to a Federal Grand Jury for criminal prosecution.

VERIFICATION:

I, Kareem Salessi, Plaintiff/Appellant in the instant action, declare as
follows:
I have personally drafted the foregoing appellate opening brief, and know
its contents to be true of my own personal knowledge and experience,
except as to those matters that are therein alleged on information and
belief, and, as to those matters that I believe them to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the United States of

J{ / )(

America, that the foregoing is true and correct.

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:

5/9/2016

j
Kareem Salessi
Appellant-Plaintiff
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES
Pursuant to Ninth Circuit Rule 28-2.6, Appellant certifies that there
was a related bankruptcy appeal in this court, which was dismissed around
2009. A sealed motion filed in that case should be included in the SEALED
CD filing with this brief.
The only active case related to this case is the original Orange
County Case #04CC1 080 which was reopened by judgment defendant
Frank Peimani, on 3/11/16, the same date this court ordered this case
dismissed.
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Certificate of Compliance Pursuant to 9th Circuit Rules 28-4, 29-2(c)(2)
and (3), 32-2 or 32-41 for Case Number 13-57063

This brief is accompanied by a motion for leave to file an oversize brief
pursuant to Circuit Rule 32-2 and its body consists of 37070 words,
beginning with page 21, and excluding the portions exempted by Fed. R.
App. P. 32(a)(7)(B)(iii), if applicable.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL
Case No.: 13-57063
I,

Kareem Salessi , declare:

I, Appellant/Plaintiff Salessi, AM a party to this action. My business
address is: 2082 Michelson Drive, #100, Irvine, Ca. 92612.
On 5/10/16, I deposited in the United States mail at Santa Ana,
California, a copy (or original as the Code requires} of the following
document(s}: APPELLANT'S INFORMAL OPENING BRIEF

Addressed to:
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit
P.O. Box 193939
San Francisco, Ca. 94119-3939
Case # 13·57063
Tel: (415) 455-8000
Ms. Lisa J. McMains, Esq.
1551 North Tustin Ave., S-900
Santa Ana, Ca. 92705
Counsel for the ORTIZ
Mr. Darin L. Wessel
Manning &Kass Ellrod, Ramirez....LLP
550 West C. Street, Suite 1900
San Diego, Ca. 921 01
Counsel for First Team ... Defendants
Mr. Douglas Farrell,
31 West Sierra Madre 81vd.
Sierra Madre, GA 91024
Counsel for Commonwealth Land Title Ins.
in J.A.M.S. Arbitration
Attorney General's Office
California Department of Justice
Attn: Public Inquiry Unit 231095
P.O. Box 944255
Sacramento, CA 94244-2550

Mr. Albert P. Ballog, Jr.
Sullivan, Ballog &Williams LLP
400 North Tustin Ave, Suite 120,
Santa Ana, Ca. 92705
Counsel for County of Orange
Ms. Sarah Overton, esq.
3801 University Ave. S-560
Riverside, Ca. 92501
Counsel for Judge William Monroe
Mr. Mark &. Aronson
34• Fleer, 444 S. Flewer Str.
bes Angeles, Ga.
Geunsel for Western SuFety GempaRy
Ms. Nami R. Kang
Epport, Richman &Robbins, LLP
1875 Century Park East, Suite 800
Los Angeles, Ca. 90067.
Counsel for Commonwealth &Fidelity
Mr. FREDRICK HICKMAN; AFRCT
199 S. LOS ROBLES AVE. SUITE 600,
PASADENA, CA 91101;
Counsel for Wachovia (a Narco-Bank)

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on 5/10/16, in Orange County, California.
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